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SynOEsis 
'Probe' tubes, 'Retarding potential' tubes and a tube 
in which the oxide Vias 'sandYliched' botwcen two nickel 
electrodos have beon used to investigate the conductivity 
and thc)l"'mionic emission of barium oxide coated co.thodes. 
The results obtained, for various statos of cathode 'activity' 
and cathode temperntures, indicated that the 'Probe' tub CS 
WC1"O the most sntisfnctory for tlllS type of investigation. 
Values of the apparent Richardson work function have boen 
obtained from these measuromonta. together with values of 
tho apparent surfnce and internal work f'unctions, ·,-:11i1e 
values of the apparent contact potential difference and the 
apparent anode \lark function have Deen obtained from the 
emission mec.suroments. 
It was found. tJ.12t lnpge values of Richnrdson work 
function wore associated with positive values of intercept 
on the Richarc-;'son plot, in nccordnnce wi th a simple model 
involving a.dsoroed layers of an electroJ.lcgative su"bst.~co 
The smaller vnlues of Ricllardso~ worl: function wore 
associated wi t:1 no::;:. ti vu values of tlw in tarcept. It 
hns been shovm that a linear relationship sometimes exists 
between the slope and the int~rcept of Ric~rdoon linos and ~ 
this is to be expected uhen theso lines intersect in a 
COliti10n point. 
The apparent inte~lal and surface work fUnct10ns 
were b~h found to decrease as act1vation of the cnthode 
occurred. Chnn[:;cs in thc apparent surface Vlork function 
ii 
«'Cv.$" 
were found to 1Re:cose more rapidly than the internal 
work fUnction when the presoure in the experimental 
tube was alter od. 
Conductivity measurements have indicated a smnll 
recti~ication effect which is probably due to the metal/ 
oxide interface. McasureLlents of the Seeboclc o.m.f. have 
indicated that the oxide usually behaves as an n-typo 
semiconductor, but at higher internal gas pressuros, a 
transition from n-type to p-type scmiCOnducti~y was 
observed 0.3 the temporo.ture of the cathode was decreased. 
The conductivity measurements at high temperatures were 
consistent with the Loosjes-Vink pore-conduction hJ~othesis. 
Measurements at higher tomperatu.!'ee indicated n saturation 
of both the conductivity and the emission current whioh 
w~ attributed to n space charge effect in the pores of 
the oxide. other o:.:perimental results indicated that 
the emitting surfaces were within tho pores of the oxide 
and this wns confirined b:l an oxperiment in which t he oxide 
was romoved from the base mete.l. Measurements of the 
conducti vi ty ut lo,..,ar temperatures indicated the possibility 
c£ althcr n surfo.ce coruluction mecha.nism or donor depletion. 
The vnlues ef the apparent anode \'Iork function indica.ted 
the presence of o.n c..c-U vc film of bo..rium~r 'bnrium oxide, 
on the nickel anode, vlhich was further modified by the 
~ 
presence of an electronegntlvc lllyer,.which could be 
removod by electron bomba.rdment and hoating. Some results 
have indicated that gettering by menns of an evaporated film 
~ 
of barium may not 00 ns effective us might,.~hoped. 
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General Properties and Preparation of Oxide Coated Cathodes 
1. I~ltrocluction 
A cathode, as used in vacuum tubes,. may be dc;i'ined.. as a 
device used for the production or electrons. Electron emission 
can be obtained by a number of methods but the most used and 
most tractable method is that known as thermionic emission. 
In this process, electrons are emitted from a hot body. It 
is important, from an economic point of view, that the energy 
expended to obtain each electron should be the minimum possible, 
that is, the work function (or the energy required to rmnove 
an electron from the cathode in vacuo)should have the smallest 
possible v:::..1U'O , The first practicable cathodes consisted 
of a metal wire heated by the passage of an electric current, 
but in 1903 Wehneltl ,2,3 noticed an increase of emission 
when the wire was contaminated by metallic oxides. He 
consolidated this discovery by investigating the electron 
emitting properties or many metallic oxides and concluded that 
alkaline earth oxides were the best emitters. He and his 
collaborator Jentzch, found that the Richardson equation for 
the thermdonic emission of electrons from metals was also 
obeyed by the oxides and determined the work function of 
various oxides. 
Cathodes involving the alkaline earth oxides are now 
almost exclusively used in ther.mionic vacuum tubes, but while 
many of these devices have been produced and used, their mode 
of operation presents many basic problems in physics whidh 
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have not been cOmPlete~ solved. 
2. Description 
An oxide cathode oonsists or a quantity of an alkaline 
earth oxide, or a mixture o~ such o%1des, supported upon a 
metallic base which is capable of being heated either in vacuo 
or in a suitable atmosphere. 
3. The Base Metal 
The base metal must EUltisfy a number of demands which 
vary according to the prospective useage. 
A number of generally required properties may be listed. 
(1) A favourable influence on the electron emission. 
(2) Chemical inertness with respect to the cathode material 
and any gases or vapours existing in the tube. 
(3) General stability during operation and processing, in 
particular, a low rate of evaporation, a high melting pOint, 
high tensile strength, and a low rate of recrystallisation. 
(4) The ability to be readily 'out-gassed' during manufacture. 
(5) Low thermal conductivity and emissivity. 
Few metals satisfy these requirements, but the most suitable 
ones are listed below:-
(a) Tungsten. This metal 1s used exclusively for 
directly heated cathodes where the oxide is deposited on the 
heating filament. It has a disadvantage in that chemical 
reactions with the oxides produce tungstates which have a high 
resistanoe. This disadvantage 1s nega~ed by coating the wire 
with a suitable che~cally inert ~tal. 
-3-
(b) Platinum. Platinum is chemically inert and does 
not react with tho oxides. Barium is said to d:tsolve in the 
metal (Metson4) and thus may incroase the effeotive life of 
the cathode. The main disadvantages are the high cost and 
difficulty in 'activation'. 
defined in section 6. 
The term 'aotivation' will be 
(c) ~iqkel and Nickel Alloys. These are the most 
commonly used base metals. Liebold5 states that, of all the 
metals, 1Jickel has the best in:f'luence on the emission. It 
is also chemically inert and does not react with the oxides. 
Nickel is seldom used as the pure metal. Alloys, containing 
reducing agents, are used to help reduce the oxide and 
liberate freo barium. Aluminum, magnesium and titanium are 
commonly used. other additions, for example silicon and 
manganese, give increased tensile strength. 
One of the most widely used conEereinl alloys is 
'0 Nickel' and this alloy has been a~ost exclusively used 
as the basemetal by workers in this laboratory. The additions 
are as follows:-
Co 0.5% 8i 0.10% Mn 0.15% cu 0.10% 
Fe 0.20% C 0.06% Mg 0.10% S 0.005% 
The advantages which the additions conf'er are offset by the 
formation of high resistance silicon and manganese compounds 
which reduce ern1ssion6,7,8. These compounds are situated 
between the oxide and the baso metol and constitute the 
'interface layer'. Additions of copper reduce the radiant 
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emissivity, thus cutting radiation losses to the minimum 
possible level. 
Nickel and nickel alloys are almost exclusively used 
for indirectly heated cathodes. Generally speaking there 
are two types. The first is in the form of a hollo\7 cylinder 
for tubes of cylindrical geometry, while the second type 1s in 
the form of a cup 
pa~allel geometry. 
and is used in tubes with plane 
Both types are heated by an electric 
current passed through a wire or coil insulated from the base 
by a ceramic body. The heater should make good thermal 
contact with the base metal so that heating is due to conduction 
rather than radiation. 
Indirectly heated cathodes are used more frequently than 
directly heated cathodes. They have the advantage that the 
cathode is at a uniform potential, whereas the directly heated 
cathode has a potential gradient due to the heating current, 
Indirectly heated cathodes have been used for all the work 
carried out in this laboratory. 
4. The Alkaline Earth Oxide Layer. 
The alkaline earth oxides are not stable in air. 
Chemical reactions occur with carbon dioxide, water, and the 
sulphur compounds present in industrial atmospheres, to give 
the carbonates, hydroxides, sulphides and sulphates, 
The cathodes are therefore prepared almost o~usively by 
applying the cathode material as the carbonates. The 
carbonates are then converted to the oxides by hoating while 
the tube is continuously evaouatp.d. The carbor~tes can be 
deposited onto the base metal by the f'ollowing methods:-
1. Dipping, 2. Fainting, 3. Electrophoresis, 4. Spraying. 
The mixtures "rhieh are deposited. upon the base are prepared 
in the f'ollovang general manner. 
The carbonates are precipitated by passing carbon dioxide 
into a solution of' the nitrates or hydroxides. These are then 
f'i.nely ground in a mill, and suspended in a volatile organiC 
liquid whicll acts as a solvent f'or an organic binder such as 
nitrocellulose. Af'ter application, the organic solvent 
evaporates leaving the carbonates attached to the base metal 
by means of the organic binder. This binder is eventually 
removed during the heating process, when the carbonates are 
simultaneously converted to oxides. 
The first two methods give a very similar cathode of 
fairly low porosity. Electrophoresis gives the minimum volUlila 
of pore space, while spraying gives the highest proportion of 
pore space together with a much rougher surface. All methods 
result in a pore volume of greater tlLan 50% and usually as 
much as 80%9. These pores have a considerable influence on 
the operation of the cathode. The ~raying method 1s the one 
most generally employed by manufaoturers, and this method has 
also been employed for the oonstruotion of oathodes in tllis 
laboratory. 
The behaviour of the oxide coating is also dependent upon 
the method of production of the carbonate, which influences 
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the particle size and purity. The volatility or the solvent, 
together with the hunddity and temperature of the air during 
spraying, has a considerab13 influence on the porosity. All 
these factors must be rigidly controlled if cathodes of 
consistent belluviour are to be obtained. 
Soon after the introduction of the oxide cathode into 
commerical use, it was noted that barium oxide was the best 
6i~glo oxide, whilst a mixture of two or more ulkaline earth 
oxides gave cathodes which were more successfUl than those 
containing only one oxide. The investigations indicated that 
the mixed oxides gave a better bond to the base metal and, 
more important, gave greater electren emiosion at the optimum 
operating temperature. These facts were first recognised 
by Spanner10 and Simon11, Later work by Benjam1n and 
ROOksby12; Burge"s13, Huber and Wagener14, and Eisenstienl5 , 
confirmed those facts and indicated that there was a definite 
relationship between emission and crystallographic structure 
(Figs. 1.4.1 and 1.4.2.) It was found that barium and 
strontium oxides fo~ned a continuous series of mixed crystals 
and that these resulted in enhanced emission, The addition 
of about 10% calcium oxide was also found to increase emdssion 
by a method which is still not understood, (Violet and 
RuthmU11er16). 
Work in this laboratory is performed on cathodes of the 
single oxides, which resulte in a simpler system, more 
conducive to the investigation of cathode behaviour. 
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5. Cathode Processing 
The cathode coated with the appropriate carbonate mixture, 
is mounted with the other electrodes and sealed inside the 
cnvelope of' the tube. The tube is next sealed onto a vacuum 
system and the pros'sure reduced to at 1 east lO-5rnm•Hg• The 
temperature of the cathode is now slowly increased to convert 
the carbonates to the oxides and the carbon dioxide evolved 
iE pumped away. When the 'break-down' is c anplete all metal 
parts are out-gassed by heating ~~th a radio f'requency eddy 
current heater. The non-metallic parts are out-gassed by 
baking in an oven to a temperature just below the softening 
point of the glass. In this way the maximum possible 
quantity of gas is rffiuoved from the tube. Broakdown is 
generally recognised as being complete when the pressure is 
-6 less than 10 mm.Hg, with the cathode at a temperature of 
1200' K. 
6. Activation 
At this stage, electron emission from the cathode is 
extremely small and before such a tube can be used it is 
necessary to carry out the process known as 'activation'. A 
number of methods are available, all of' which are thought 
to produce the same effect. It is thought that activation 
results from the production of a stoichiometric excess of 
metal atoms. A stoichiometric excess of barium is thought 
to be mainly responsible f'or the activation of all oxide 
cathodes which contain barium oxide, but it is likoly that 
-8-
Strontium and oalcium will also be responsible to ~ more 
limi tod Gxten t. Moore, Wooten and Morrison17 hove shown the t 
the quantity of exooss barium. is not greeter than one atom 
in 10° for the oase of 0 praotioable barium oxide cathode. 
The methods cveilcblo for aotivrtion nre:-
o. Drewing Emission Current at the Opernting Temperature. 
When emission ourrent is drawn (at oonstant t~peroture) 
it inorcnscs slowly to a maximum v~luo. It is thought that 
barium and oxygen ore liberated eleotrolytioally. The oxygen 
esonpcs from the ooating but the barium is lott ns tree metal. 
b. Hccting or 'Flashing' the Cathode to High Tcmper<'tures. 
In this ooso, any reduoing oomponents of the bose metal 
ora thought to recct u1th oxygen prosent in the oxide, thus 
liberating bcrium. The orgonio binder nlso behaves ns Q 
reduoing egont, (Bonjamin, Cosgrovo nnd Warron18). 
o. Exposure of the Hot C~thodc to Reducing Gasos. 
Methane, ethane and co.rbon monoxide have al.l. been shown 
to activate the cathode (Prescott and Morrison19 , Eisenstein20 , 
and Forman21 ). This process has also been studied by Huber22 
who found that cathodes prepared from barium peroxide were 
not as active as those prepared from the carbonnte. 
d. Activntion by the .Addition of excess Bc,rium. 
When barium from nn externol souroe is evnpornted onto 
the oathode, ~n tmmedir.to 1norocso 01" mniss10n is notod. 
At high oathode tompornturos the emission decronses and it 
is thought thnt br.rium diffusos into the body of tho oathode. 
-9-
The finnl stC~dy lovel of omission is found to be highor 
then beforo eVe,porr: ti::m. At low onthode tempernturcs the 
emission f,~lls rDpidly Dnd it is thought that the barium 
~ ctl~ 
cvnpornt(;s off the cnthodc. (Kf,wemurn23, Norg':nrd24, Wright25). 
. ..','H. K~~.u: 'tr> 
c. Activr.tion by electron Bombnrdment. ~I,"f."'. CI·'''C:''k~ ~ ,,", 
M80 NU ... , 
This method hos boen invQstigntcd by Bucker26 • It has 
buon found to be fc~siblo but is not often used. 
It mny be noted that Mctson27 hns suggested that neithor 
the thGory of oho~iccl r~duction nor the theory of 
eleotrolysis ere suffioient to explain the vory conSiderable 
incrcnse in omission produced by p.ctivntion. 
Throughout the lifo of an oxido onthOde thoro is 
continunl eVfporntion of the nl~~line onrth OXides, togethor 
w1 th El oortcin qUF:nti ty of the oorrosponding metels. ThUS, 
the fully ~ct1vcted oxide or.thodo will ranch c str.tc of 
dynnmio oquilibrium which is chnrr:otoristic of the c[",thodc 
tvmporr turo. 
When tho desired stcto of cnthode activity hos beon 
nttnined the tube ~y be sar-led off ond the gettors fired. 
The tube is thon ready tor usa. 
7. The life of an Oxide Cathode 
A deorease 1n emission 1s non~lly observed as an oxide 
oa thode 1s opera ted over a period of tine'. If ma:x:1l:n.uI:l 11fe 
is required it 1s neoessary to operate the oathode ~ith1n the 
tetlpera ture range 9000 K to 1200'1t. As the opera ting 
t~perature is reduoed there 1s an inoreasing tendenoy tor the 
... 
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emission to decreaee due to 'poisoning'. Poisoning is 
thought to be th.e reverse of the activation process in so 
much as the sto1ohio~etr10 excess of bariuc is thought to 
be removed by reaotions with gases and vapours present in 
the experiuental tube. The poisoning effeots of different 
28 gases and vapours hove been studied by Herrmann and Krieg , 
and their work indioates that most gases involved in the 
~anufaoture of the valve produce some sort o~ poisoning 
effect. The only gases involved which do not give a 
poisoning effect are hydrogen and the inert gases. It is 
interesting to note that gases whioh produoe aotivation at 
low pressures give the opposite effect at high pressures. 
Oxygen, in particular, produoes a marked poisoning effeot 
whioh has been investigated by Metson29 and Higginson30• 
HigginB~n has al£)o .studied the effeots of sulphur poisoning. 
Herrmann3l has sho,m that solids oon also produoe 
poisoning effeots. This is due to ohemioal reaotions with 
the oxide to produoe oomplex oompounds. Liebold32 has shown 
that the oore metal oan oause poisoning it reaotions ooourtng 
during manufaoture produoe stmilar oompounds. Clu"omium, 
iron, and molybdenum are partioularly prone to this kind of 
behaviour. 
At temperatures above 9000K poisoning effects produoed 
by gases are reduoed to a min~um. Electron emission ia 
quite high at these temperatures, but unfortunately the 
inoreased temperature of the oathode inoreases the rete ot 
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evaporation of the cathode material. Barium oxide is 
preferentially evaporated because the vapour pressure of 
this oxide is higher than that of strontium oxide, and 
calcium oxide but the vapour pressures of t he metals are 
lower than thocc of the oxides, with bariwn haYing the lowest 
vapour pressure of the three. Thus, the composition of the 
cathode vIi11 change with time. This change has been 
detected and measured "by Eisenst*ln33 who also found that the 
changes were not af.fected by drawing current. It was also 
found that the proportion of barium oxide declined more 
rapidly when the base metal contained reducing agents. This 
might be attributed to the more rapid production or the metals 
from the oxides by cherdcel reduction. The metals have a 
muc.h higher vapour prossure than. the oxides so tha.t the rate 
of evaporation ui11 be increased. At 12000 K evaporation 
effects limit the life of an oxide cathode to about 1000 hours. 
8. The ~nction of the stoichiometric Excess of Barium. 
It has been stated that barium metal is produced in the 
oxide cathode and that this has been hold responsible for the 
activation of the cuthode. Some of the evidence concerning 
the amount of f'ree barium produced will now be discussed. 
One proof of the presence of excess barium has been 
noted above v{hen it was stated that Wooten and Morrison 
showed barium to be present in the proportion of one atom in 
106• These workers determined this figure by chemical 
analysis. other workers have provided proof of the existence 
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o~ excess barium and some have indicated where it is located. 
Qualitative proor was first given by Becke~4 who used 
an experimental tube uith a BaO/SrO cathode arranged close to 
a carefully cloaned tungsten ribbon. The temperature or the 
cathode was increased to 12600 K and increased emission was 
obtained from the tungsten ribbon, which corresponded to the 
emission obtained from a tungsten/barlum cathode as barium 
W~8 evaporated onto the surface. Becker concluded that 
barium was evaporated from the cathode onto the ribbon and that 
free barium must exist i~or on, th~ cathode coating. Further 
proof was given by Gehrts35, who obscl~ed a green glow, 
spectroscopically characteristic or barium, when the grid and 
wU'Q 
anode of his experimental tube~bombarded. 
The first chemical ana~sis of excess barium in the 
cathode was performed by Berdennikowa.36 who used a BaO/SrO/CaO 
cathode on a platinum/iridium base. 
reaction: 
The method utilised the 
Water vapour was introduced into the experimental tube and the 
pressuro of the hydrogen produced was measured by means of a 
MacLeod gauge. Y.beresulte indicated that the coating 
contained 5 micro grams of barium. Clausing37 used the same 
technique and also a method based on the oxidation of the 
barium by oxygen to barium oxide. Both methods indicated 0.5 
mole per cent of barium. 
More recent doter.minations by Jenkins .. and Newton38 
using the method first described, indicated 0.01 mole per cent 
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bariwn. other methods have beon used and the most reliable 
o-r these indicate a similar Q.uantity. Those more recent 
determinations have distinguished between barium actually 
present in the coo.tiI'lG and that evaporated onto the electrodes 
and the envelope. 
Production o-r excess barium is accompanied by the 
liberation of an equivalent quantity of oxygen. This should 
also provide a method for the estimation of the excess bariQ~. 
Qualitative proof' was first given by Barton39 who f'ound the 
02- ion by means of' a mass spectrometer. However, this ion 
VIas not f'ound by Shephord40 Vlho,more recently, has carried out 
a similar study. Direct chemical analysis of' the liberated 
oxygen has beon Dorformed by Isensee41 , who -round that 0.2 
mole per cent of' oxygen VlIlS liberated f'rom a BaO/SrO/CaO cathode. 
The analyses described so f'ar do not indicato the 
location o-r tho metal. This knowledge is essential if' u 
physical picture of' the emission process is required. It was 
. originally suggested that the bariillll was locnted either at 
the sur-ruce o-r the base metal or the surf'ace of' the oxide. 
It was also suggested tl~t it could only be ef'fective at the 
cathode surface. The quantities of' bariillll found by analysis 
indicated that any surf'ace film must be about 100 atoms thick. 
If however, the metal is also to be found at grain boundaries, 
the layer would be severnl atoms thick. It would seem that 
this explanation could not explain the bel~v1our of tho 
cathode. Layers o-r this order of magnitude should behave 
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l1ko the bulk metal, and this is cortainly not the ca so for 
actual cathodes. Quite apart from this, tho vapour pressure 
( -2 ~ of barium is such, 3 x 10 mm. Hg. at 100u K.), that layers 
of this thickness could not exist on the cathode sur:f'ace. 
In addition, experiments by Becker and sears42, in which tho 
excess barium was produced at the surface of the cathode, 
indicated an increase in emission with time when, it was 
s".pposed, the excess barium di:f'fused into the body of the 
cathode. 
It seems likely that most of the barium must be actually 
incorporated in the crystals, although this does not, of 
course, prohibit the formation of an adsorbed layer. 
Calculations of the ionic radii and the dimensions of the 
crystal lattice indicate that the excess barium 1s probably 
offectively produced by the formation of oxygen vacancies 
rather than by tho production of interstitial metal atoms, 
(SChottKy43, ITost and Nehlop44, and Shrie145). 
Measurements of the Hall coefficient by wright46 have 
indicated thnt the oxide cathode is an excess or n-type 
semiconductor. This behaviour is consistent with tho 
hypothesis which invokos the presence of oxygen vacancies. 
9. Sunmar,Y. 
The oxide cathode has been doscribed as a porous structure 
of an alkalino earth oxide, or a mixture of those oxides, 
bonded to a metallic core. Excess barium has been shown to 
exist in the cathode and is probably mainly produoed by the 
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formation of oxygen vacancies. While it is likely that 
such aa system should Dehave as an n-type semiconductor, 
the possible existence of adsorbed layers of barium and 
other atoms should not be overlooked. An intermediate 
high resistance layer (interface layer) is also often 
present between the oxide and the base metal and may 
considerably modify the behaviour of the cathode. The 
b~haviour of the cathode, in the light of these facts, will 
be discussed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER 2 
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The Meohanism of Emission from the Oxide Coated Cathode. 
(1) Early Theories. 
The previous ohapter bas presented evidenoe whioh suggests 
that emission from the oxide ooated oathode is in some ~ay due 
to the presence of excess barium in the oathode. Early 
theories of emission from the oxide ooated oathode invoked the 
presenoe of thin fiLms of barium on the surfaoes of the 
crystals. These theories ~ere probably suggested by the faot 
that oathodes involving thin films of metal adsorbed on 
tungsten had been used successfully for many years. The 
adsorbed layers gave a pronounoed reduotion of the ~ork 
funotion. The most suooessful of these cathcdes involved 
films of thorium or oaesium whioh ~ere thought to be present 
as adsorbed layers o::J.y one or tiiO atomio layers thiok. 
Langmuir47 attributed th~ reduotion.of the work function to 
the adsorption of the metal on the surfaoe as a positive ion, 
the ion being bound to the surfaoe by the image foro~. The 
positive oharge on the ion and its image foroe oonstituted 
a dipole, which reduoed the work funotion by an amount A f6 
given by 
" Ll~:. u.1r 960 JA- 2.1.1. (}J~/...fe. I'" i$ i\ .. ~~,~ '''e-:",,,:t ~ cSe i~ rl ...... "" ........ ~ ~ ~~ ~wftt. ~ ~.~ :,..,. CL .. ·"" tt ~ tt-t i<'~~';' ~·t""tle $ .. ,,~~ c.~~ • 
A ohnnge of work tunotion would also be produoed by 
any adsorbed atom whioh possesses a dipole moment and is 
orientated in a oharooteristio manner at the surfaoe. 
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Negative ions would, of oourse, prccuce nn increase in the 
work function. Hence, in general, alements more electropositive 
thon the metal onto i7hich they ore adsorbed ';7ould give a 
reduction in ~ork funotion. Conversely, elements more 
eleotronegative than the base m~tal TIould inorease the uork 
funotio~ Ror example, the strongly oleotronegative element 
oxygen odsorbed onto tungsten produces n partioularly mar~ed 
inorease in work funotion, (Johnson and ViOk48). 
Loury49 extended these theories to explain the emission 
of electrons from the oxide oathode. He proposed that the 
exoess barium ~ns either oocluded or alloyed with the surfaoe 
or the base metal, which thus behaved os El thin film emitter. 
Loury bosed this proposition on his experimental \1cr k, Wh1.oh 
indioated that barium ucs produoed at the base metol both b,y 
eleotrolysis and the r8duot1on of the oxide by agents prc~ent 
in the base metel. On his theory, electrons Were liberated 
from the barium layer on the bose metal and then diffused 
through the pores of the oxide. Ho regarded the OXide as Q 
poor conduc.tor. 
Riamann and Murgoci50 also regarded the base metal as 
the main souroe of electrons, but suggested that the eleotrons 
emitt8d from the bcse wore captured end then emitted by the 
oxide severnl times, to be finnlly emitted et the surface of 
the oxide. On the other hand, Becker hold that emission 
originated from a barium layer et the surfaoe of the oxide. 
This theory was supported by his experiments52 in whioh a 
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or: thode was found to be active:: ted by the eve'pore: t10n of bar1wn 
onto its surfroe from un externCll source, om by experiments 
in TIhioh borium TICS found to be evnporoted from the cathode • 
.Addi tionBl evidenoe. ims provided by experiments in \lhioh the 
oxide layer wos pcrt1clly removed from the bose metal uithout 
cltering the olectron emission, thus indicnting that the core 
motel nes not the souroe of eleotrons. Indep6ndent ~ork by 
other investigntors53 ,54 olso seemed to sh~ that the ~iss1on 
On H.c ~th .... ~ 
cnme from Q .o.etcllic layer et the surf'C\ce. in r.ddition to 
Beoker's expertme3ts, Jones55 has describ0d en experiQent in 
whioh the emission uns reduced by three orders of n~gnitude 
when the outor surfr:co of the coating ..-1OS removed. In this 
onse tho emission ~cs restored by re-cctivnting tho octhode. 
Electron d1ffr2ct1on t~chniques have boen employed to 
exnm1ne the surfnce of the oxide. Work by Dlrbysh1re56 ~ns 
interproted 1"'.s indiccting n surfc:ce lnyer, but more recent 
nork by Hubcr nnd Wogner prov1ded no conclusive evidence for 
the existence ot a monolayer. 
The influence of ndsorbod layers on the oxide surfooe is 
now often negleoted by nodern writers. The modern theory of 
semi-oonduotors has indioated that exoess barium in the cathode 
may be lOJcted in the orystnls to give on exoess or n-type 
sen1oonduotor. This hos suggested thnt amiss10n may be 
obtnined frOLl the surfl'.ces of all the ind1v1dual sem1-
conductor orystals, rnthor th8.n Q ilspeo1al surfaoe" looated 
either at the base metel or the outside of the oathode. 
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It jjJ£,y be noted, howev~rJ thi:t SO:16 r:lOCL8rn workers, pcrticulc.rl¥ 
57 Mctson • consi.Cl.e;r th~t G i'sp£Joic.l somioonductorit exists at 
the bc.se of the c::.thode cnd that this is responsible for the 
Goission. Th0 wodurn thuory ~oos not rule out tha prosvnce 
of c.C:so.cbec. l<:YGrs of bc.riu::.~l cnd these IJnY Vlell plr.y a 
signific<'nt pnrt in the (mission process. 
2. lIilod;:;rn Thoories of ELlission. 
In 1931, Wilson58 extended the bond theory of solids to 
oxplain the cl~ctricrl propertivs of souiconduotors. This 
thoory hes bvon used to explain the emission of electrons from 
the oxide oathode. It must be stressed that the theory 
outlined in this chapter and used by most modern workers in 
the field, assumes a olean surface free from adsorbed layers. 
If these are present the work funotion of the semioonduotor 
will be modified by a uechanism similar to that desoribed in 
section one. 
The band theory was originally developed to explain the 
eleotrical properties of metals. IsOLated atoms of any 
element oontain a definite number of eleotrons whioh exaotly 
neutralise the positive charge of the nuoleus. 
31octrons exist in a oonfiguration 01' disorete energy levels 
oharacteristic of the element. If the atoms are brought 
together to form a solid, a periodio field is produoed in 
whioh quantum meohanical leakage of electrons ooours between 
the potential wells associated with eaoh nuoleus. The 
eleotrons are ther6fore no longer bound to a partioular nuobus 
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but are shared by all the nuclei which make up the crystal. 
In consequence, the energy levels of the individual atoms can 
no longer be considervd und instecd a scriGs of discrete 
enGrgy bonds, eXisting throughJut tho solid, and made up of 
closely packed on~rgy lovels.must be considered. One or 
more of thG highvr energy band.s m8Y not contain the maximum 
numbor of electrons so that el~ctrons may b~ r00dily caused 
to move to 8 higher en~rgy lovel undGr the influonco of an 
C):9Pliod field or th-.; i.:~dcli tion of c.n0rgy in a sui ta bIe form • 
.A bend of t bis type is c:.: 1100. the t c onduc tion band t, Yihilo 
th0 other bonds Brc seid to bo tfilled t • Solids ~hich contain 
::;loctrons in an unfilled band bohave as notE:.ls, but if the 
band is completely empty thoy bGhcvc; os insulators until 
cmough en0rgy is supplied to promoto cn elGctron from a filled 
band caross the forbiddun band and into the conduction bend. 
The bottom of the conduction band is usually considorcbly 
'higher t than the top of the filled band ( f1 typical value 
for this onorgy gel' in an insul,; tor Vlould bo 10eV) ond thus 
conduction is not possible unloss either ext8mely high fieldS 
ErG:-pplied, th.;:l torJ.porC'.ture is suitably incror:sod, a: the 
body is bonbcrded with Sufficiont~ energetiC pcrticles. 
There is r..nothGr clesEl of solids kno';m es intrinsic semi-
conductors, in \"1hich the anergy ge:p or 'forbidden zone' 
betTI~en the filled band and the conduction band is much smaller 
(""leV) • In this case, sufficient electrons can exist in the 
conduction band at room tempereture for the solid to exhibit 
o..'I.o.I ... t-.L 
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low electrical conductivity. 
Two other types of seIllioonc1uotor exist and are known 
respectively as excess or n-type and deficit or p-type 
s emic ond.uc tors. Bcsically their oend structures are 
identically s~iler to those of insulators but there are 
elso 2dditionsl levels in the forbidden zone whioh are 
produced by vacent lattice sites or impurity atoms. The 
n-type semioonduotor contains energy levels situated below 
the conduction band (fig. 2.2.1) and ~lectrons may be excited 
from these levels into th~ conduotion band. The number of 
electrons ','1hioh m8~7 be eJ:cited from these levels into the 
conduction b~nd is controlled by a Boltzmann factor. 
The p-type semiconductor has levels ~hich are 
enerC5tico~ly situete( just above the filled band in the 
forbidden zone. These may be occupied by electrons promoted 
fro.m th0 filled band. This proc5ss produces unoccupied 
leVels in the filled bp.nd and 0 onduo tion may t.::ke plec e by 
tho 0xcitction of these 'positive holes'. 
The evidenoe available indioetes that the oxide cathode 
mBY be classified as ~n n-type semiconductor. The 'J'7ork ot 
Wright and Formnn, ~lreody mentioned, gcve a value of the 
Hell coeffioient oonsistent with cn n-type samioonduotor. 
Other work by Wright seemed to indioate c 'pt to tnt. transition 
at 8oo00K. but this has been shown to be enor~ous. 
Fovller59 hes formulc~ ted equc tions for an impur1 ty 
semioonduotor, based on the following ossumptions:-
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(1) The conduotion band is completely empty et O~. 
(2) The impurity levels are complotaly filled at O~. 
(3) The density of the impurity levels 1s nb per co. 
(4) The energy g[lp,AE, betvJeen the oonduction band and 
the impurity levels, is larger than kT, (0.025 eV at 
room tempor:'.' ture) • 
(5) The energy g~p bet~ecn the filled bend and the 
conduotion benQ, is so large that the oontribution 
of ccrriers from this bond 1s negligible. 
Tnking the energy zoro to ba at the impurity levels, the value 
of the ch(jmical potenti.:;l (or the ciapth of the Fermi level) is:-
log( ZlTmi kT/h2 ) i 
2.2.1 
Whero m+ is the off8otive mass of the 0l~ctron in the conduot1o~ 
bond, cnd the oth&r symbols have the usual muaning. 
The vclue of kT at room temper,~ture is"-'1/40 eV so that, 
for normcl Vr:.lllOS of nb' the ratio:-
1s approximLtely equnl to unity. Henoe, at low temperatures:-
or in other lilords, the Ferm1 level 1s holf way between the 
ee~OO\ 
impurity level cnd the J1tlc4 band. 
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The d~msi ty ef eleotrons in the conc~uction band is given 
by:-
oxp - e.L\ E 
2.2.3 
2kT 
Hare g is e. Ylc1Ghtl.ng fector l~' g~ 2 to flccount for levels 
occupied by electrons of opposite spin. It must again be 
stress6d th~'t the. above equctions c"Jply to a very simple 
llJ.od elf Ca- 2. extatt ..01..... DoIuIA~ c:f e..,~ ~ANt8 o«",~.s). 
Quite cpart from the possible effect of cdsorbed layers, 
it 1s l1kGly thct ch .... metal oxide bounder~r YJ1l1 profoundly 
influonco the proPGrti~s of the ccthode. Other frctors whioh 
should be considored include diffusion and ionic conduotion. 
It is elso extr",mely unlikely that the oc.thodo \7ill be of uniform. 
composition, so that the oleotrionl propertios of the 
in~ividuQl orystals may very oonsidercbly. 
3. The Hell Effeot. 
It has c.lrec.dy been stc:ted that th~ doterminotion of tho 
Holl ooefficient provides c. method for distinguishing between 
n-type and p-type semiconduotors, 
theory ~ill now be given. 
~n outline of the relevant 
If e magnetio field ~ is npplied between opposite faoes 
of a oube of c semiconduotor, and a ourrent ! is flowing in 
c direction rorpendiculcr to the mngnetio field, en emf ! 
is produced between the tTIO remaining feccs of the oube suoh 
the t:-
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E RnI 2.3.1. 
E is the Hall ~ •• and R is the Hall ooefficient for the 
- -
me terial. For a samiconduotor:-
R::: 311 e. s. u. 2.3,2. 
8nfec 
Where ~ is the number of free electrons or positive holes 
available for conduction, ~ is the velocity of light, and ~ 
is the unit of charge with the sign indioated so that R will 
be negative for eleotrons and positive for positive holes. 
The sign of the Hall coeffioient thus provides a method of 
distinguishing between n-type ond p-type materials while nf 
can be readily calculated by the us~ of equation 2.3.1. 
The specifio oonductivity of the materiel is given by:-
t:r= Ilr0v 2.3.3. 
Where y is the mobility. It Rand d"cre determined., the 
mobility can bo obtuined from the equation:-
V :: 8<5 oR 
31'(" 
which is obtained by combining eq,uations 2.3.2. and 2.3.3. 
From this value the mean free path 10 can be calouluted from 
the 0Cluation:-
2.3.5. 
\. 
The above treGtment indioates that deter.minations ot tho Hall 
coeffioient ond conductivity should provide 0 powerful method 
for investigoting the properties of a semioonduotor. 
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Unfortunately the porous multicrystalline struoture of the 
oxido cathode mokos the dct6rmination of the Eall coafficient 
extremely &ifficult. ConS8~ucntly, vory fow det0rminat1ons 
have beon mcde ~n6. sinultC'.noous rJ.e2sur0ments of conductivity 
have rr,rely besn [: ttompted. For8Llcn2l has performed 
Gxperiments of this type over the t8mperoture rsngo 500~ to 
1,000 '1c, which inc1ico t.::;d thn t the cc. thodo Vie s en n-typo 
semiconductor and that thE. electron mobility wes v;..,ry large 
above 700 oK. 
Ishikowa, Seto, Okumnr2 cnd Scsckai60 have roported 
similar IJXpGrinhmts. which ~lso indicc tod th~ t thE;.; oxide 
cathode exhibitod n-type conductivity in VGCUO. Th~c onc 1 ud e(t 
furthormore, that the oxide exhibited p-typo conduotivity in 
"'.,c trtu~O\,l.!y Sh_", 
en c tmos!)hcre of oxygen. This AI ) 11. I uill:zod by Wright46 
4. The Ther.mo El~ctric Effeot. 
• 
An (;lectron pcssing fr~ the Fermi l0vel to the conductio~ 
band of C sOwioonduotor undergoos Q ohange in energy ~. 
Tho ohange in potential ~ is known as the F~ltier ooeffioian~ 
"0 
and the ther.mo eleotrio power is given by:-
.9.Es _ ~ dT - 'orr 
~here ~ is tho S8obeok e~. . 61 se.tz has derived nn equation 
for the Seebeok ~~. in ter.ms of the density ot tree elootrons 
nt nnd the density of impurity levels nb:-
2.4.2. 
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whero AT 1s th~ tempoI'n tur(; ci.iff'()rc:nc G nnd AE th0 dapth of 
tho impuI'i ~ le·vols belm-j th\1 con6_uo tion bnnd. l~IG0.suI'GmGnts 
of this a.m.f. provido c wethod for dot0rmingAE. Blenatt62 
hos ll02sured the SC8back c.ll.f. for two identiccl probes 
GriJ.beddod in D bnrium oxide cc-. thode. The observed negative 
e.n.f. oorrGsponded to ~n n-type s6~iconductor. Rl3sults 
obtc.ined by Nishibori cnd Kcwcmura 63 21so indicatod this. 1iJhilo. 
Doro rccuntly Young64 hes published results which con be 
1ntorproted in torr~ of the Loosjes-Vink hypothesis. 
5. Tho Conduo ti v~ ty of thoJ Oxide C oc tins_ 
When conSidering thoJ oonductivity of the cathodu 88 
D wholo. it is importcnt to remomber thGt a metal to semi-
conductor junction CGn give rise to rGctification off~ct8. 
If G. s6I:liconductor 1s brought into contact with (or in close 
proximity to) c ~otol. thero is ~ '10velling' of the Fermi 
lov0ls. This ccusos the forrJ.::: tion of c. pot0nti81 br'rrior. 
In the OOS0 of en n-typo semiconductor, this barrier ensures 
th8t the trcnsfor of Gloctrons from motal to semiconductor 1s 
only possible ~hen e high field is ~ppliod (SChottky65 and 
The 'height' of the barrier 1s given by:-
2.5.1. 
~~ is the work funotion of the metal/( is the surfoOG work 
function of the sE;:mioonduotor ~ndAE is the dopth of' the Fermi 
'2 
levol below the conductior bend (fig. 2.5.1.). 
Exper1mentc:l dst0rninetions of tha conduotivitios of tho 
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oxiCl.o cr..thod~ indiocto SI:'.lrll rdctifioot1::m effects for 2n 
01octron cUI'runt floping fron B0trl to oxide (Wright67 ). As 
st~tod enrliJr in this section, r~ctificction effocts occur 
OVGn when thJro is no dir00t cont8ct of the semiconductor ond 
not,l. ThE thin, high resistenoe, tintarfnce lcyor' somet~es 
present c ou· .. d th;;;r"forv be in v:Jl VGd in the ruc tif ice t ion 
Lleohanism, Fcn68 h~s consider~d the ocso of thiok int0rfaoe 
regions J' nd hes ooncludod thct eleotrons diffuse through the 
leyer. 
The conduotivity of thu oxide itself LlUSt now bo 
cons iet or .;d. In the or:sc of alkali hr:lidGs, Lligrc tion of ions 
is consl1crGd to hloke Q najor contribution to the oonduotivity 
vIhilc this prooess is Llportcnt When 
c::msidoring r.ctiv;;tion by ol~otrolysiS;, it oo.y be n.:;gleoted 
~hen A well 2ctivetod ccthodo is oonsidored boccusc it would ~ 
S~eD thct eleotrons GrG principally r~sponsible for the 
observed conductivity. It will be:: rCrJ.6Illbered thn t the oxide 
c0thodo hes b'Jon describod cs c very porous body. These 
Dores hrvo a considercblo cff~ct on the conductivity of the 
oxido r:.t high tOdpcrr.tur0s cnd this will bG discussed Inter 
In the seotion. 
Tho conduotion of th~ 0lcctrons through the crystals will 
~~W be discussed in t~rms of the prQPQsod semioonductor model. 
~ho spoc1f1c aloctronio conductivity is given by equation 
~. 3.3., TIhilo the :::.I.obili ty of the electrons is given by 
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0qul'tion 2.3.5. Using those; e;quntions tog~thGr with 
o~u~tiJn ~.2.3., 2nd si~~lifying, wc write tho sp8 c ific 
~lcctronic conductivity 2S:-
2.5.2. 
Tho to!.lP" rp, ture depondenco of th0 0xponcntir:.1 torn 1s v.::-ry 
Lluch grc:--t"r th--:n th:::t of tho Jthor t..;;rns, so thet -tiO con 
cOLlpr:rl3 oquction 2.5.2. TIith the 8opiricc.l Qquction:-
6:: <:Joe -Q/kT 2.5.3. 
It cnn bo seen the. t :: Grr.:~ph of log c:5 Q§,L, inst 1 should bo 
'T 
linJAr if the ant0risl behaves rs nn n-type soiuiconductor, 
~nd thet th..:; value of.6E/2 1.)£.y r0ec~ily bo obt:}inod frorJ. the 
slope of the graph • 
.A nu;..:.b8r of LlG thods hav.::> bo.:m UIll]!loyec:. fJr tho nOGsure-
:JS 
Dont of conductivitios. Wright" used plctinum oleotrodes 
8ubeddud in the; oxide VJhich \1:'S daposi tea on 11 ccrc.uic base 
Gnd ~ctivct3d ~ith ~0thcno. It is unlikely that those 
results cnn be t~kGn 2S being ropr~sGntctive of an cctucl 
onthode beccuso of thu unusucl conditions uBployod. Young70 , 
nnd Loosjos cnd Vink?l usod a nethod uh~rGby the oxide 
1:.1c'tc,ricl wes prossed b0twccn two LlGt;-,l ... lEJctrodos which could 
be indoponC:ontly, €.lvctricrlly, hoated. The c,tb:x1c I::ctlorial 
~cs found to bo difficult to ~ctivato. In eddition, 
siaultcnlJous c.;:J:Jsurr.1Unts of conductivity ond cl;;;ctron el.1ission 
~0ro not 0ESily obtainod rne ~0rJ not v&ry relicbla because 
TO~"linson72 hos us&d a the gcoDotry of the tubo ~LS poor. ~ 
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probe method and olso displayed the probe charD.cteristics 
on Q cathode ray oscilloscope. 
Sporks ond Phil1ips73 hove used a nethJd wh0rcby tho 
vol tcgc (rop across the oxic~o '.;~QS d0terninoc. nhon oLlission 
current ~DS drn~n. The cuttor has c1so trjod this method 
but found )hoYJOv0r, thC1t thE. high pot0nti:::1s ;/hich LlUSt be 
eppli0d to thG nno<ie producod cathodo poisoning. Q,uite 
apart fror.1 this, only 2. vory ..3[.1,11 purt of th; omission 
current cen be usec.:. in tho cond.uctivity I.100SU~m0nts so that 
e. 
tl0aGU~L1Gnts et low tunpc.rr.turos "re not Co.sy t~) perforn. 
The Gothod ~h1oh is used, clnost exo1usivoly, in this 
If', bJrc. tory onp1oys c h01icc:l prob0 of plc tinULl or pure nickel. 
This is incorpora tod in thl;) body of the cC'thodo so, t!¥;l t the 
l'csistcnce of thu 1:;"(. t..:.,rL: 1 bot\"j.;.Gn th~ probe and beso C':ln be 
In COll~J.on riith 1l0st of th6 other nethods, the 
tlQI)Sur(j;.~ent includvs the resistrmco of ~iny int0rfcce compounds 
~hich or~ prCs0nt. Q,ui tu r::pt:.rt from this, tho aya terJ. is not 
synotrical, so the t rc;ctificl"~ t10n effocts ,:re to be expocted 
In eddition to those due to th0 uet21 to samiconductor contact. 
'l'huso could bo OVE;rOO~:LG by using t\"lO id0nticcl probus of Q 
tIn tvricil ',/h ic h <loos not forn intorfec (, compounds, but in 
Dr~ctice this typo of systom is very difficult t~ pr~duce. 
':i:ho probo iJ.othod hc.s the i.;.j,vc-.ntogE.; thc:t the ccthode is very 
:tiko c noropl ccthodo, becQuso the very fine probG "airo does 
~ot 8Dproci~bly nlter the phys1ccl structure of the cnth~do; 
1::'lso, siuu1tp,neous L1or.sur(;~·.wnts of omission ond c;:mductivity 
· . 
". o,:,r, ,1' ,')C \ 
S< 9 
-~-
cr-.n ba nnde. 
A rc'\riC'ii of early c:lnduc ti vi ty :.:Jar-surn.ants hl1s btian 
r:.."'.do by Blcnett 74. The greph (fig. 2.5.2.) illustr:. tes the 
divorse results which can be obtained. 
Ionic c:lnduction and bulk semiconducti:ln are n:lt the 
only possible conductivity mechanisDs. Th8re is a distinot 
~ossibillty of Q oonduction process involving the surface 
layers of the cryst61s, which msny ~orkers believe to be quite 
siGnificant. At teBperatures where electron emission becomes 
measurable, the emitted electrons can provide an explanation 
of the enhanced con~,uctivity observed at higher temperatures. 
~oonjcr. ~nd Vink7l were the first to suggest that electron 
emission \'1i thin the pores of the crystals would cont.l'1bu'te 
towards the observed conductivity. The possibility has been 
inVestigated by many workers. Hensley?5 and Forman76 have 
shown that such a pr:lcess ~1l1 depend on three factors:-
(1) The mean free path of the emitted electrons which, 
under Vucuuw conditions, will be e~u~l to the pore 
size. 
(2) 1he space charge uithin the pores, which provides 
Lt ret.;rding potan tiel. 
(3) The &ppl1ed riold, which produces 0 SCh:lttky effeot 
in the pores. 
':t'he theory rolavant to the last t·,10 factors will be disoussed 
~n gra2.ter detail in the next section. On tha basis of the 
~bova consl(orations, pore oonduction can be described by an 
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equation of the type:-
61' - A n o- t T5/4.e.t exp .. (!' + Vm - JEe]AT 2• 5• 4• 
gerc, VD is the me8n retarding potentiul due to space charge, 
! is the 8pplied field, t, is the vlork functi::m of the cathode 
moterial, t is the mean r2dius of the pores ond A is a oonstant. 
The retarding potential will depend on both the pore size 
Qnd the 110rk function Dnd \Jill be given by on expression of 
tho type~-
v = I'J. Constant.cxp. _~~t I:T 
~he poro oonduction mechanism will also be affected by tho 
l:'J.9gnoto-r~sistive effeot (Foman), whioh oomplioEltes the 
~nt0rpretQtion of th8 observed results. 
2.5.5. 
The pore conduotion predominates et high t0mpGratures, 
but et lo~ tauporatures, when the number of amitted electrons 
ts small, the serrioonduotor ~echenism becomes prodoninant. 
~he two processos cct in parallel, so that tho totol specifio 
~onductivity can be written os:-
2.5.6. 
~hcr~ W includes all theQXponentiol terms of equation 2.5.4. 
~ grcph of log6' plotted nga inst 1 should show two lineer 
T D~rtions which merge into onc another in the teIlpercture range 
t~ which pore conduction becomes the d~inent prooess. 
~ , 11 ~p0rinen~11 ourves indioate that this 'break genera Y ooours 
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in the ronge 7000Jr t:l 800~. The teopernture ~f tho 'breok' 
p:>int will dopc:nd :>n the are2S of c~ntaot between the 
individual crystals ~f :lxido and their activati:ln states. 
The sl:>pe :>f tho low temperature portion :If the graph thus 
pr~vidos 8 TJ.ethod for the deter:rn.ina ti:>n of AE because at 
2 
those tunpera tures the c:lntribution of pore c ::mduc tion 1s 
negligibly snell. 
Much work has been d~ne in an effort to substantiate the 
Loosjes-Vink hypothesis. They thahlselves noted that the 
high t~perature 'octivction' energy had a value si~ilar to 
the RichCtrdson work function. Howover. these values were 
colculeted fr::>ll tleeSUrGIilents nede When the two electrodes 
VJoro scp[;rc t0d and an nnode wos inserted, which mus t he ve 
Ll0difiod the oxide coating t:> SODO extent. Nakai, Inuishi 
77 
and Tsung-Cho have also clotmed sioilar results. It 
should be noted that the high temper8ture slope must be 
corrected to el~inate the contribution due to solid 
semi-COnduction. 
Young78 ond Forman76 hove also provided evidence df pore 
C Ond uc ti ~n. ForrJ.cn hos neosured the themo- elec trir: power and 
th6 conductivity VJith cn exper1llentol arrc.ngeuent s10ilar to 
thot OfLoOD.jCS and Vink, and found thct the two activ['t10n 
energies were in cgreou0nt. He 2150 opplied n m.cgtl.:;tio field 
of 5,600 oersteds in ~rder to mensure the nngneto.resist1ve 
effect. At low teaper, ... tures the conductivity 'W.8S hordly 
effected, but in the high t~perp.ture range it wes reduced by 
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~ fector of six. Additional work hes been cnrried out by 
For:oen with highly porous cc. thodes. These showed no bend in 
the conductivity curve r:nd he interpreted this as being due to 
extrenely son11 or08S of contact betTIeen the cryst~ls, so that 
the pore conduction proc~ss TIes prGdo~inent et all tenperoturos. 
?9 Toruinaon , TIorking with probe tubes has nlso prosented 
evidence which is consistent with the hypoth6sis. 
Sone workers, including the Guthor, have observed 0 third 
region of the conduotivity graph whioh shows a doorease in 
slope et high tonperntures. One explanation is that this is 
e soturntion effect duo to the spece charge in the pores. 
80 Higginson has observed a further change 1n grad1ent 
at low teDper~tures (~400~), with on ect1vation energy of 
11 bou to. 1 e V • Ho suggested thct this might represent the 
rJ.ovonont of boriUIl ions ovor the surfc.oe of the crystals. 
~n ~ltern8tivo expl~n0tion hes been g1von by Metson8l who 
suggested that it might instecd be due to the nlgrat1cn at 
negative ions of the residurl g~s. 
6. TherQionic EQission. 
Rich~rdson's equr.tion for the olectron euission from 
clo[\n flot,:,l surfocos hos been shown to apply to sOIl1conductors:-
J e 
o 2.6.1. 
J o 1s the sp.turntion curront donsity at zero field, £ is the 
reflection coefficient for eloctrons trcvelling normal to tho 
surfr:oe und Ao is Cl oonstont:-
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_ 120 8DP.Cn-2dog.K72 2.6.2. 
~ ",+~ M 
~ is the thernionic work function of the euittor, ~nd cen be 
described, both for sGLlic:mductors cnd LlGt81s, as tho .::..nergy 
'gnp' bet\7een a point in v,~cuo just outsido the Dctr.l cnd the 
top of the Forni lovel. 
If the energy zero is taken ns being et the iupurity 
levels this cen be r0\"Jri tten for thu n-type seuiconductor c.s:-
~::: 'X + A..E -}"- 2.6.3. 
?C is the. electron f:ffini ty end is :-:lso known as the oxtorncl, 
or surfr.c e, nork func tion. If \"/0 inc orporn to the vnluo of r-
frJFl equ .... : tion 2.2.1., the eq,ur tlon for the sc. turfl tion current 
rot zero fiGld crn ba written 2S:-
2- 5/4 J o ': B(l-r} l\b 2 T oxp - 0("( .... ..dB} /k.T 2 2.6.4. 
This ls tho SJ c..-:llod FJvlIGr equation, r:hero B -= 2e(211u"k)t. 
h3/ 2 
Using this oquntion cnd plotting log J o against 1, wa find 314 'T 
T 
thct the gr,:ph should hevo r. slJpe of -erx -+ ¥). In 
k 
pr~ct1ce 1 t is found. thf.t c plot of log ~ r.gn1nst 1 has f'. 
'1'1. 'T 
slope which differs very little froD thnt given by the 
previous rlethod. On the other hnnd, the intercept value is 
different. Both those nethods cen be enployed to obtcin Q 
vr~lue for X + A E. 
2 
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Values of r can be caloulated by substituting for ~ in 
equation 2.6.4. Values ~or ~ can be calculated from chemical 
analysis results such as those obtained by Prescott and 
Morrison82 and Wooten83• 
Similar substitutions enable J
o 
to be calculated and it 
is found that the calculated values are considerably greater 
than those observed during D.C. operation. However, 
comparable values have been obtained when emission is drawn 
with the anode voltage applied as pulses a ~ew microseconds 
in duration (SproulI84 , Coomes85 , Wright86b). 
7. ~mis~on D~C...aY Ef'fects. 
Work with microsecond pulses has thrown some light on 
the decny of emission observed under D.C. conditions. Rapid 
decay of emission is also observed when the pulse lengths 
are longer than a ~ew microseconds. The term 'decay' signifies 
the reduction of anode current with time at a constant value 
of anode voltage and cathode temperature. sproul184 explained 
this in terms of the migration of barium ions from the sur.face 
to the core under the influence of the applied field. Wr1ght86a 
has shovln that a change in interface resistance, suggested 
by other workers, could not be responsible and that electrolytio 
and poisoning effects were the most likely cause. 
This last explanation invokes the bombardment of the 
cathode by gas molecules or ions. Metsol .. 87 has reported that 
critical values of anode potential caused decay of the emission 
current. The electron energies corresponding to these poten-
tials correspond to the heats of formation of oxides, chlorides, 
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r.nd sulphntos knoiln to be presant in the tube. 
Moro rocontly, N-.;rgc.;-.rd88 hr:s postulr.ted f'.nother theory 
for tha oxido CCl tbode. He r.CC epts the ser.:ie ::mdue tor nodel, 
but e:mside;rs thnt th.:::: c.::mor cGntros c.rl3 nobile. ThUS, 
r,hile OlJ.ission is not bl.;;ing drrc-;m frou the e, th:)d.i:J, ·the don:::>rs 
;',r0 unif:::>rLlly distributod. When cnission is dr~wn, the 
donors nrc tr"nsported to ;ivG d~pletion in the lcycrs neor 
thd surfrc o. This doploti:::>n is offset by b~ck diffusion, 
SO th~' t '~!h1lc ".n ini ti,-l dec,""'.y of of.lissi::m ourrent is 
;:lbserved p.n equilibrill:-:. st:te is oventuf.lly producod cnd the 
enissi:.m curr\,;nt ettfins c onstrn tl v£lluo. On this theory, 
the p:::>sition of the Ferni levol is dcpGndont on the current 
drcwn fr~):.:"l the C:-, thodo. While this thoory provided an 
OX91rnr:ti:::>n of 1'L.:..r[:;'i.rd's own (;xperiL .. ontr'l r€lsults, it hes 
n:::>t s~tisfret:::>~ily expl~ined rosults obtninod by other 
'I1orkcrs. 
8. The Gffse t :If thG i~pDliGd V:::>l tr.ge on the ErJ.issi:::>n Current. 
The elJ.issi:::>n fror.l thu er, th:::>de 15 very dopendent on the 
cnode vol tCGo f';nd in fr:ct three r:min types of behQvious are 
observod. When the nnode is ncgntivo with rospeot to the 
ccthode the vDission current inorocses rcp1dly os the r.node 
voltnge is deoroased, cnd electron ~~iss1on is sr.1d to be 
Occuring in Q 'retarding field'. When thtJ rm::>do is pos i ti VEl 
Vi i th respce t t'J the; er. thocl.J, the (;Lliss ion current inoreases 
r::th0r sl:Jwly with incrensint; c.n::>d0 v:)ltngc, so thr.'t no'fV, 
0I,lission is b~1ng obt("',inod in '8n ecc01creting 1'iold t • .A 
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third type of beh2viour is observed when the field existing 
bett1oe:n thu fm.ode end. Cf! thode is SI.1~ll. H0re, thG 'space 
ch~rge' of ~10ctrons presont botween cnode end cathodo prevents 
c. rcpid trnnsition fro::.::. (lcuclorf'ting to rotcrding field 
c::mdi tlons. 
9. ~issi~n in Ret~rdlng Fields. 
Tho field existing between th0 0nodc ond the cathode is 
doponde:nt upon tho value of the cppliod voltnge, th~ spncing 
rnd gCODGtry of tho 0loctrJdos, ond the contact potontial 
diffLT"nc 0 ',lh1ch ex is ts b0twcon the anode nnd the en thode. 
lihon tho rasultnnt onode potunti~l 1s ncgctivc with respoct 
to tho orthodo, the fiGld provides c potontinl bnrr1er, so 
the t only ell..ic trons \1hioh havo I."ne:rgios larger than the value 
required to p~ss ovor the b~rrier cnn ro~oh the cnode. The 
ourrant density for 0 diode with plane parallol gooDotry ond 
nith nn t1i.1pliod '-',noc.e voltngG Vii is:-
Here, ~k is tho ~ork function of the ~node, while ~ 1s the 
--
nn8de refloction coofficiont. ~ grcph of log JR ngninst VA 
-r; 
should result in two str~ight lines, the first should hove e 
slope of -e, wh110 the socond should be e horizontal stra1ght 
k·T 
line 'Y1hich interseots the first at Via ~ ~ - ~,A. Thus, 1t 
'/J rIero kn.::YV1n, ~.u oould be clet0roinod nnd v1cn verSEl. The 
slope of the first rogion Of tho graph enablos the tGnp~rature 
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~f thl2J c~ th:)do to be deterLlined. Enrly nensureLlonts89 
prJvid0d VQlu0s of teuperc. ture which did not coincide with 
th0 2::,c[',sure;d tcc.pcrnturo, but r:grecr.j.Gnt h~s beon obt2ined 
ILJrU r3cently by Hoinz :.nd Hr:ss~}Q, and Fan9l • 
In pr" c t io 0 r. gro. ph of log 1 k 0 gr: ins t V.£. ls gonor-lly 
pl:)ttod, whore i~ is thE;; "nodo current. Th.::; retnrding 
potentinl r0gion should thon be represented by A str~ight line 
with ~ sl:)p~ relnt0d to 1 Which intersoots 0 horizontnl 
T 
strright lint:; chcrcctoristic of the elootrons 6nittod in tho 
nccol3r r ting fiald. Th,.; tu[lpcrr turo of the CA thodo [:oy thon 
be ccloulrl t.:.0. fr~ll the slope of the line in the retr:rding 
PJtcnti~l r~giJn if it ls essuued that the distribution of 
elvctron 0n~rbi6s ls Mcxwollian. Oonver~y, the unGrgy 
distribution of tho electrons ncy b0 found if th0 cathodo 
tCllpc.rn ture is de; torninod vxperiu;n tally. When thls ls 
ottunpted, it hos boon found that tho distribution is 
Mr:xwGllion, oxcept thet thoro is en appcrent deficioncy of 
~lactrons with low ~ncrGlos. (Eisvnstoing2 , Nottinghaug3). 
Fr.:n~n hns suggosted thF,t this r::.Ely be duo to n large refleotion 
coefficient ~t the oxide surfr.cG due to the prosence of 
p~ tah fir..;lds,. which nro ccused by sn;:'11-sc8.1e vnrir: tl ons of 
the TIork functi~n over the cothode surfaoo. Ln nlternctive 
Gxplr,nc ti;)n hr:s boun given in ter:oa ~f the pr0sence of (1 thin 
ponetrF.'ble p~tent1!il borrler, cr.Jp"ble ~f reducinf, the nunbor 
of low on0rgy ... lectr:Jns. 
Vihon tho trcns i tLm froLl Cl r",tcrdlng t~ £:n acculern ting 
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riGId is ~btnined, ZGr~ field oxists between the nn~de ~nd the 
cr; thodo. Thus, the ,..:ppliod c.node v:>l tnge has C' vr;luo "i7hioh 
is aqual ~nd opposite to the vJltnge dr~p across the coth~do 
plus tho contr:lct p~tontiDl diffcrunce existing betweon the 
Surf~ces of the cnode ~nd the c~th~do. In the Ci:se of l.lot2l1ic 
CD thOdos, the vol tDga dr~p is negligibly SI:!~dl, but in the 
~f the ~x1do c~th~de this cen ba quite significant. 
Many vL·rkors hnve nl!slec;ceo.this fc.ct ond hp-ve tr:kElU the voluo 
~f the 
c.node v~ltr.ge for tr~nsition 8S being nunericnlly equal 
t:) the Cont~ct potential difference. 
10. Snooe Cherge Lini tcd kission. 
TrCUSit10n betweon tho ret~rd1ng 2nd the flccelernting 
fi0ld rogions of <.! (aode chr;,r:"cteristlc is never sharp. It 
1s 110d1f1ed by r: p~tGnti81 bArrier, cAusod by the nutuol 
renul . 
• Sl~n of electrons present in thc space between the anode 
~nd the cnth d. 
, 0 e. Th1s 'spnce chcrge effect' increcses with 
inorO"si 
c. ng current density, and henoe with incroe.sing tenporatur(.: 
The affects Of sp~co chnrgo persist until the anode potentio.1 
ettn1ns e v~luo such thc.t c.ll 0oittod eleotrons raach the cnode. 
The vc:.lu{J ~f the current is given by the Lnngtlu1r-Child law:-
I ::: BV3/ 2 2.10.1 sp A 
Where ~ is n constr.nt dependent on the ge~etry ~f the tube. 
It the eloctrodes are not pnr~llel, the field et the ccthode 
SUrface is not unifor.u ond the effeots of spece chnrgo persist 
OVer n gr~~ter rrnge of nn~de voltage. 
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11. .D.lissi::m in LC(;0l0rC tins Flelds. 
When :;n 010c tr:.:'n is (;ni ttcd, 8n iw.nge f:>roe is orea ted 
'which tends t~ ;- ttr:-:ct tho t:;lec tr:m t:::nmrds the pnren t surface. 
Tcklng this effect int:) c",nsidor:.: tl:)n, SCh:)ttky94 hos doduced 
thot th0 npplied fi~ld will ~ffoctivoly reduce the w:)rk 
func tl:)n by Ll~ - J oE: s:) thr: t the 6oissl:>n current ln nn 
r.ccolc:.retil1g flold is given by:-
2.11.1 
log ~ 
Henco, Q grr:ph :)f" ngf'linst v~ sh:)uld give 0 strnlght line. 
A 
This equeti~n 15 n:)t strictly :)beyed by the oxide oeth:)do, 
bec;'uso the sl::>pu of the line is found to be severel tines 
grer.ter thcn ls to be eXpected fr:)c the equ~tion. This 1s 
the OF.s~ rOGGrdless :>f whether stendy D.C. fields or pulsed 
fields ere oupl:)ycd. ~n ~xplnnnti~n ~f this hes b6en given 
by R:)se95 nnd HUng96 in terns :)f pntoh fields. L Soh:>ttky 
type. eqUftion hns been derivcd f:)r serliconductors by Hogul1s97 .. 
~n the r.ssunpti~n thc.t the epplied fleld distorts tho energy 
levels situ~ted n02r the c~th:>do surfcce. This theory hes 
beon extended by Wrlght ['nd Vi;)ods98 , wh~ sh::rwed thr. t the ourrent 
flowing through the cnthodo llUSt ~lso distort the energy levols. 
Both the epplied field Gnd thti current cr'us~ r; pcmetrn tion of 
th0 cc tho('.o surfr.,cQ by the spooc oherge zone. De tr. 0 btn ined 
fr;)r1 doternlnntlons :)f the Ikll cocffloi6nt and the o:>nduot1vity 
hcve been f:)und t~ b0 in c.grGei..!0nt with the the:)ry. 
Tho onission -.curront et zero fleld OAn be :Jbtt~ined by 
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GxtrPop8lcting the Sch~ttky plots to zero field. Fro:..l the::se 
Vi"' lues, a. R;,chi"irdson typ~ plot CF'<n be obtn inad. The 
c:~~issi::m current ~t zIJro field c~n rlso be obtp,ired froll the 
brerk p~int ~f the log I~/V~ chnrccteristic. i.s s t,.: ted 
previ~usly, th0 cont~ct potonticl difference existing between 
thu t:1node nnd the 0:·: thode C,,11 be c\':lculf! ted. froD tho vr:lue of 
Vi:. nt th6 bro\:k point. Hone c, if the c,') thoi c w;,)rk func tion 1s 
kn8wn c, vl'lue f~r the nnode work function C'1n be obtnined nnd 
vice verS2. The w;)rk functi~n of the ,"",n;)de is seld;)l1 that of 
the pura r~tpl, bclc~use the elactroCe is g~nerclly c~vered with 
e layer of bcril1D ~·.:.e tc--:l ;)r ~l)riUl. ... oxide which hes t;;vc.porfJ tod 
Gc.ses which ,'re pres.:mt in the tube are 
Qlso responsible for 2 chcnge in the work function beccusQ 
these ~rG Adsorb0d ;)nto the ~n~dG surf~ce. Chacpieux99 used 
a tuns ton fil8uont, which ha cleaned by flashing, RS nn anode. 
~ho flcshed filnl~nt TICS thon supposed to h~ve the work 
:runct1on ;)1' pure tungsten end henco, hIJ wr'8 r.blv to celuolate 
the en thode work function frO!'.l the c::mtoct p;)tenticl dlffaronoo 
~iven by tha brerk point. Heinz and ~~Q6IlerIOO used fl sin1lar 
:'(ethoc1, but found the anode work function by Deans :)f 2. 
l1.1chnrdsOLl plot. 1.n r 1 tern£; tive r:ethod has been useD. by 
tlopkinslOl who usec:' (; Kelvin vibrc::.ting electrode nethod to 
~eter.u1ne the cathode work function, 
ta. The Surface ~~rk Function. 
The thcrnionic work function of n seni conductor is nado-
Th0 first, th~ 'dopth t of the Fer.n1 level 
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b",liW thL o::mrlllct'i.;.)n h':na(AE),ls kn~vm 85 tha intt..rn~l v/:)rk 
--Z 
tuncti:)u, nhil~ th~ S0c;.)nC t~nl, the '(~pth' :)f tho c;.)n~ucti;,)n 
b'n~ b~I:~ th~ surf~co (X ), is knJ~u cs tho surfpcu ~~rk 
:runc t i JU. 
If (C t iv," ti;.)n is s L.:.ply c~us oel by the rr~c1uc tiJn of (::In:)r 
~.ny ch~ n€:,1J in the;; ':I:rk functi:)n is c:u~ tJ r: 
ch~nbO in AE. Th..; sur::<,:co nJrk function sh::,uld thon h('.v0 c: 
Z 
c:::nst:'nt v lu..:-, r~b"r(:l(,ss ~f th", st:t;:; :)f ~:ctivL:ti::m. 
Th~ surf('co ~Jrk function cen ba tut~~~inGd in tTIJ D2YS. 
Th':" first c..n t:: ils subtrr c tins the vcluo of AE obtc inod fror.l 
2 
the; conc..uctivity pl:::;t fro, tho riichrr:'..s::m v,'orl<: functl::m. 
Tho soc,:mc~ J:.;thod in1Tolv",s ::: cJ:':binction ~f the -';:':ission cnd 
. 
3( l-r)kT 
4:loe 
oxp (-.a) 
kT 
~.IZ.1 
;,.. :;lot of lob.2!.. t'.g',inst 1 shJul6. yield ~ streight line 
GT T 
of slope =IP£ if 10 is inctupondont of to:~p0rc:turo, so thnt 
th0 surf" Cc; v/ork func tion cen bo roz::, ~~ ily cc:luc1r.:. tea.. It r:.us t 
bo note-Cl th,~,t this CJn only be.. ;.)bt:::inoc.. for thv t.:;:.:.pc..rnturu 
In th(; high 
tonpcr:'turu rw,:)i:m, ':Jhoro ~Jr", c~nd.ucti:;n is th:)ught to 
prc..d o::.:inn to , the sl:)pc. :)f thu c:lnd.uctlvlty curVG \7111 ba ro1ctod 
to the '."l:)rk func tion of tho en1 tt1ng surfec.; by 0'~UO ti:m 2.!; 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 • 
..:t1e 1..im.s of the Present Il1vQs ti.;,.:.! t1on. 
l. Intro~uction. 
It has been the aL~ of the present .:.uthor to 1nv~stigate 
several aspects of the behaviour of the oxide oathode, which 
have reoeived relatively little attention. The first of 
these is an investigation into the meaning of the results 
obtained from the Richardson plot which are often ~uotQq as 
being values of the ther~work function, tobether with an 
investigation into the significance of the interoept values 
given by the Richardson plot. As en extension of this, the 
second aim has been to investigate a linear relationship 
between the Richardson slopes and the intercepts of Riohardson 
plots, whioh has somet~es been observed by workers investigating 
the properties of both metellic oathodes with adsorbed layers 
~nd oxide-co6t~d cathodes. The third aim has been to 
investigate the olatm, which has been made by several workers, 
that the surface work function of the oxide cathode does not 
change with the state of activation. 
While these ere tho min aims of the invGstigation, it 
has boen possible to excmine other aspects of oathode behaviour 
2nd these will be discussed in the chapters devoted to 
experimental results cnd oonclusions. 
2. The Surface Work Funotion. 
If the oxide oethode is considered simply os a 
so~iconductor and the possible presence of edsorbed layers on 
the surfaoe of the crystcls is ignored, it is plain that the 
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&otiyet1on prooess would inTolYe only the produot1on of donor 
levels below the oonduction band. The surfaoe work funotion 
of the oxido ocnnot be mOdified by suoh a ohango in the bulk 
properties, but it oould chango looc.lly if surfaoe statos Qro 
produoed. Those surfaoo states wlll be onusod by tho 
r.dsorptlon of foreign otoms or ions onto the surfaoo of the 
orystcls. If 0 very lcrgo number of theso stctes uXist. 
thoro mr.y evon be oonductivity over the surfaoe or ~h~ oryBtQls 
to tho (~tri~ont of bulk oonductivity. The conductivity 
m"ch, ,nism ";: ould 1nvol vc the w.igr:--. ti::m of ions or trnnsfor of 
aluctrons frJ~ one surf:co st2te to nnothor. Evon Q sraDll 
numb~r of surfec 0 s t::, tes ":J 111 inevi tc bly Llod ify th.:: thomionio 
'·.nc~ ph:Jtoclcctric v10rk funotions of the crystals onO. honce tho 
vi'.luo of "tih(..; con toe t potcn ticl which (;)xis ts butw60n the oc thode 
('nd cnoclo. 
Whon thu cdsorb0d spocios ls eleotropositlve with respoot 
to the somicJn~uctor, electrons will ba s~inod by the 
semiconductor ~n1 ~ill set-up 2 spaoo chcrso layer noor the 
surfaco. This resul ts in th~ f:rruntion of dipolds v/hioh 
[;;'01ify tho \"Jork functl::m of the sctlic.JnG.uotor in the scme 
manner os descri bed in Chcpter t\;J. If th&:dsorbwd etoms are 
c.lootr:>nogr:. t1vo, B posi tlvo spnce chc.rge loyer 11ill bo formed 
insido the sOlllicon':.uctor due to thu loss of \31eotrons to the 
r>dsorbod layer. This will nlso rosult in thu proCluotl:m of 
G.ipolas rlhich, in this c,~:su, incroase thl3 'ilork function. 
Mc ny ;;::JrkE;rs hOVE; ne61€;C tad to t:'; ko in to eooount the 
effeots proe.ucod by adsorbed :;.toLlS anQ hE'va 8ttoLlpted to 
expl~1n th~ properties of th~ oxide C2thoda on the besis of 
.. 
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the s~ple seuio~neuotor model describe~' in Chnpter tTIo. 
C~nseqU0ntly, ~hen stu1ying tho beheviour of the cathode, 
they he vc a ttG[lptGC~ t:.; prov ide c.xperiLJ.untnl evidence to show 
thr,t, ':lhiL; thd Vi lUG of A E [;.Iters 'luring activation, 'X 
Z-
rc.nc: ins c ~ms t~n t. 
The aquction ~hich c~n be usoC t~ [GtGrnine the vclue of 
'X. , fr:Jc Guissi;: .. !l = n~. c.:m~uctivity HC';suroments, hos been 
given [s:-
~)( I-r )~:T e:z:p 8X 
- -kT 3.3.1. 
. 
Thus for s c~nst~nt v~lu~ of temperGture, a plot of ~ c&linst 
o 
t5for c1.iffar2nt :.ctiv< .. ti:m Str.:tE;S, should r0sult in L straight 
I1ne if Xnd 10 :re both indepvncent of the st~te of 
r:ctiv< tLm. Such e rei-' t i:Jnship '.i< s firs t obt.,:, ine '.' by 
Nishibori ::.n:~ K:'iJcllurpl02 2nd V/;S letGr confirmed by E,;nnc.y, 
EroNeir 
103 
n:::' White • ~oro recently, Hopk1nslOl has c14~e& 
such c rGlctionshi~ fr~~ Jne of his 6xperh~Gntel tub0S in the 
10\i teLl~')cr ... ·ture conductivity region, (5 typic,:l exp<3ritlGntal 
line is [ivon in fig.3.a.l.). 
Most 'Jf this c.,~cp6rii:~entcl w'Jrk '",:,S p8rformed before the 
fomul:. tion of the ioJSjes-Vink hy~: thesis, "\Jh1ch 1s outlined 
in Ch,;pter t' .. J J c, n:' C onsecluontly, thsse ";;orkers did not renlize 
thct th~ slop6 Jf the coniuctivity plots et high tsmpsr8tures 
reprGsentG(:~ the'.ctiv;-: ti.:m 3n6rsy of the pore-emission 
con6.uctivi ty process, rc thur th.~n the ~~0pth of the Fermi level 
bell"r the con(uctL::n ben:' of the sdLlic~mduotor. The values 
of th...; cmiss ion current c~'n:l. the; conduc ti vi ty t i7hioh were used 
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in pl.:)tting th8se lines, \'Jere obt~1uod in the high teLlPf:'reture 
rc:nge, pr::lbobly bee"use vo.luas ::If the omissiQn ourrent Ci.ensity 
at zer::l f ialc. (~nc:. th ... o:.nc:.uo t1 vi ty ere more ec-sily obtc ined, 
by Gxperinent, ~t hiGh te~p~rEtures. Consequently, the o~n~uo-
tivity values ~hich the 6crliar cuth::lrs plotta(, represent the 
p;:;re-dLlissi::m c::m'::'uctivity pr::lcGss ,'nd not s::l11d seIJ.io::lnduoti::ln 
as ,\"/,'S r.ssu2eC:. 
The cnission current ~ensity at zer::l ficl~ hes :lready 
been given ~:s:-
J:):: A)l-r} T2 exp. (-e~/kT) 3.2.2. 
The exp8ncnti,.1 teru is d,::JWini:,nt, S::l thet et c::lnstant 
tempercture, J::l cen be reg~r~ed cs dapondent upon the v21ue ::If 
+, the Richcrds::m ~,-J ::lrk func ti::ln. The conductivity of the 
::lxide ccth~de h~s been given o.s:-
<:J =-1i::l t [€. exp-(\?AE/2k'T) + B exp - ~'l/kT1J 3.2.3. 
At high temperatures the 0xp::lnent1nl ter.m c::lntc1ning W is muoh 
lElrger th.:.n th", J "her exponent1cl terLl, so the t the value of (S 
Is IJ.ottJrL1in€ld. to 2- f irst ,~pproximn tion, by the value of 'W • 
The vclu6 of W hC's boen given cs:-
w = ~ + Vu - lEe 
Vm, the uann retLrCLing Dotontiel duo to spece ch,'1rga, has a 
sl1l~ll vclue GOBpCrec. rJith ~ over tha tenpareture rcnge 
c one id ered, \ih11e E, th6 'pplied i;llE'sotrio :field, is r:lso verY' 
smnll. Hence, tho Vc'lu€; ::>f th\:. c::>nduotivity in the high 
temperc ture rLngG C:. n be st: t~a. cs being mainly c,ependent on 
the ve.lue of tht:; Rich€:'rdson ;'-Jork function. 
We see th:'t both J o ,:md6'r..re c'E::penient on th~ value of 
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~, 80 th~t . llnE~8r relc::tionshlp is to be expected 1jlhen J o (7\I"""'l..o 
is plJtted rgrinstd"'. Thus, the linGer relcti:mship observed 
by the ',';Jrkers n-:10c1 cJbove _~Jes not sh::r;] thGt the surr"ca 
work function 115 c:mst"nt for (:,11 st,-tes of c.ctivation. On 
the othar lv-nL, their r8su1ts 6.0 provic:.e i.:..ti.it1:m<.:l evidence 
in SU9-::ort 2f thoLoosjo~--;'Tink hy:p:Jthos is. 
Th0 ~bova ~iscussi:Jn in~icGtes th0t evi~ence in support 
:Jf the c:mst,~nt surfncG vlorl-c function hypothesis could ::mly 
be obtc:.:in0G. fr:n.l o~:ission ~,n~~ c:m(~uctivity results obtcined 
et 1:::)',7 tCDpar-tur&s, ~:here s6nic:::m(uction is thought to be the 
mnin conductivity mechonisu. The results obtcined ot low 
tomperctures during this invE;stigction have been analysed, but 
£: linear reV: tionship botvlGen J 0 end () hes not been found. 
It wes this thct lod the presont ,'uthor to lnvestlgc.te, in 
dGt~il, the results of the ~orkers vho had obt~in~d the linear 
rel~' tionship. The rosults obtcined will be discussed in 
d,.:;t 11 in 1- tor ch,;pters, but it Cen be sussested hare that 
the uoissi:::m proc0ss c?nnot simply be examined in the light of 
the sililple soc.iconducti::m uodel ';Jhich -'/1,-:8 outlined in C~:c:.pter 2, 
3. The Rich,~r:~son :':;;qu~ti:m f'nd. £x)GriG~nt()l Results. 
The e 8ri v' tion Oi the cruiss i~n equC' ti ~n by the use of 
stGtistic,~l !:ech8nics ',728 first given fJr met:.::.ls by SOWLlerf€;ld104 
and Nor~boi~105. Thoir f~ru of the Richcrds~n equation oen be 
written 68:-
Where .la o = 
J = ~ 
2 2 g(21iIit"k e) = g(60 e:mp/cD. cleGree). 
h 3 
The term 
t gt. which r.s st~ ted pre;viously is the ocoupat1on number, is 
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U8u:1ly put e{~w;l to triO, bec,.usG the hiGhust occupied &nergy 
banc.. in the ..lGt:-ls 6(;.!l"l'_11y USQQ for er.-J.issi011 ',-);Jrk is the 
s-bend, but it is fc:sib1a that v21u~s other than two ore 
·;)8ss1 bIG in s Oll':;; :..:.otc ls, Cue to thG overl: ;;]ing of th8 highest 
onbrgy bands. The: g0n",relly o.cccptod th_orotic 1 vc1u;:; of 
1 ... :) ls th,:;r(;fJru t:kun <:: s 120 ['Llp/ c22dGgre~ 2 • The nt;;;;2.n vclue 
of r, tho reflecti8n cOuffici8nt, has beon colculctud by ~ans 
of v")['.ve Ecch,nic s, : ne:. tho v'.l ucs ;:.bta in6G. by NordhGilJ.l05 end 
106 . ~. i 1.:.-:cColl ,".ssurnng r. c:,n:.,lnu::ms v?r /",ti::m of the: potential 
c: t he 00 t:: 1 surf::- co, G:~ 'Te :. Vl: 1uo :t' r ~ o. The IJ.orG rooant 
vGry s~c11 v~lu0. Thus, !:cvi - tLms frou the; thcoroticGl v"lue 
of thE) intorcept ilill n8t nOl':..1-:11y be duo to the velues :)f 
g r,nd r. The dov1=tions could PGrh~ps be expl~inad if the 
c10c trons C ou1& n:Jt b-:, rGg:- rG.od. ".S C onp1etely free, but this 
is un1ikG1y. 
Jis st~ ted in Ch,'ptcr two, fn cquctLm exoctly si;:..':.il:1r to 
eClucti:m 3.3.2 c,;.n be derived for seuicJnc~uctJrs. if the ample 
n:del GSSUll6Cl in th,~.t ch pter is USGc .... In this c,:,se the work 
function is nJW the S1.ffi Jf ti'J:::I tercs, the first being the 
extorn--l \i:)rk functiJn en::' thE; sGc.Jnc. the internr·l w:::Irk funotion. 
The values :Jf g r.nd r ~.re usu~11y reg': r'].od: s being the S;'Ile 
:- s for wct;-ls. 
FroIl the above discussi~n, it would appear that if 
Richardson pl:::lts are made for the experimental results obtained 
from metals and the oxide cathode, the therciionic work 
function can be obtained frOD the value of the slope, while 
the antilog of the intercept value should have the theoretioal 
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2 2 value of 120 amp/cm ~6gree • In practioe) dete~inations 
made over t:lany years, by dany different workers, have generally 
given values of the intercept ~hich are inconsistent with the 
theoretical value. Valuas both larger and smaller than the 
theoretical value have been obtained. Determinations carried 
out on platinum hav0 £iven values of Ao{l-r) whioh have been 
as small as ll.? amps/cmGaeGree 2 and as large as 1.0? x 10? 
2 G 8np/cm degree , "iIi th corresponding 'Jalues of thE:: work funotion, 
6.63eV and 4.69 ~lbctron volts respectively. Interoept values 
as large as 5 x lOll hsv3 been obtGined for oA~gen ~ Tu~sten 
(:::::i.nsuon) • The oxide ca thode has given values as la rse as 
104 / 2- 2 d 11 10-3 / 2 2 Z.8 x amps cm u8Gree an as sma as amp om degree 
with work functi:ms of 1.03eV and 1.04eV respectively. 
4. Poss i ble Explana t_tons of the ~periL"'len tal Results 
SGveral possible 61~planations of the GXperiI:lental rosults 
outlin~G. above hc;vG b8en given by various 'lJJorkers and these 
will be sUBWarised b810~. 
Th'.;; ::'~Gthod of ~:..easuril1g the velua of Ao(l-r) 1s, in 
itself, not very accur~te; for exa~ple, consider the error in 
A duo to 1% error in teup~rature measurement. If the 
temperature consi1.sr-.:l:' is 1,OOO~ and. the work function of the 
surfooe is 5eV, then Si:. la ;: ~ x y. = 0.58, so the t the 
emission constant can only ba ascertdined to en aoouraoy of 
a bou t.±. 5O'f~ • 
.llnothor foetor which m.ust be considered, 1s the aotual 
area of the uoitting surf8ce. many workers do not state how 
they d.6terLilined th(; true Glili tting arGa and, assuming it to be 
oonstant, plot 106 12 
T2 
ins tead of log ~ , so that the 
T 
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logarithn of the area is inoluded in the interoept· value. 
But, 'lult~ apart fr::>r:l tl11s, it can ba appreciated that 'che 
actual eni ttin(; 81'·.:;a way not be eCiual to the rJ.easured 
macroscopic arGs, so that, rGb~rdless ~f TIhcther the amiss10n 
curr8nt Censity or thd d~1ss1on Gurrent is plotted, the 
intercept value ~ill c.Gpend upon thG eoltting area, which 
cannot re6d1ly be '~~.Gter-w1nee .• 
In aC!.c':.l tion, th·') work fune tion D£J.y 1 tself be t6lUpera ture 
dOPencent and llodify the int6rcept value in some way. Another 
factor which is Gen0rally conpletoly ignored is the pOssibility 
that "ch,) VJork function may not be constant over the cathode 
surface. V6riati~ns ooule.". rbsult froLl in(1v1dual crystals 
or crystol faCes having di.i.f;;:;r6nt w~rk functions, or the 
presence of a~sorbed layers on ths surface, or both. These 
different work function araBS will have a consi~erable 0ffect 
::>n the; int:.;rcGpt valuo in that th8 overall vlork function of 
The patoh 
fielCs resultinb fros contact potentials on the surface will 
produce electric fields on the catho&e surface for zero app11~ 
field. Thus, tho v61ue of io obtained expermentally will 
not be the v~lue for zero field. Surface roughness will also 
produce a variat10n 1n r1Gld ~¥~r the o2thode surface and moa!ty 
. 
the value of 1 0 • 
The Tehlp3reture DGpendence of the Work Function. 
-It can be sc~~ fr~~ the above discussion that the 
temperature Qepencence of the ~ork function might be an 
important factor in proc~ucing experimentally obsarved values 
of the intercept which ~iffer froLl the theoretical value. 
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This has been discussed by SChottkyl08, Becker and Brattain109 
and WignerllO • .A linear depend.ence on temper..:~ ture has 
~o 4- ~. T 3.5.1. 
Replecing this in the emission 0quation, we abtain:-
1, 0 -= .Ao(l-r) ST2 exp -e(~a-C.~/dT .T)/k.T 3.5.2. 
Where is the emitting area. 
This equation can be rearronge~ to give:-
1" 0 = .do(l-r) dT2 exp -(~ F). exp-(~) 
Th8 slope of the Rich8r~son plot enables the value of ~o' 
(the Richnrdson ~ork function at ~)J to be c3lculated. The 
intorcept ~Jill hav0 the v61ue log [.Ao(l-r)S] -~. y' so that, 
va lues sDDller than the theorlJtical value might r'3present the 
effect of the temperature dependence of the work function. 
If thL t5Dger~ture iepandence is not linear. a curvature of 
the Richcrdson line should be observed. In pr6otic~ it is 
likely that th6 curvature TIill genGr51ly be mask~d by 
experinental inaocuracies. 
The siwple tr6utQ~nt given above assumes an enitter of 
uniform ,'ark func tion. If the work function, ~, is a 
funotion of tha co-or,~.ina tes x and y of the surfaoe. the 
ari tbLletio neon v.:lue of the ';;ork funotion will be given by:-
which is the work function which would be obtained by a 
contact potentlcl ~iff6rence ~cithod. The exponential term 
of the emission equution results in e dlfferent form of 
mean vu lua ~hen thb ';lork func tlon ls c:.etermlned by eLlisslon 
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cv 
LleB SU~c.en tS. Tbo r..J.op..n value of the \iork tunc ti~n, ea 
det-::r::ined fr~)I:l a:..iss ion r:-:'.Jsur~ents, is given by:-
~e = l,-T 
e 
log S ]J eA'"P. - eJl (x, y }Jk.T. dx. dYe 
In VJhich the 10','1 -aork fune tion arecs are given a §,r~e t8r '1eight 
thon the high work function areus. 
If -;;13 cons iLGr the t only t':JO \7ork rune tions f6 min cnd 
~~X' exist et the cathode surtGce en~ th:t the areas of those 
are SI:lin ane. Snax r::,spE:;ctively, the'enissive tloen' \?ork 
function iii1l bo civon by:-
~e = 1~'-r.10g[~in eAp - ~in -~. exp - el¥e~ 3.5.6 
The l1l6cn v2lue, ~ e' vc.;ri vS ui th tamper,; ture even it the 
relative ;:rcOS 1"0"".:.ain (jonstf .. nt, bocause the larGe work funation 
er~cs contdbute r01[tivaly ~ore to the emission at high 
tempcrotur\.:s. 
This t(;::'p,-:r:~ture tidP;:;n:~enoe hos been f;st1mdted by Gysae 
111 
end Wcgener ,anc fig. 3.5.1., shows the results obtoine~ 
for a temp.;rcture of 1,OOOoK, in terns ot the.:-'1ffcrenoe in 
uork flinction of the tTIO cathode creas. At this t8nperature 
it can be seen that thE; teupor£.:ture aosff1cient is of the 
-4 
order of 10 eV/ccgreo. The effeot of the tenperoture 
cepJntence of 2reo changes will be developed by the author 
(for a s~p1e uo~e1) in the nGxt ohepter. 
5. Detwrtlil1§-tt::ms 0.£ ~_~LJ~r.:p~re turG .d_ependonce of the 
Work Func ti::m. 
DeteI'!;lin0 tioD$ of th0 tCLlpl;:ir.:; turo dopendence of the work 
function TIere first ccrr1ed out by Gysael12 , trom the 
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::HspL-C0;.:.c..nt ~f th0 l::)r' I'r,/Vl'~' t i t1 
- 0 .A .. [lr,;c IoJr s cs. This 1'.3.e th~a. 
gave.. [; 'Ir::lu0 of th\., :: rith:.:..etic uef..n I'lork function. 11 
tor.:pul"'-' ture c ~uff 10 1cmt :>f (..1 bout 1 x 10-3 oV / '-.egree was found 
tor 'ceuplir::turc;s [';byro BOO;),.!\: -;iith consE~"rable vuriotion froD. 
ono expe.rmcnt,.l tube to another. Below 800~ Gysee found 
a r.l.6g;c:tivo t.::.aporc,turc coefficient, v.rying b6tween -2 x 10-3 
on~ -15 x lO-3eV/~~;rG~. 
Oth~r ':ctorr..:.in:; tions hc.ve bE.en cerriod out by HUberl13 • 
using th0 int0rSGctiJn ~thod nhich giv0s the emiss1ve wean 
-5 4 
work func ti::m, "vihcn vl'lues betiiwen 2 x 10 and 8.8 :x: 10- eV/ 
degree were :>btcined. 
1t 1s not poss1bl~ to coc1~e whother these values of th~ 
tcmplJrcture c~uffic1ent ort.;; caused. by Cl temperatur0 '·.Glpenclence 
of the Lle::-n -.7~rk fUJ.'1c ti~n, 01 ther :aroctly duo t~ cr6C ohonges 
or by a t.3r:.lx;r~ tur(;~~openc.GncG of tht..; inc~iv1dunI rJork func t10ns 
of the various cuitting ar~Qs. 
7. The R.:;;lc. ti:msh1p S..)r_et1wGs FQYP..'~ BctIJaen IntQrcGP~ Vclue, 
onc the R~ch~r·:'::'s:m SlopE;. 
__ 'w----- ____ 
Tho r0sults of:~iffvront '.7orkers in connection with this 
reI,-, tL>nsh1p [; re vf;ry contracl1o t:>ry. D0tGls l14 , Huxt'ord 115. 
116 
cnd P,::-t::1 3nd Frank c.rE. f.lLlOnt; the authors i7ho have obtained 
resul ta iulie,-; t1I1f; the. t both th0 intercept value ~nd the 
Rioh2r,~son work functLm v,-:.ry C!.uring the aotive. tion ot an 
oxide oDthodo. But on thG other hc.nd, Eapel17 has olaimed 
that _ riJilc1ned ('on.3tont ~'lh11c the 1nt<;;rcept v2Iue altl3rad. 
Dutels, Knispkaup and NCbul l18, and veenocansl19 ere among 
those who have found e line~r ralet1onsh1p between the . 
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intorcopt vc.luo cnr.l th..; Rio hcrds;)n 'ilork tunc tion, (see fig. 
3.7.1.). If the inturcopt vslue is r~pres~ntod by l~g £, 
then this r61~tiJnsh1p ECY be written OS:- 106 L : a~ + b, 
where a and b erG constants. This r~lationship has also been 
u 120 ~btained by J8cobs, R0~S and Crossloy ,for diffurent 
stages in tho life of an oxide cathode. 
~ny ~xplanations have be~n proposod in an attm~pt to 
acc:;)unt :tor this r<;;lationship. .bccord.1Ilb to Her~lann and 
121 Wag .• nor , it nay bo due to an incr0ase in the c:.ensi ty of 
inpurity lev&ls 'within tht:; crystals :;)f the oxiclo as aotivation 
proceods. Othur uxplanati:;)ns have involvad en inorease in 
the teop~r8ture coeffici~nt ~f th~ work funotion as aotivation 
proceeds, but no r~th~~8tical tr0atuents have been 61ven. It 
"t4Me ... ~ has alsO been considered(VgQR&&&), that this relationship niGht 
provide pr~of of the the~~l ionisation of bariml atous on the 
surfaoe of the cathode, as described by de Boer. Theories of 
the above type have been worked out in oonsiderable dotail and 
two of these will be liscussed below. An explanat10n 
,roposed by the author will be GiVen in the next Chapter. 
8. The Int~rf~ronce .~vns1ty Theory. 
This thbory has been prJposed by HerLl8nn and WabUner and 
tht.. theory Given b(::jlsMJ inv~lves t~r11ls which are literal 
translatiOns frou tho ~riginal Geruan. Sone ~t 'these terns 
are not in CO.Lon use in this country, so that some explanation 
of the te~inolobY uSud will now ba given. 
The tern 'Int~rf6rencu Level' reprosents a level within 
e band of 0n-.;rgios caused by the intt.;r~'ct1:m of the iDpurity 
levels of th~ indiv1dual eXCdSS atons. S~1lerly. the term 
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'Int~rf6rence band' re9r~sents the energy difference between 
th0 in tcrf0r(;nCC lGv·.,;.;ls Jf h ibh\.:s t and l::JWGS t \:lnGrgiGs, and 
is :'lso usod t:) r.:::f c.r t::J 0. sys ter.:. ;)f interference levels. 
of width ~T, ~lthin the int0rfcrance band. Thus, if '.:0 have 
an intcrf'.)rlO...ncG band ::;f width 0 A R, (units of l;T), containing 
nHinterierenc'.) l~v~ls, thd 'IntvrfcrGncG ~ensity' is the 
nw:.lber :,f interfbr~ncc lGvols in an int~rfcr.:;nce strip ::Jf 
wid th KT, th<: t is, 
3.8.1 
This thcJry is bc.svd ::In the fllCt -~hat the r-::.la tL:.illship 
betwoen 1;)6 .A and ~ is v0ry sL:::.ilar in fora t;) the ::me which 
is S;)D,;,; tL_.es f::;un~ to apply to conduc ti vi ty Llcosuresents at 
different c:;ctiv<:ti::m st:.t6S ::;f tl st;Llic::Jnductor, (~~(;yerl2a). 
Thus: - ~ :: K1l::JGo( + K2 , whero Kl and K2 are constants 
with Kl"> 0, (i':.0Y0r's rule) J and the rt)lE:tLmshlp is seid to 
be velid for ~ ~ 0.06 eVe d. and f> are Givcm by tha eupiricol 
conductivity G'luation, which can bo \!ritten 88:-
6'::: O(exp - (e~ /kT) 
The authors cl~ll~ that chan;es in tho sl~pe of this line 
r:..a.y occur at certuin t.j:-:.,por::::tures, ane:. attribute this to a 
chaDb6 in th~ nuwb~r ~f el~ctrons in th~ oonduoti::;n band (thus 
ignoriIlb thcLoor.;jes-Vink hypothesis). ~ 1s i'Jund to deorease 
with th.;;; inort;[:sinb nlli.lbar :)f ex(;oss at::Jrls and a plausible 
explanation of this f~ct has been b1ven by M~tt and Gurney123. 
Let us n::;w essu~e thct ~he o~ncentrcti:)n ~f excess atoms 
is such that '~he ir.:pur1ty levEJls, due t:) the oxcess atoms, 
interact to bive G bend of levels. This interferenoe band 
Will have a widthAH which will depend on the number or excess 
atoms and their degree o~ interaction. The interrerence level 
of lowest energy will be located at a depth H below the bottom 
of the conduction band. Thus, the number of electrons in the 
conduction band will be given bYI-
~ 1 s . ( ~ ::: gc n(kT)l.. T'~ exp - [e H -AH)/2kT]. 
+ 
g 1s, as be~ore, ~ weightil1g ~actor; c = 2~m k· ~ , 
h 
number of inter~erence strips in an interrerence 
width kT. 
n(kT) is the 
band of 
An increase in ~H is produced as the number of excess 
atoms increases. This causes a decrease in the exponent of the 
equation and hence a corresponding decrease in ~ in the 
conductivity equation. The equation involving ~ and lo~ 13 
more difficult to explain. ~ can be calculated rrom the 
equation ror nr and the equationf-
2 Ne 10 6= ----,.;;. 
2m+V- ' 
where N is the number o~ electrons/unit vOlune,.v 1s the1r 
average velocity and 10 their mean free path. 
~ can be expressed in terms of the equation for ~, whenl-
1 
CS = K1 log 2 + K2 (T) • 
10 n(ltT) 
If this and the equation:-
~ = K1lo~ + K2 
are to be satisrled, a decrease in 10 or n(kT) with increasing 
~ H o!" an increasing number or excess atoms ~ must be 
assumed. A decrease in n(kT) is the most likely cause. 
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In the above treatment, H_AH :Lo the dp-pth of' the Fermi 
2" 
lavel below the condu~tion band. Hence, if we write the 
value of the '.10I'k function in the Richardson equation in terms 
of the external and internal work function, the term n(kT) will 
be included in the non-exponential part of the equation, while 
H- AH is included in the '.7orl~ function. Thus, it is possible 
2 
that chances in intercept value and ~ork function will result 
in the same sort of linear relationship ~hich has been indloated 
for the intercopt and slope of the conduotivity plot. 
In this treatment, possible chances in the external work 
function X have been ignored, so that, such a relationship 
oould only be obtained for experiments in ~hich there was no 
change in surface conditions. It has boen indicated in an 
earlier section, that a constant value of surface work :f'uncbion 
Cal"Ulot be expected for all activation states and therefore, 
the above argument does not provide a full explanation of the 11.~ 
log A/~ relations~ip. 
9. The Influence of Changes in Surface Coveriag. 
The most recent and the most comprehensive treatment or 
\"" .. the"log A/~ relationship, in terms of changes in surface 
covering, has been given for metallic film cathodes by 
124 G. Haas • This treatment '\i{as given for oathodes of the 
thoriated tungsten type and, if extended to the oxide oathode, 
would necessitate changes in surfaoe work function without 
changes in the internal ~ork function. Simpler treatments 
have been given by Richardson125 , de Boer126, veenanans127 and 
ZW10ker128, all of which involved similar ideas. 
not be considered here. 
These will j 
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If' ·,'!e cOl1.siG.cr the Cl!littiIl0 surf'ace to be non-homogeneous 
vith re3~oct to work function, electric f'ields ~ill exist on 
the surf'nco. Thof;o i'ields :lS.ve been. refel~red to earlier in 
this cha)tcr, as t~atch fields'. Lot the f'ruction of the 
total arec. C;OVCl"'CtA. by active cuatres (areas of' low work function) 
, 
1>e e, and 'It the fraction of' a monolayor of' adsorbed atomo on 
the Stu'f'c.ce. We CQll c::;:::press the cC].uution f'or electron emission 
from a horllo,:rcnoous 3urfc,ce, as:-
J o = A(1-r)T
2
exp-( ePmaxlkT ) 3.9.1 
Yfllere P
max 
is the potential barriel", measured vlith respoot to 
the Fermi level, \1111c11 electrons Dust surmount to be oollected 
a t the a.."1odo. If ',-;e nodif:)r this equation for a cathode having 
I'e[Sions of dj.ffcrc:l'G '70:;":;: function, we cun write the total 
cu~rent Qensity <18:-
Neglecting the emicsion from thG higher Y/or!{ function patches, 
whioh ls a small proportion of the total, we may wr1te:-
i=b i=n i=j 
J
o 
a AT 2exp(-oL 9 i .0i )exp(-e ~ 9101. 1 ) L 91(1-r1 ) 3.$.3. 
K'fi=l lei=l i=1 
Where 1!1 is the rlOrIt f'Lmction of' the 1 th patch. 
Hence, thc val'J.e of t!!C 'worl: function of the R1chardson 
plot, if' J
o 
is Eloasured at zero field a.s indioated by the 
characteristic, uill be:-
which 1s independent of ter:1perature. 
TIle value of the intercopt is 
l=n 
N_ \::1 Aexp (-.2 ~ 910(1) 
-\to) k 1=1 
given by:-
1=j ~ ~1 (l-ri ) 1=1 
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.hich includes tho thoo~otic~l A value. the temperature 
coefficient of the 'Jork function, the roflection ooc:f't'ioiellt 
and the surface coverage. The a~ove equutions are for a 
constant surface coverage. 
The effect of migration over the sUl"'face VI ill now be 
considered. Fo:?:' this a nO',7 variable ':!l:. must be defined, such 
that:-
" = Nuniber of ato~-,lS of active material on the surface 
Number of atorlS of active material in a monolayer. 
An equation. for the thOI'Il'J.Ol1ic emission current density oan now 
be derived for zero field conditions:-
Jo " AT29(1-ri)Cxpt i?1[ ~o2·- '1. (~02 - ~or)J} ex:P 
{-I1[ 0( 2 - '1. (0(2 -«l+)J} 3.9.6, 
Where the values f.larked + are for l\..:I 1 and the eg,uation ls 
for the simple case of areas of only two dit£erent work 
functions.~Ol and ~o2 are respectively, the work functions of 
the clean surface and that surface covered by adatoms at 
a'bsolute zero. ~ 1 and 0(2 are the temperature coefficients 
01' ;01 and ~02 respectively. 
Similarly for the high field case:-
Jo • AT
2
9 (1-r1)exp~H[102 - 1-(102 -101~J} 
8XP{ i[ 0( 2 - t- (0<.2-01.1 ~ J } 
which given va1ues:-
I(J~) • '01· $102 =t- (9102 .. JI~) 
• Aa (l-ri)exp{ ~[0(2 - t(0(2 -«1+0) • J ~ ~ , 
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~oth ~frt ~ and the c:;-cponential po.rt of. Jt{rt 0) havo tho same 
dependence on surface covering, there~oro the Slope of a plot 
of loglOA(Jto) /~~'o) \"rill be 
-e 2.3 k (0'-2 - Dl' I +) 
( ~02 - ~o+) 
Though ~or higher valu0s of ~("o) this will not be the caso, 
as the non-exponential part of A( Jt 0) becomes dOElinant. 
Haas has claimed tho. t this has been veri:t'icd f'or t he case 
of thorium on tungsten, but it must be noted thnt the equation 
for zero field did not ;yield a linear relationship between 
the inte:;:'copt 2.nd tl1a \7ork function. 
The trIo theories outlined above, seel{ to explain the I,~e ..... 
~ ... ;t 
log A/~ relationship in two differont ways. The first~by 
considering changes in the internal work function with constant 
surfaoe work function, and the socond by considering changes 
in tho external work function only. It is uhlil~cly that 
I~tv 
explanations of this type could explain thel'-log A/~ relationship 
for the oxide cathode, where considerable ovidence indicatos 
that both these quan.tities alter ',yith the state of act1vation. 
-6~-
CHAPTER 4 .. 
An Ex:planation,_ by :t.11~ AuthorL_Qf 1; 11,.e. ~i;near __ .Rel:ation~l!i.p 
sometimes O-;'served between the 8.lope and Intercept of the 
Richardson P..1ot for the Oxide Cathode and Metallic Cathodes. 
\;"..... d Ail 
1. De .lA9'101IUL ~Jue!!§f)i¥. 
The equation for the emission current at zero field, 1
0
, 
from a surface o:f worlr :function fi and area S, 11as been derived 
by Richardson fuld others, and can be written as 
io = Ao(1-r)ST 2exp - ~ , 4.1.1. 
h re A = 4~meK2 , and _1' is the reflection coefficient. w.e 0 . 3 
h 
The other symbols have the usual meaning. 
If' the values of' 10gIO 10 are plotted against values of 
~ 
reciprocal temperature 1, a 
rr 
straight line should be obtained. 
O·4~ 
The slope-'is .. 2 gei/k and intercept log Ao(l-r)S. In 
practise values of 103 are usually plotted, instead of 1, to T , 
simplify the graph. m~en such a plot is made for an actual 
cOIl'lPlex cathode, values of slope and intercept are obtained which 
are often inconsistent vri th theoretical values. The slope of 
the Richardson plot gives a dif'rerent value of work function than 
that deteHained for the same surface by other methods. Some 
workers (see Chapter 3), including the author, have observed a 
relationship between the intercept, (which can bo symbolised by 
log lOA), and the Richa~dson work function, ~, of the form 
log lOA = a~ + b. It was thought that an investigation of 
thiS relationsllip would throw some li£;ht on the reasons tor the 
abnormal values of loglO! and ~. 
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In order to sir.lplify the mu themE: tical trea. tment I let 
io 103 log10 T2 = Y 2nd ~ = x. A plot o~ y against x will have 
slope m anQ intercept p. Hence, the equation for emission can 
be Yfri tten as 
y = mx + p. 
The 10g10A/0 relo.tion now becomes 
p = :me + b. 
4.1 .2 
4.1.3 
In these equQtions ill = - --~ ·Q·~3 k1Q5 ' c = - k~03a e •• il43 and 
p = log1 rJ-. The sy:Jl1bol b retains the Sl..--'T!le meaning. 
Equations 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 cnn be combined by eliminating 
p, to give:- y = mx + cm + b. 4.1.4 
This is the general eClw.tion ~or all strs.i ght lines which obey 
equation 4.1.3 for given v8lues of c and b. Hence we have to 
solve the differential equation, y = mx + ~(m) where fern) = 
me + b. 
Di~ferentiD.ting this vdth respect to x:-
m = m + x ~ + f1(m) ~. 4.1·5 
But ~1(m) = c, so th2t:-
o = x .9E. + dl' d.x c ch· 4.1.6 
It follovvs that either .9!d = 0 dx or x = - c. Now dIn - 0 ax- when m 
ls not a function of x nnd hence the equation y = 
mx + mc + b represents " series of straight lines having '-'. 
slopes m and intercepts mc + b. Considering the solution 
x = - c and substituting in equation 4.1.4 we find that 
y = b. Hence the singular solution of equation 4.1.4 is 
the point (- c, b) and all straight lines represented by 
the equation y = mx + me + b (where m has a dir.ferent 
I"tdt 
constant value fQr 3ach straiGht line),~pass thr~ugh this point. 
We also soo that the slope of the lo~/~ plot has a value of 
G~3e ie a::l 
kft -
103.. • 
O.1985T-+" 
Int~rprctins this point in torms of the QriGinal equation 
we see th€.t the; ;Joint has co-ordinates (1 ,1Qg i-t). TT is 
'T+ rrt°2 
the teuperoture cQrrGsponding to the intersection of all the 
linos. Hence, at t0uporcturo T~, all the cathoa0s glvQ the 
scr.;.e (.rn.issi::m currant et zer:J fiald(ir) . 
.. 
2. A siQple m~Qel inv81ving adsorption. 
Consider n~~ a cath:Jde, uncontaminated by adsorbed layers, 
~hioh has c ~ork function ~2' If a gos or vupour of purt1~1 
pressure P is introduced into the oxporim£ntcl tube, it will 
ott,~in equilibriUL rlith the pr~ductLm of udsorbed lay.;:;rs on 
all the surfaces. Tho Grc~ Jcoupiud by the cdsorbed layer 
on the c~' thodc vlill be --:-. func ti:m of thv te.=lpb re. ture of the 
ccthode. The nill.ib0r of I'lJL)c ul0s r.ds:Jrbod per un1 t orGa h!)s 
129 been given by Q0 Boer ~s G' = N~ 
.J21i rRT 
Here 
N is Avogadro' s nULlb~r, l'.~ th2 graD. LlolEloulor weight, end R 
the g~s constcnt for Jne grao m~10CulQr weight. to is the 
tim.e of oscillction of r.n odsorbod Ll:Jleculo et absolute zero. 
If TIe cssuoe thr.t tho ~ref oocupied by eaoh moleoule 1s 
1nd~~ondent of the nuober 2dsorbed and that the u~lecules are 
adsorbed cs 2 r. ••. m::;lGYGr, .... 10 cen write an equct1::m for the 
fractional nrec cJvorcd by the layer on the Qath~de. The 
frnctionGl ereG is, 
81 • j;r exp k~ · 
'-'-+u--.;. .. 'tr'- ~ bt.. 
~here Kl 1s e constant and H is the 
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heat of cds~rption 1'or :Jno r.l:Jlbol.llc-i. The i'r.':\c tion ':)f' oa th:::>de 
ureQ -ahich ls uncovor,.::d is, 8 t:I .JK1p (l--oxp-Jil. 
2 T kT 
Using th~ the~rQticQl Rich2rds::;n equnti:m, thJ ~nission currents 
Q t Z0r::: 1'ield 'Idill bo:-
.2 11 = A:J(l-rl)T S.Sl oXP-o~l' i':Jr the cds:Jrbod layer and, 
:~T 
2 
i2 =- Ao(l-rz)T 8.82 cxp-e~2' f:Jr the clean surface. 
ItT 
~z is the vl:.rk function of the clean surface. 
RGplacing f:Jr SI cnd 8 2 , 'ae CGn write the equc.t1:Jn for the 
total euissiQn cs;-
Here, r l has boen tr,ken cs being equr.l to ra. Herring cnd 
N1Ch:Jlgl07 hCVG sh:;';m th,~, t r ls clwcys sLlall o::;upared Vii th 
unity. Hance, the cp.9r:Jxil.:.~ t1:Jn is jus tified. 
This siLplifi0Q picture of G cathode will r~present 
actual cctho:es t:J = ::"'irst opproxil:i.ction. 8ie;nlficr..nt 
:{uontitlcs of GCS5S cnd v,~p:;urs always exist in the most 
highly ev~cuct~d tubus, Y'riGti~,:ms of Vlork functi::m over 
the cloc:n cllth:Jdo surfccE; Lrb n6s1uctec1, but 2ctual variation 
will be snell CODpareG. '71th thd offec,," of the edsorbed layers. 
The s:)lu ti:::n :.f thG ,.1ff ;;;.rent1cl equa ti::m indioc tee the t. 
t",~ 
for 011 oathodes g1vinb c pcrt1cular~loglOA/~ relationship, 
El t':;'lilper.-:ture T+ exists ~?here the wlssion ourrent at zero 
field ls c constrnt. H6nce, f:Jr & pcrticulor cdsorblnt and 
eurfoce, 
4.2.2. 
This C ";;<:i tiJn cc'n be se tisfio& if p cnd C:xp -(H+e~~ k'T +oxp 
-G~2 -{ G~2+H)J 
:T -GXP _ ."Ire. b8th c::mst nts 8r if the pr~duct ~f 
-. :;':.T 
3 • .the sit;nific~~'}ce :J.J.' the r~~ti~nsl~Jl?_ for Jl~·~~Jio_OF:~11~de.!!. 
For Cl net:l c, tll:)co-'n~: r: Given c·:ds8rbE;nt, E, ~l cnd 162. 
must ell be c:Jnstr;nts, so thc,t p must '-.ls~ be G c~nstcn t if 
the cb8vo condition is to be s~tisri0Q. This Denns that for 
met~llic c~th~~es there CGn only ba ~ne Richcrdson plot which (-
sc,tisfies ·~he necess,'ry conCl1t18ns. In prrctiOG the"l~glO.A/9J 
r~lcti~nship hes boen Jbs~rv~: nhoTI the v.luad of ~ , 
cnl'cuL.: te:c. r-'rJLl th", sI J)e nncl the int·.;rcept of tcngents to 
a single curved Richo.rds8n p18t, ore plottud. This curve 
aus t G.osori be the -,ICY in Yih1ch the rele ti Vf;; arecs of the tVIO 
different ,';2l"'lC :LUncti811 rJGi8ns of the; ccthod.e surfcce v~,ry 
lili th tho c,· th::'o tCi.lp.:.r turo and the prrticl pressure 8f the 
c ontcninan t. ObviJusly, the t::.nGE:lnts t~ such Cl Curve c:-mnot 
pass thr:.-mgh ., c ;J",::'~.::m pJin t. Cclculated values of l~8iOA ~n~ 
~ do, h:)'.,'Cvor, ,-,xhibit the rolnti::mship beof,use, for the 
ft1irly lLlitc.:'. t,~"J.p,;r~itur0 rcnGG c.:Jnsider.ad, the tungents will, 
to ::l first ,- )pr:);:ilJ.c ti;)n, pass thrJugh c comr:lon pOint. 
Wh(;n the ~)::~id8 c, th o<J.c. is cons iiered, the sr.ne sort of 
relc tionshi] is to b..:: ':'~p(,c ted frot: D. singll3 plot,.. if these 
scne oond1 t1:.-ms .. ro s~, tisfL:;d. 
~~ 
4. The 4LOgl~/~ rGlu t Lmship 1: or ·~ho oxide co thode. 
The \7 :)rk func t10n of the cle;-.n ct:: thocle surface ~a oan 
hove any v<:.lue be t'J(;~n 1'2 irly 'a ide 111:11 ts J depending upon the 
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depth ~f the For-ni le ~TE..l be1:)'S th0 (, ::mduc tion bond • 
.Ads~rb0d lcyors \!i1l LJd.iry the sur:fecc ·,7ork funct1~nX , 
beC8US(; E " nc~ ~l tii11 c1s:, be ch'~ngJd. as the nn tu re of' tho 
surf~ce chcnCbs ~it~ ~2. 
\';'u,,, 
Hvnco , th0 oxide ccthode ul1l only 
exhibit thc~1~g10A/_ rclEti8nship f~r c series ~f tiffernt 
octiVi_:ti::n skt.:.s, ' .. l1vn thG v.,ri2blc;s p, H, ~l und ~2 are 
such thct th8 ve-lus ~f th6 functi.:m siv.:::n CbOV8 (4.2.2.) is a 
c :Jnst;~.n t. If ~: i'.lJI'a cJdplicntGd [.10G.;,1 is c:)nsl::er0d, the 
c::mdi tLm '\';111 be ox:.ctly sL:::.ilcr cnd differ only i1: that 
, n~r0 vcricb1Gs era involved. 
TJ1e f,~ct t~:·t so i2::..ny vcricoles ere involved in':':'1c~ltes 
t;"u,r 
why the" loglO .A/C/J r;;:L--:- tl:.ilShip is so salc::>::l :.Jbs2rved. On 
the :)tncr hr:.nc;, cll iTclvos which hove receivGd sildlor 
tree; tElCn t durinG r.lcnuf: c turu cnd 8ctivc tl::m, \. ill 6i VG ve lues 
'. (,\-ut .... ~.~.t.) 
Jf' this function.\:hich Cl"'J of thE; sa:le ord.or ~f Hcgnitudc,FtOU>l) 
..... ,. .... 
h6nce it is likely tllc:t [. pl;)\.i :;f loglO.A/~ for a larGe nlli"1.ber 
of cctho(os, h~vinG Ciff~r0nt stetes of 2ctiv~tion, TIlll 
inclic[ t~ G trc:mc. t2' ·r:.rds 2 str::isht line. 
Th..; 0qU2 ti::.r.. of the SI"', tUl"(::l tion curr0n t >'1 t zero fiuld from 
thd ic.cc1 iZGd ;; t::.) -:,ork func ti:Jn G.i:li ttori\ hes been given cs:-
10 = Ao(l-r)T
2S ~Ip [ (H + e~l) -e9J2 -(H + 09'2>J 
.JT ,~xp- k:r +exp ltT- -exp kT 
Henco, c n:JrLcl liichr:r,:s:m plot of 10glO :0 egeinst 10 3 should 
T2 T 
exh1b1t curv-tur.::;. This ·,;111 be C.ua t~ (e) the ten~;(';r2ture 
{lop~mdJnce ~f the SU1'1 :::1' tho exponantinl terus, (b) the T-f 
tero ond (0) the tellpercture dependence of p. 
The sl~pe Jf th~ RicherdsJn plot at any tempereture Tt 
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cC'.n bb :..bt,:i1100. by substituting Tt in thG first dt3r1v·'tive 
1"11 th TGS )l;C t i;J 1 ;)f th0 1J .ri thLl1c f.om of the equc ti~n. 
T 
H;:;ncG thG first :.urivctiv·") cen be obtr.ined fr:JLl, 
1" 
d log10 T2 
--~--. = 1 
d T 
_-:1". 
Neb1..;;cting T 2, which issi.22.11 conpcr0.c. VJith the Gxponential 
to:£"'L'lS, -,·:0 J bt!~ in the f ;)11 ::::'-iling vo.lu0 f:>r the firs t derive t1ve:-
or:-
1 
2.303 
--- _._---
exp 
1 
---
[-( H k elll ) exp _ (H ;~ elll ) - if' . 
(H + e~l) + - e~ 2 
exp -
kT kT 
-(H .; e~.,) 
t.J 
kT J 
--- Yr XIO J 1-8 ]-0 ~O~-4~~O~-6~~~O-~8~ __ I+-0 __ ~'~f2-rk-_"~4~ __ /~-6~L-J-~~ 
ro i 
Amps 
(m z 
• -+--+--+----+- .... - - -+---
i i I 
I 
+-.----.. + -.. ... 
---r-+----1r-~---. -----;-----1 
g 
~ 
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We note tllUt the slope and intercept at any temperature is 
very dependent on the ~orra or r(~). 
If p is constmt durin:; the determination, the slope of 
the line corresponds to the right-hand term. The Richaro.son 
worlc f'unction is o"btained :Li"Om t~1.e slope by multiplying by -lc. 
e 
The intercept value can 'be readily obtained ~rom the value 
of the slope by substituting Tt f'or T in 
pI(~) [.(H+e~l) - (H+e~-2 - e~2 - e~2 - + 1 1 k exp kT k exp kT 
2.303 --:!7 + 2.303 peT) [ -(H+e~l) -e~2 
exp -leT .... expk:T" -exp 
] 
1 T + 4.5.4. 
Where log 10 has the value given by the Richardson equation. 
\~ 
T 
Hence, it may be seeJll that in the presence of' an adsorbent, the 
intercept and the slope of the Richardsori plots do not give the 
theoretico.l values. There is every reason to expect that 
posi t1 ve or noga ti ve values of intercept (lO~IO tt) could be 
1 
obtained depending upon the values of peT)' H, ~l' ~2 and T. 
For example see fig. 4.5.1. 
Positive values at: slope are to be expocted whon the 
following are satisfied (a) ~1 is &uall compared vdth ~2; 
(b) H is small; (c) T is large. Large positive values of 
intercept will be obtained when the adsorbent is electronegative 
and the pressure is fairly high. The value will, ho~ever, 
decrease ~ith increasing temperature and, in fact, would be 
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v~l~e I 
equal to the thooretical rrhcn peT) tends to zero, or at 
extreDlely 11igh tcmpGl~atures. Small poSitive, or oraall 
negati vc, values of the intei.~cept ':>::. ·t:-: small negat1 ve values of 
slope arc to be expectcd \lhcn ~l is smaller than ~2 and the 
temperature is 10\7, or H is very large. 
It may seer.l from this treatment that the Richardson 
method is not suitable :for obtaining 0. value of work function 
for a ~articular surface. It certainly does not provide a 
method f'or deten:lining the \"fork function of the clean surface, 
except \vhen the to[1poraturo is very high or the effects of: the 
adsorbed layer are verJT small. The Bichardson uork function 
will, hoy/over, give 11 lilOaSu.re of the energy required to 
ther.i1ionically remove an electron from the surface, under the 
conditions present in the experimental tube. 
The curvature of the Richardson plot will depend on the 
value of the heat of adsorption and the quantity of the 
adsorbent present. It may well be that a Richardson plot 
approximating to a. stl"uight lino ,,-/111 be obtained if the 
pressure in the experimental tube risos exponentially with 
temperature and the adsor~)ent is electronegative. This may be 
the a.::'.co'- only \"lhen the gas or vapour present in the experimental 
tube is in equilibrium with adsorbod layers on all the surfaces. 
Since t:1e tempel~aturc of all surfaces in the tube have a 
functional dependence on the temperature of the cathode, the 
pressure uill rise cxponontially with the cathode tomperature. 
Linear charactel'iotics \"fill also be obtained at 10vI 
temperatures, v/hen tho surface coverage is almost complete. 
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The characteristics will also be linear at very high temperatures 
when the 8ur~nces are only slightly contaminated. 
In the case of contaminents vvl'lich are present in large 
concentI'ations, 1'01" example, caesium in caesium/tungsten cathodes, 
the pressure is the ViJp01H' pressure corresponding to the 
temperature at the coldest bulk Subst2~lce. In these cases the 
pressure \1ill rise only sliChtly Y/ith cathode temperature, 
because of the limi tcd, tenueI'o.tul'C increase of the bulk SUbstance 
which is situated at the cxtrCl:li ties of' the glass envelope. 
Barium getters, which arc fiJ'ed to reduce the pressure 
at: the gas in oxperirnental tuboG "by chemical comlJinution, \7i11 
provide 'uarilUn vapour, 17hich rimy be adsorbod onto the cathode 
surface and the cathodes themselves produce a film of active 
metal. The exact ar:10unt adoorbod at any tOlTI1Jeraturo will, 
of course, depend on the vapour pressure of the barium and 
the heat of adsorption. This stl"ongly electroposi ti vo 
substance may "ilell produce a large reducti on in the '\'/ork function 
of the oxide cathode and may, in fact, be responsible .for the 
loW work function generally observed. If this is the case, 
the 'behaviour of the oxide catllode should be very similar to 
that of the caeshlIn/tungsten cathodes and might exhibit a 
negative value of the Richardson '.lork i'unction at temperatures 
when the adsorbcd layer is Deing removed very rapidly. (flg:4.S.1) 
These hypthesos yTill be discussed later in the light of 
results obtained in the present investigation. 
6. The Values of Worlc Function Obtained by Othel" Methods. 
Two other methods of 0~)tai111ng the worl-c function of 
surfaces are COimllOnly used. The first of these is the contact 
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potontial dif'f'oroncc method discussed in earlier cl'laptors. 
The \-lOrk f'unction obtained by thi s method is called the 
ari tlli7_Ctic mean rlOrk function and, f'or the t two v/ork f'unction 
eiiuttox,t considered above, '\'/il1 be Given by:-
+ - H ). 
kT 
~J 
It is unlilwly that values ootuined 'by this method will 
4.6.1 
correspond to values obtained by the Richardson method, except 
when surfo.ce contw:lination is eithe:. ... alraost complete or almost 
ai.Jsent. 
Determination of H01"'k i'unction by the photoelectric ef'f'ect 
will give values corresponding to the low work function 
surf'aces, Sl1..J ject to tlw Fro.nl.(-C ondcm of'f'ect. In this case, 
tIle ':fork f'unc tion ','/ill be ~)iGiZer iJy A E than could be 
'"2 
obtained from the same section of the surface by the Richardson 
mothod. The value of' AE can, of' course, be determined 
-2 
froQ conductivity oeasurornents as described in an earlier 
chapter. It would seem t~lCrcfore, that agreement between 
the valuos o'btall1od fro~·j1 thoso different methods will only be 
obtained at very 10'.7 or very high tOi'ilperatures. 
I 
THE VACUUM SYSTEM 
,--_M_Q_n_if_ol_d""",="_"",,Penning 
Reservoir 
~=r-gaug. 
( 
Liquid 
air 
traps 
FIG. 5". 1 .1. 
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Cl1apter 5. 
Apparatus and Teclmig,uea. 
l. A gOYlcral description of the techniques involved in the 
.-
manuf'acture of all oxide cat:l.ode has been g1 ven in chapter 1. 
The manufacture of the necessary processing equipment and 
e.x:perimenta.l tu"'ue s C onsti tuted n In rge part ot: tllC resoarch 
programme. The processinG ~yparatus cons~sted or a vacuum 
system, an oven, and suitable po~er sUJplies built into a stool 
frame. Apparatus for carrying out various measurements on 
t:lO e~:pcriacntal cathodes was mounted o:i.l a bench adjacent to 
the processing a?paratus. 
,... The Vo.cuu.m System. 
Reproducible I'esul-c s can only bc obta.incd if II sui tnoly 
loy{ pressure is maintainod in the experimontal tubo durinc its 
processinz. I{enco, a vacuum system having a high ptunping 
1 t -6 speed ruld produc ng an ul imate vacuum of at least 10 n]m.Hg. 
is required. The l1i2h pumping speed is needed to remove, as 
rapidly as possible, tlw carbon dioxide liberated during the 
processing. If this is not accomplished, the 'lifc' of the 
experimental tube is drastically reduced. 
The vaCuum system wns constructed of p~rrex glllSS and is 
illustrated in sC:lOmatic form in fig. 5.1.1. The glass 
used incthc system was cleaned by treatment rli th concentrated 
nitric acid, washed uith distilled water and dried in an 
elcctric oven. All motal parts involved in the construction 
of the syste.n were clcaned by hydrogen furnacing, while the 
mercury used in the mercury diffusion pump was purified by 
vacuura distillation a~ter treatment with nitric acid and 
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of the experimental tubes ViaS minimised. C~ean conditione 
wore maintained 0;)' rebuilding the system t\lice durting the 
course of the investigation. 
The system consisted of a two stage mercury diffusion 
purap ~ith a pumping speed of about one litre per second. This 
was 'backed' by a Metropolitan-Vickers rotary 011 pump. The 
taps of the 'backing'system '\fore greased with Apiezon 'N' grease, 
while the main tap was groased with Apiezon 'T' which has a 
higher melting point and is not affected by hoat from the 
oven. The main tap '.7[!.S eliminated when the system \yas 
rebuilt for the socond time. 
A drying tube, containing phosphorous pentoxide, in the 
'backing' s;)rstem prevented ,later from entering the oil pump. 
TwO llquid nitrogen traps were provided so that the carbon 
dioxide produced in the breakdown process could be readily 
removed from the system. Liquid nitrogen was initially 
applied to tho trap nearest to the diffusion pump to prevent 
mercury vapour from entering the system. Carbon dioxide, 
produced in the breakdown process, was retained as the solid 
in this trap and its vapour limited the pressure which could 
be attained by the system to about lO-5mm•Hg• This oarbon 
dioxide was removed by applying liquid nitrogen to the second 
trap and allo~inG the temperaturo of the first to increase, so 
that the carbon dioxide sublimed and was pumped away without 
causing any undesirable increase in pres~e. The ultimate 
pressure of the system was roducod to a minimum (lower than 
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-6 ) 10 Inm.Hg. by oddy current hoating the metal parts of both 
the experimentel tube and the cystom and by baking the ~lass 
of tho experimental tube and the manifold to Cl temperuture of 
about 450°0 for about twelve hours. 
J. PreGsure Measuroment. 
Two types or pressure gauge have been used during the 
presont investigation. In all the experimentul work undclttaken, 
a Penning gaUGe built into the manifold enabled presaure 
changes during breakdown and processing to be monitored. 
gauge consisted of a nickel ring anode mounted half way 
betv/een two nickel discs, 2cms. in diameter and lcm. apart, 
which togethor constituted a cathode. A permanent magnet 
This 
provided Cl fiela of 600 oersteds in a direction perpendicular 
to t he electrodes. A D.C. potential of 2000 volts was 
applied to the electrodes from a high impedence power supply 
running from the A.C. mains. The electric field caused an 
olectric discharge and produced positive ions from the gas 
molecules present in the system. The magnetic fiold caused 
the ions and electrons to move in helical paths between the 
electrodes t thus groatly increasing the possibility of 
further ionization by collision. The current passing 
between the electrodes was measured by means of a Tinsley mult1-
range gb.l vanometcr. Thi s curront, which was lim! t ed by the 
high impedence source w.. to a value below 100 microamps, was 
a:9proxima tely proportional to the pressure in the range 
lO-5mm•Hg to lO-6mm•Hg• 
A second type of gauge was sometimes employed to enable 
Alpert Gauge, Diagramatic. 
FIG. 5. 21. 
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pI'ossuro changes in t ha cXl-,,::n'liJl)f"\n:I;R.l tube to be observed both 
bef'ore, and at'tvr, the tube had beon isolated f'rom t he pumping 
train. This socond type of gauge was attached to the expcr-
imental tube by menns of a side-arm. A diagram of the gauge 
is shown in fig. 5.2.1. These gauges were of the ~ayard-
Alpert130 type, first spocified in 1950, and may best be 
described by the nrune'inverted ion gauges'. A central 
collector, consisting of a fine tungsten wire, was mounted 
coaxially within Q griC anode, Vll1ile an electrically hented 
tungsten filament cathode was placed outside the grid. Thus, 
the o.rea of the ion collector was very small and electron 
a.mission produced ay the incidence of soft X-ro.ys was reduced 
to a minimum. The grid and filament wero mounted on a 
sta~lard 09 pinch and seuled into a 09 envelope. The collecto:r 
was mounted on a tunssten seal, soaled into the top, of the 
envelope. The gX'id W[lS construced of' 0.25mm diameter 
molybdcnlliil vlire which '.78.S wound. into 0. helix 2cm. in diameter 
and 4cm. long and welded onto four nickel wiro supports. Two 
separate tunssten filaments wore fitted, one of which was 
centre-tapped, so that a spare filruncnt was available for usa. 
Quite apnrt from thin, the second filament had two other 
possible functions. Firstly, the electron emission 
characteristics oZ the ~ilamont could be used as a separate 
indicntion of tho pressure, and secondly, the flash filament 
tochnique could be used to estimate the pressure. In the 
present investigation the prossures inside the experimental 
tube were too :lieh for those facilities to be employed. 
The tungsten seal and collector wire were protected by 
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a glass tubo of such a l.ength that only the wire actuaUy 
within the grid was exposed. This prevented X-rays from 
striking the large diameter tungsten seal, and increasod the 
leakage path, thus preventing the charges, which accumulated 
upon the envelope of the gntlZO, from causing 11 ~C'.lso reading 
o~ Jollector current. The ion collector was made from 0.19mm 
diameter tungsten wire which was Glectrolytically tapered in 
a caustic soda ColI so as to minimise the effects of bombG~ant 
by soft X-rays. 
The gauge was out-gassed during the vacuum p~ocesslng 
o~ the cxperimental tUDe by heating the filaments to about 
o 2,000 C. The resultant electron emission simultaneously 
out-gassed the collector. The grid was out-gassed by heating 
with eddy currents. An accurate calibration of the gauge, 
built to the above speCification, was not attempted, but 
previous workers in this laboratory have indicated that the 
ratio of the collector current to the grid current (measured 
in amps) is approximately a factor of ten greater than the 
prcssure as indicated in ~Hg. by Il Penn1ng gaugo. This 
was verified by the author on numerous occasions while prooes .... 
1ng several experimental tubes. 
The inverted ionisation gauge oan also be used as an ion 
pump, providing that the pressure in the system ls below about 
lO-6mmeHg• Two distinct prooesses are responsible tor the 
pumping aotion, the f'irst involves chemical react10aa ~ .. the 
seoond is phYsical in origin. Chemical reaotions 6C~. 
batween tho gas atoms or molocules prosent in the 1Nh ~~, 
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hot tungsten cathode, but these are usually restricted to 
the chemJcally active Gases. The second process involves 
the entrapmont and neutralisation o~ positive ions by the glass 
o~ the envelope and tho thin tungsten ~ilm which ls ovaporated 
onto the class. 'rhe pumping action o~ the gauge is qui to 
e~~icient providing that no small lcaks are present, either in 
the glass or in the tun~sten seals, and that th8re is no 
source of Gas in the experimental tube. Some workers have 
-10 
claimed rressurcs of the order o~ 10 lum.Hg. Small leaks, 
whic11. cannot be detected b~T the usual tochniques, can prevent 
the ion pump ~rom x'educing the pressure below about 10-7mm.Hg. 
Whether used as a pump or a gauge, the ~ilament was 
heated to about 2,0000C IJY means o~ a large step-down tI'ansf'orrner 
The colloctor \"las held at a potential of 100 volts positive, 
and the grid at a potential of 50 volts negative, with respeot 
to the cathode)by means of :li511 tension batteries. The 
currents to the eloctrodes were measured by means o~ the 
galvanometer or the oloctrcracter us appropriate. 
4. The H.anifold. 
A number of different systems have been employed in 
order that the eKperimental tube might 'be sealed from the 
pumping train and reconnected as necessary. Most of' the 
experimental tubes wore sealed onto a simple mani~old by means 
of' tho pumping stem built into tho base of the standard 09 
pinch used for nIl the experimental tubes. When this method 
was employed, the expori~nental tube was sealed off.' and 
removed from the s:~stem by fusing .the glass of the stern, 
v 
er 
c' 
(' 
en 
~ ~ 
m d 
,""<,os 
~ ; c l)< 
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-l 
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drawing oft the tube and f1nally~ealing the fused ste~ 
In some of the more recent experimental work it was 
required that the tube should be capable ot being reattached 
to the pumping system. These tubes were sealed off by means 
of constrictions which oould be sealed by a hand torch. The 
tubes were reottachbd to the vacuum system by mean of glass 
pig~tails which could be brokan open by the action of an iron 
slug which was sealed in glass and op~arated by an external 
magnet. Such a system is illustrated in fig. 5.4.1. When 
these manifolds were employsQ, the experimental tubes were 
attaohed to the manifold by means of a suitably constr.cted 
side-arm which was fused into the envelope of the experimental 
tube. The tube could be finally removed from the pumping 
train by scaling the constriction. Tubes, containing gettors 
capable of being fired by means of eddy current heating, were 
alsO used in conjunction with these manifolds. In these 
oases, low pressures ~Qre achieved by gett~r1ng and cobling 
the getter fi~ with liquid nitrogen before the Alpert pump 
was operated. 
5. Leak Detection. 
Conventional methods have been employed to discover the 
position of any leeks in the experimental glassware. Large 
-3 leaks were found at backing pressures (10 mm.Hg.) by means 
ot a Tesla 0011 discp~rge through the 'pinhole' respons1ble 
for the leak. Smaller leaks were discovered by ooat1ng 
suspeot glass with oarbon tetraohloride and nottng the 
pressure increase produced when the vapour passed through 
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the pinhole. Some loaks, which prevented low pressures 
froE beirl(; attained) -,!Jre undetectuble by any of the methods 
which ar'..;; 2.vaildb16 in this laboratory and it was thought 
that porosity of the tune,sten, which constituted the tungsten 
seals, was responsible. 
6. The Experir:lcm t&l Tubes • 
.A nUIilber of cl itfGront types of axper imen ti..ll tubo have 
betm built, e(~ch ty~je baiI(; dosi;;ncd for a spGcific purpose. 
The basic t0chni~u0s involv0d in th0 pr0paration of 011 typos 
of oxpc,rio-:.n t21 tube.: ;;;.:.r0 very s iL1ilar, so too t a gGnoral 
d.:.;scr il)t ion ',ill be ~_:i 'lun below. 
ILnr1y '.;; 11 the; Pteto.1 pe.rts inv01v(;d in the cons truc tion 
of the tub..:; -;'''''1',:,) Sh3P0d from puro nickel sh0et, but the base 
~0t[l employed for th~ cathod0s ~as to' nickel. In curtain 
of the; Vi:parL._..:::ntc1 tubdS othur m0tals wero used £md thase 
will bo llent ionod nhere oppropria to. 
A fram0~ork of glass rod ~cs c1~ays used to su,port 
tho GlectrodGs bocause it possossed several udvantagos ovor 
ccrnm.ic me toricls Gnd l1icu. C0ramic insulators have 
insuleting proporties TIhich ere inferior to those of g13ss. 
In cddi tion, the largo pora spflces pr8sent in LlicC) end 
ccraD1c mct~riGls contcin large qucntities of gas which m~y 
be rvleased cftor thu tubu h2s bean processed and removed 
from the VC;CUULl s:{stU!Ile The frC[ilO\wrk of pyrex glass, the 
envolope and tho pinch of 09 blass ~~ru clcenad by treatment 
with conccntrct8d nitric acid and distilled water after 
which thoy 'i1GrO dried in an air oven. Strips of thin niokel 
TtLb4Z. Rt. 
J:"ltt 5." . I. 
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sheet wore then shaped around the glass fr~ework in 
appropriate positions and weldad into plaoe by means of an 
electric spot welder to servo as supports for the 0lectrodes. 
The eppropriate electrOdes ~ere then shaped fram nickel sheet 
ond welded as noc~ssQry. These uare then carefully oleaned 
by hydrogen furnocing and stored in 6 'olean' box until 
required during assombly. 
Two J:'lDln types of cc:thode were used in the construction 
of the GxperimBntel tUbes:-
(a) Button CathoQcs.- These vJOre besicdly a cup of '0' 
nickel contnining e conmercial helioal tungsten heater 
insulcted frou the bcse by manns of a ceramio body. The depth 
of the cup wes 5mm. Qr~ the wall thickness wes O.2mm. The 
oups hEd 0 flat bottom 9mm. in dIameter, onto ~h1Qh the oethode 
ooating wes sprayed. A tungsten tharmooouple p1re O.095mm. 
1n d1ameter Irs l1elded onto the bottom of the cup, so that 
the cathode tOIJ.perature could be measured. The cold junction 
of the thor.uocouple wes made by welding thD wire onto a pin of 
the 09 bas0 so that the tamporcture of the cold junction was 
os near room tomperaturo ns possible. This prooe:.d.ure woe 
elso edoptod tor the cold junctions of the thermocouples used 
with cylindrical probo cathodos. The cup, oomplete with 
thermocouple cnd hooter, wes Llounted upon fl small glOBS support, 
hydrogen furnecod, and storad in the oloan ·bO%'.un.t:tJ..!!S6lqu1r04 
tor spraying and mounting in the eA~er1mental tube. The 
torm of thiS type of cathode can be seem fram the photograph 
ot tube Ri, fig. 5.3.1. 
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(b) Cylindrical Probe Cathodes.- These cathodes were 
prepared from a hollow '0' nickel sleeve 7.0 cm. in length 
and 2.5mm. in diameter and having a wall thickness of O.2mm. 
A tungsten thermocouple wire O.095mm. in diameter was threaded 
through the sleeve to.zethor with 0. tightly fitting copper 
IllLlndrel specially shaped to a«omrrtodate the tungsten wire. A 
weld was then made at the centre of the slcove to form tho hot 
junction of the thermocouple. Next, before removing tho mandrQl, 
two thin 8trips of nickel shoot wore welded at both ends of the 
sleeve, at distances of 3mm. and 17nm. from the ends. These 
strips provided supports for hollow ceramic tubes 2.5cms. long 
which each contained a 25s. '\"1. g. nickel 'wire. Each wire was 
held firmly in position by a weld to a thin strip of nickel 
welded round tJ.10 cero..fllic tube. The corrumic tubes were mounted 
onto the cathode by means of the nickel stirps previously 
welded onto the sleeve, in such a way that 3cm. of the contre 
of the sleeve could be used as the cathode base. 2mrn. ot.' the 
wire in the ceramic tube was exposeu so that welded connections 
could be made to the probe which was embeddod within the 
cabhode matorial. Two 26 s.w.g. nickel wires wero welded to 
the ends of the sleeve to act as supports. The mandrol was 
then romoved and replaced by the insulated heater. Tho 
thermocouple was then insulated with ceramic sleevos and the 
whole assembly was hydrogon furnaced to remvve contaIilination. 
I \ 
The cathode base was then stored in the clean box until 
required ~or spraying. 
Tu..bQ P:l 
F, c.. S".&t.:l.. 
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7. Qoatinp; the Cathode. 
(a) Button cathodes were moUnted behind a mask and the 
flat surface was coated to a thickness of 100 microns by 
spraying with the suspension of barium carbonate specified 
in Chapter 1. 
(b) Probe cathodes were mounted in a rotating jig behind 
a mask and the central 2.5cms. of the sleeve was coated, by 
-. 
sprayin8~ vii th the barium carbonate suspension to" thickness 
of 50 microns. The probe supports were shielded during 
spraying by t-VYO lengths of rubbor tubing mounted at the ends 
of the sleeve. When the cathode material was dry, the probe 
wire was wound and attached to tho probe supports as follows. 
One ond of n 5cm. lenGth of pure nickel probe wire, .0005 inches 
in diameter, rms attached to one probe support by welding. 
Because the probe wiro ViaS so fine as to be difficult to see, 
a short length of 29 swg nickel wire was next welded to the 
other end of the probe wiro to facilitate handling. The probe 
wire was then allowed to hang from the first probe support and 
the cathode was slowly and carefully rotated to wind on f'ivo 
or so turns of the wire over the first coating. Thc probe 
wire was then welded to the second probe support so that the 
turns ot: y;ire v;cre held firmly in place. The excess wire was 
then cut off. This assembl~r was remounted in the rotating 
jig and a final sprayed coating of the carbonate waa applied 
to give a total thickness of 100 microns. The conatructional 
details can be seen from the photograph of tube P2, Fig. 5.6.2. 
The thickness of the coating was determdned by projecting an 
enlarged image of the finished cathode onto a screen and 
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comparing the C~ ated and uncoa ted regions. 
Next, the cathode and other eleotrodes Were assembled 
onto the Glass fra~e~ork by welding to the niokel s,pports. 
Tweezers were used viherover possible to prevent contaminat1on. 
One end of the cathode probe was supported telescopically so 
that the therffisl expansion of the cethode did not alter the 
electrode geometry. At this stage. two barium getters were 
TIelded to th~ glass support and the frauework was then attached, 
by welding, to the pins of a 09 glass pinoh. The noodssary 
welded connoctions. fr~ the pins of .the pinoh to the differen' 
electro&es, PGro then mad0 with as awg. nickel wire. Conneo-
tions to ~1di t1onc.l tungston s~als Yl\jr~ also made at this stage. 
The p inoh, c oIJ.pl ete wi th the elec trode assembly, was then 
suitably locate~ in a 09 envelope in suoh a mannur that the 
envelope could be 'drop-sealed' onto the pinch with an oxy-coal 
gas flaoe. 
The additional tungsten seals, which were sometimes 
nec0ssc ry, \?are norrnnlly fused into the envolope before the 
electrodes VJore ctteched to the glass framework. 
After compl~tion, the tubes wero secldd onto tho manifold 
~f the veouuo system. The backing pump was then switohed on 
and any leaks present wvre investigated by the methods desoribed 
in seotion 5.5. When the locations of the pinholes were 
discovered, the vaouum system was 'let down't~ cir end the 
leaks wer0 sealod by means of a s~ll flame. The leek-tree 
system i.as th .. Jn (;.vecu&t.cf .. by means ot both pumps and the 
processing of the oathode wes oammeaoe4. 
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8. Oath~de Processing. 
After the pressure inside the exper~ental tube had been 
-5 reduced by the pumps, t~ about 10 mm.Hg, the manifold and 
expertmental tube were baked for several hours at 450°0. 
The oran was then [wi tChed off, and removed, and the metal 
parts of the tube an& ~nifold were heated by eddy currents 
while the glass was still hot ("'-10000). This treatment 
allowed a large proportion of the gases adsorbed on the 
surfaces within the exper~ental system to be pumped away. 
A slowly increasing potential difference was next applied 
across the cathode heater, by means of a motor driven Variac, 
so that the cathode temperature increased slowly (from room 
temperature to -1.900 0K in 24hr5.) This treatment decomposed 
the organiC binder and the carbonate layer ~n the oath~de. 
~ost of the ev~lved gas was pumped away but, as stated above, 
some of the carbon dioxide was retained by the nitrogen trap. 
ThiS oarb~n dioxide was rcm~ved by means of the method 
desoribed in section 5.1. 
When the tbreak-d~wnt was oompleted, the heat treatment 
of the glass and metal was repeated in order to pump away a 
large proportion of the gases adsorbed on the surfaoes within 
the system. The electrolytic activation pr~cess was then 
o~enoed by ap]lying a small anode voltage while the oathode 
was at temperatures within the range 900~ t~ 1200~K. When 
the desired degree of activation had been attained, tha tube 
or manif~ld was tsealed off' and the getters tired as required. 
MeasurementB could then be commenoed on the finished tube. 
si 
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g. Me8SUrGDonts. 
Tho prinoir,-" 1 Lleasuremonts made ::m the e:x:perirlllJntal tube) 
were of th0 anode ourrents, for a sories or applied anode 
voltagCis, and tho o:"nduotivitics :)1' tho oath:)de coatings. 
These measurouGnts were carried out at a number of oathode 
tam~eraturos f:)r a number of diffoI"(.nt states of oath.JJ.o aotiv-
ity. S:)mo of the ourrents involved wero very small in 
magni tude and Yior.:; cas ily Llasked by the 13100 trical disturbanoes 
which ar:>S0 lr:>m the US8 :>1' :>ther Gloc trical a~)l'ara tUB in the 
It was theref:)re necessary that the experimental 
tubes sh:>uld be electrically shielded. This was accompished 
by mounting the tub~s in a metal soreening box. Scroened 
cable was usou for eleoticsl oonnections. A specially dosigned 
screen b:>X ~as built for measurements on the probe tube and the 
cirouit of this is shJ~n in fig. 5.9.1. Similar soreened 
boxes were used for the tubos :>1' different design. 
,~ui to d~art frJl1 the 0l.:.:ctrioel screening, it was neoessary 
to ensure that the tubes wero screened from light. For this 
reason the boxes VJore made 'light-tight'. Radiation inoident 
on tho cath;)d5s pr:>duced :;?hot:>eiilissive and photoconduotive 
effeots whioh, though interesting, oonfused the measurements 
of the c~nductivity end the therhli~nic emission. These 
photoelectric effocts have been investigated by another worker 
ft.: 131 \ I f in this 18b~ratory\_ee :. n the case 0 experimantal tubes 
m~unted on the ,umping manifold, eleotrical screening and the 
exolusion ~f light ~ere aOhieved by the uSe :>f aluminium foil 
shaped around the oxperimental tube. 
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Tho oathode temperatures were measured by means ~f the 
tungsten/nickol ther.m~oouples already descr1b~d. b1:easurem~nts 
of the therlli~-e.c.f. generated w~re made by moans ~f a Muirhead 
potentloL1ettJr. The tOL1per~ture indiceted by those thermo-
couples 1I,3ro th~se ;)f the bose metal. A temperature gradient 
oxistl.d in the cDth~de n:..atorial but tho err~r 'ilaS estimated as 
being not greater than 1%. A calibration graph ~f the thermo-
e • .m. f. egG. ins t the ca thod e ton~eri) ture is sh~wn in i:ig. 5. 9. Z. 
The cold junction was situated 8S necr the pinch as possible 
sO that its temperaturo VIGS very nearly the same as the teu~~·­
erature of the rOJu, theref~re it is unlikely that this 
would oonstitute any appreCiable orror in the measurement 
of teuperuturG. Tho larger v~ues of the anode current and 
the curr .. :mt between the pro be and. th..; ~i·;::;0 -: 01'1J measured by 
means ~f c sensitive g61van~meter (lcm.= 10-Samps.) While 
the smaller ourrents TIere measured by means of an eleotrometer. 
The eleo tr:)Doter Vias of the t ~ut-Jf- balanoe' type and 
inoor:J::jru ted the Ferrcnti B.D.M. 10 eleotrometer valve and 
h~gh stability resistors. The oirouit of this el~ctrometer, 
which wos built in this loboratory, 1s shown in fig 5.9.3. 
It will be SJen thet one seot1~n of the valve was used as a 
reference circuit. Any potontials developed aoross the grid 
rosistance of the ~ther section of the valva oaused a ohange 
1n the anode current lilhich 1n turn produced en 'out-ot-
balance' current through the galvan~eter oonneoted between 
the two onode'C. Three sets of . .Br1d resistors were provided 
S -13 to oover tho current range 10- amp. to 10 amp. An inpu' 
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~f lmV. gave cn ~ut-~f-belQnce currant ~f 4 x 10-Sumps. 
F~wer supplies were pr~vided from dry batteries. The hecter 
ourrent w~s supplied froB an accumulator housod in e separcte 
se reened b:Jx. 
The c~nductivitles of the pr:Jbe tubes were dete~ined 
fr:n the slo,e of prob8 durrent/voltege characteristios. 
These ch~rQcteristics were obt~ined by applying small ~Jt0ntials 
(0 t:J :!. lOOmV) betw8en th0 cath::xie base and probe, cnd by 
mocsuring the resultant currents be means :Jf the gclvenomotar 
or electrometer. rhe circuit which prJvided these s~ll 
potenticls TIes incorpJrct0d in the screoned box (fig.5.9.l.). 
The conductivities of the rctcrding potbntiel tubes ucre 
obtained by sG2suring the current to the collect~r oluctrode 
for partlculor vel ues of enode potontial. Th0se methods will 
be described in grvcter deteil in the next chapter. 
The experiIJj.entcl cc thodus V,0re hea ted by cn .A.C. ourrent 
from E: Vc.riac transformer supplied by c. constont v~l toga 
trensforoer operating fr.::,r.1 the .A.C. L1Oins. .Although .A.O. 
was used, tht- hec.tcr oathode insulc.tion was suffitlGnt to 
insure ncgligcblo int~rf0renoe TIith ~cl;suruments. The 
fluotuations in the heater voltago were not suffioiently large 
as to oe.use a mecsurcble change in oathode temperature. 
10. The Pen Rocording ~pporctus • 
.An 0 ttempt was mode t;) mensure the i:n.}(.:c ourrents and 
thermQ-e.o. fs of on cxperiuentnl tube 8utomat1ool1y. The 
ourrents ware measured by amplifying the D.C. voltcgGS 
pr~uced by the passage of the ourrents through 6 resistor in 
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in the grid circuit ~f a ~ut-~f-balance type D.C. amplifier. 
The ~ut-put ~f the cmplifier TIes fed int~ a pen rGcorder. 
Tho c ircui t 'Jf this r::mplif ier is shorm in fig. 5. g. 4. Other 
vol tegos ;~nd eurronts ';l0re roe orded by the same pen reo order 
by ueans of c seri0s of rJtoting c~nt~cts which connuctod 
thu eppropricte circuits f~r fixed time intervcls. 
This meth;)d pr;)vidod cn ecourcte record of the readings 
of anode currents obtained frOG the hJsted anodo/heated 
Ci. thod0 tube (HNNl ) desori bod In tor. The cain d1sed~antnge 
was the t the curron ts hc:d "t::J be liJjli ted to 0 small runga of 
vclues. The; :.:l(.thod ·IIGS thus restricted to the vclu6s of the 
anode current obtcined OVGr c ruletivuly sQC,ll temperaturo 
ronge cnd f~r this r6cson the mathod wes discontinued. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
Rx~erimental Results 
1. I~~od~ctio:~ 
The experiuental results discussed in this chapter were 
obtained ~rom a nunwer of different types of tube. The 
construction of the dif'~erent types of experimental tube, 
together with the experir,lental results obtained, will gonera.lly 
be described in different sections, each section being 
devoted to a particular experimental tube. This method ot 
setting out the experimental rosults has a number of distinct 
advantages. The development of teclm1ques and the tubo dcsign 
can ~e presented chronologically and the reasons why a parti-
cular new design of e:::perimental tube was chosen will, it is 
hoped, become clear when the shortcomings or interesting 
This results obtaJ.ned from the previous tube aro described. 
method of presentation also has an advantage in that 
rcpeti t:iD'n of' tho descriptions and the re8ul ts is avoided. 
It is hoped that the experimental work will thus appear as a 
logical developl"';1ent of ideas, though the description ot early 
work will naturally ~c modified in the light of experience 
obtained as the ~N01"1{ has progressed. On the other hand, the 
more important canclasions which can be drawn from tho 
experimental results will be discussed in the next chapter, 
tram the point of view of di~fcront aspects of the behaviour 
of particular cathodes. The discussion will be simplifiod 
by ascribing particular code letters and numbers to eaoh tube. 
Mu.~....k *' Tubes, in which~thc conductivity of tho ooating is oarried 
out by the use of a probe \nre embedded in the cathode 
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material will be described as probe diodes and will be 
designated by the letter P. A number rollowinC this letter 
will indicate which probe diode is being considered. 
for example, PI will represent the first probe diode 
Thus, 
constructed and p4 the fourth. This numbering system will 
also be useQ for all other types of tube. When an Alpert 
pump has been t'..sod -;;1 tl1 a probe diode it will be indicated 
by the letter A. ~or exrunple, PAl represents the first of 
this type of system constructG)(l .. Tube s in which the 
conducti vi ty was mea.sured by means of 2. retarding potential 
method will be represented by the letter R followed by the 
appropriate number. Tubes with a heated anode will be 
indicated by the letter H while N 'nll indicate that the anode 
was constructed of nickel and W that the anode was constructed 
on tungsten. A further t~~e of tube, in which the cathode 
consisted of two heated electrodes separated by a coating of 
barium oxide, will be described by the letter D. The state 
of activation, for a particular series of measurements, will 
be indicated by Roman l1u:m e..:rals. Thus, for example, R2 III 
will refer to measurements ca.rried out on the second retarding 
potential tube, in the third state of activation. 
A large number of the graphs plotted fram experimental 
results are similar in foru1 and thorefore only typioal 
experimental curves ""ill be included. The inf'ormation 
obtained from other similar experimental curves will normally 
be collected together in tabular form. Expertmental curves 
which illustrate a particular type of behaviour will also be 
inoluded where appropriate. 
~------ - --- -- ---------_._----- - ~ 
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2. The Methods Used in the Dete~ination of Cathode Conductivity. 
It will be noted thut attempts have been made to measure 
the conductivity of the coating by means of three di~erent 
types of e::perimental tube. The most successful of these 
types was the probe diode. 
(co) fE.?".Je Diodes.- The method of construction for this 
type of experimental tube has been described in section 5.6. and 
a photograph of tube P2 has been given in fig. 5.6.2. 
In this type of tube a probe rrire was inserted into the 
cathode coating and the current between the probe and the base 
was measured for a l1UlifoGr of applied potent1als. The ourrentj 
voltage characteris~ics for potentials in the range 0 to t lOOmV 
were determined for all the probe tubes, at different 
temperatures and for various activation states. Tllese have 
been plotted so that the values of apparent conductivity of 
the ca~10de coating could be calculated from the slope of the 
characteristic. Examples of these curves will be given in 
latter sections. Small potentials must be applied in order 
that the equilibrium conditions are not upset. Determinations 
of the conductivity of the coating were normally made after 
the determlnations of the emission current. 111 
was assumed that the cathode 'Nas in the same physical state for 
both measurements. Most of the probe characteristics 
approxinmted to a straight line, indicating the absence of 
rectification effects, but slight curvature has been found for 
several of the determinations euft'"ieQ.~ton a number of probe 
tubes. The most marked curvature of the probe characteristics 
was obtained for the first activation state of Fl and this is 
PROBE 
~4 ~----------+-----------~----------~------
TUlE f! I . 
+2 ~----------~----------~-------
o 1---------+-
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illustrnted in fig. 6.2.1. for a temperature of 680~. In 
general it can be stGted that at low temperatures the 
characteristics were approximately linear and that the 
curvature, when present, became more marked as the cathode 
temperature increased. The apparent conductivity or the 
coating was, in all cases, calculated from the slope of the 
characteristic at the origin. 
The specific conductance o~ the coating can be calculated 
from the apparent conductivity by use of the equation:-
6'::1 1 Cosh-lt/a R 2~ 1 6.2.1. 
where, a is the radius and 1 is the length of the probe wire. 
t 1s the thicknes~of the cOating between probe and base. 
The equation holds for t > a, a condition which is satisfied 
by the probe tubes built in this laboratory, because for these 
t ~ lOa. In practice, this correction has seldom been 
applied becaune when the plot is made of the~~1tbmof the 
conductivity against 1, it is the value ot the slope whiCh is 
! 
ot interest, not the intercept value. The correction term 
merely adds a constant (characteristic ot the particular probe 
tube) to the value ot the intercept. 
Examination of fig. 6.2.1 indicates that a current is 
observed for zero applied voltage. This can be attributed 
to the seebeck co.m.f., which is caused by the fact that the 
probe S"o r:t e!I ~"erotQW..r~""e.1hm the base metal. In this 
particular characteristic the Seebeck e.m.f. has a v~ue and 
a sign consistent with an n-type semiconductor model. The 
temperature difference between the probe and cathode base 
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oannot be determined f'OI' this type of experimental tube, so 
that information as to the depth of the Fermi level cannot be 
b~ ~ r-efi,,,,", • 
obtained~ The Seebeclc e.m.f. is generally consistent with 
the n-type semi-conductor model, but results have been obtained 
from tube PA2 at low temperatures which are consistent with 
a transition from n-type to p-type semiconduction as the 
temperature is decreased. This will be discussed in greater 
detail in a Inter section. 
When measurements of' probe current are made, i:b is 
important that the resistance of the galvanometer, or the 
electrometer, used to measure the current should be taken 
into o.ccount. The following treatment indicates the effect 
of the measuring instrument on the results obtained, and 
indicates the correction which must be applied. The 
experimental arrangement of the measuring instruments and the 
electrical supplies used are indicated diagrrunatically in 
fig. 6.2.2. 
The resistance between the probe and the baso of the 
experimental cathode is symboljsed l)y the series resistance 
.!:.._ The Secbeck e.m.f. ~ produced by the temperature 
difference existing between the probe and the base is 
represented by the cell Es. The resistance of the galvano-
meter or electrometer is indicated by G, while the millivolt-
meter which is used to measure the applied probe potential, 
1S¥~ by mV. 
-
The applied potential will be symbolised 
by 3. The applied potential is supplied by means ot 
potential divider, fed from dry cells. The resistanoe of the 
mdl11voltmeter and the potential divider and cells, all of 
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which are connected in parallel, can be neglected compared 
with the resistance of the gnlvanometcr or electrometer and 
the resistance betweeT'.:. the probe and cathode base. The total 
current f'lowing throuc;h tl1e probe resi stance and the galvanometer· 
or electrometer is the sum of' two currents. 
i l is due to the applied e.m.f. V, so that:-
i l = V (G+R) 
The first current 
The current i 2, due to the Seebeck e.m.f.,is given by:-
i~ = Es 
(G+R) 
80 that, the total c~~n. ~, is:-
1 V + (G+R) 
NoW, when the 9ro~o characteristics are plotted, the total 
current iT is plotted against the applied e.m.f. V. Thus 
the slope of' the line (assuming that the probe system 1s ohmic) 
is 1 and the intercept on the iT axis is (G+R) ES ' while the (G+R) 
intercept on the applied e.m.f. axis is -Es ' the Seebeck e.m.f. 
wi-rh the sign changed. Thus the sign and the magnitude of 
the Seebeck e.m.f. can be readily obtained from the graph. 
The slope of the characteristics does not represent the conduct-
ance between the pro~e and the cathode base. The value ot: 
the galvanometer or electrometer resistance must be sub\racted 
from the value of (G+R), obtained from the slope ot: the ourve, 
before the conductivity of the cathode is caloulated. This 
oorreo'~ion has been applied, where necessary, to the results 
Si ven in this chapter. 
COLLECTOR 
ANODE 
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FIG. 6.A. .a. 
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(0) The Retarding Potential Tubea.- Specially designed 
retarding potential tubes can be used to measure the 
conductivity of the oxide cathode. Such tubes have been 
used by Sparks and Phillips73, and a detailed account or the 
relevant theory can be found in their paper. The tubes 
built during the present investigation consisted or a button 
cathode, an accelerating anode and a collector electrode. 
A photograph or tube RI has been given in fig. 5.6.1., and the 
electrode configuration is given diagramatically in fig. 6.2.3. 
The anode is made with a hole in its centre, 6mm. in diameter, 
so that electrons emitted by the cathode will pass through 
the anode system to be collected by the collector electrode. 
Electrons reaching the collector have energies which are 
dependent on the collector potential with respect to the cathode 
surrace. If the potential or the collector (including the 
contact potential difZerence) is positive with respect to the 
cathode surface, all the electrons passing through the contre 
or the anode will reach the collector and the collector current 
should have a constant value. When the collector potential 
ls negative with respect to the cathode surface, only electrons 
with high enough energies to pass over the potential barrier 
will be collected. Thus the graph or the logarithm o~ the 
collector current against the collector potential should show 
a break when the potential is equal to that of the cathode 
surface. 
If a potential is now applied to the anode, the surface 
barrier or the cathode is reduced by the Schott~ ef~ect and 
a larger collector current flows. The collector character-
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istics are thus modified by being di~laced by an amount 
f.b.ftcl - Aftc2) + (V1It2 - VlRl), where (j~ .. ftcl - D.ftc2) 
is the change in the height of the potential barrier and 
(VlR2 - VlRl ) is the change in the collector voltage at the 
'break' of the collector characteristics. 
If corresponding values of collector potential are 
deteri:lined for e. c onsto.nt value of collector current and 
diff'crent values of anode voltage, a plot of Vc against lA 
should give a strai[:ht line and the slope should have a value 
R which is the resistance of the cathode coating. If' the 
-
thickness of the coatinz .:E and the area A arG known the specif'lc 
conductivity can oe calculated from the equation:-
t 
RA 
6.2.2. 
The most npparnnt advantage of this method is that the values 
of' the anode current and the collector current can be 
determined simultaneously. Thus the cnthale should be in 
the same physical state both f'or the emission and the 
conductivity measurements. 
( c) The Double Cathode Tube. One tube was built in which the , 
cathode material was sandv,iched between two small nickel 
boxes which could be independently heated. Both the nickel 
boxes were provided with thermocouples. The conductivity of 
the oxide could then be determined in a manner :Jl1itl.J.a.~ to 
that employed f'or probe diodes. The results obtained, 
togetiler with a description of the oxperimental tube, will 
be given in a later section. 
3. ~1ssion Measurements. 
A circuit diagram of the experimental arrangement used 
1 C.P.I>. 
A .... 0 de. C i~c.u.' t 
----.------~L_ __ ~L_ __ ~ 
I 
v" 
FIG. 6 . .3.1. 
+ 
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<luring the det~llination of emiss10n ourrell.ts is given in 
t:ig. 6.3.1. Anode characteristics were obtained by plotting 
the lognritl1m of' the Ellliosion current against the applied 
From the circuit, it will be seen that the 
emission current causes a voltage drop to occur across the 
cathode material and also across the current measuring 
instrument, so that the actual potential applied between the 
surf'aces of' the anode and. cathode is not that indicated by the 
voltmeter VA• 
Most workers neglect to correct f'or the 'lost volts' 
developed across these resistancoe, and consequently, wrongly 
take the value of applied voltage for the break in the anode 
characteristics as being numerically equal to the contact 
potential d1rf'erence. If' the cathode material obeys Ohms 
law and if' lA is the anode current, Ris the resistance of the 
cathode and G the resistance of' the current measuring instru-
ment. The effective potential difference V+, which exists 
between the surface of' the anode and cathode is given by:-
V· = V A - A; RIA GIA 6.3.1. 
Thus the anode characteristic will suffer a displacement 
along the voltage axis which is dependent upon the anode 
current. 
+ The value of the ef'fective voltage V becomes 
correspondingly ~,ller than VA as tho anode current increases. 
This givos a curvature to the anode characteristics in the 
retarding potential region, which becomes more pronounced 
as I increases. Several workers have obtained experimental 
A 
results which they have interpreted as indicating a 
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de f.\... c \..ency of low ene~gy electrons (Chapter 2). It will 
be noted that thic observed effect could perhaps be explained 
in toms of the displQcement of the characteristics produced 
by the volto.ses dro,ed across the current measuring 
instrument and the co.thode material. 
The currant density in the retarding field portion of 
the lInission chapo.ctcristics has boen given in a previous 
section o.s:-
2 
= A(l-r)T • c. exp 6.3.2. 
This equation does not take into account the voltage drop 
produced [tcross tll:'; ne[',suring instrument and the cathode 
material. If this is incorporated into the equation 
together vii th the value of the saturation current at zero 
field, wc cnn obta.in an cqu8.tion for the retarding field 
current, 
= 
or (v - A 11 - RI A A 
Using logs. , 
It vdll be seen that a plot of log lA against VA should only 
giv~ a straight line when RIA and GIA are small oompared with 
V - A~. Thus if the best straight line is drawn through 
A 
experimental points obtained in the retarding potential 
region of the characteristic, the value of the slope should 
not coincide with the theorectical value of e/kT. This 
provides one possibbl eA~lanation of the fact that workers in 
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this field have not always obtained values of temperature from 
the slope) of the retarding potential linei'whioh oOinoideJ.with 
the measured teoperature of the oathode. The voltage d~JP 
across the cathode material and the current measuring instrument 
will also m.odify the value of thd slope of the Schottky plot, 
if th0 value of (R+G)Ij is signifioant when ooupared with the 
valuo of the applied anode voltage. 
~t first glanoe it might appear that determination of the 
anode ourrent under rGtarding field conditions should provide 
a method for thecttcriJin::.tlon of the conduotivity of the 
oath~e, but this cannot readily be done beoauso the value ot 
the anode current is nainly ~0teDainod by the height of the 
potential barri~r ant nJt the resistanoe of the cathode coating. 
It is cloar that the value of thG oontaot potential 
diff0rence, as ~btained from the break point of the anode 
oharaoteristic, will include the voltage drop aoross G and R, 
so that these values must be traoted with reserve. It is 
possible that at high cathode te~~eraturos the voltage drop 
aoross tho coating will ba of the scme order ea the indioatod 
contact pot3ntiol difforoncd. For this reason, the value 
of the cJntcot pJtentiol d.ifferenoe obtained from the break 
point of tho emission charbcteristios will be oalled the 
tnppor0nt contact potentic1 difforonoe'. 
4. Tube 1>1. 
The first probe tube to ba SUOOGssfully comploted and 
proccssud WDS onnufectured in the mann~r d~sorlbed in 
section 5.6.2. The tube was m~unted directly onto the 
vaouum system. Breakdown was eccomplished by raising the 
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cath~de tempercture fr~u r~~m temperature to 900°0 ~ver 
24 hours by ~l(;CnS of the Ilotor driven V~rioc transf~rmer. 
After breJkdo";7n the carbon dioxide tieS removed from the traps 
and the ca thode teupera ture 'lJas reduced slowly (over 3 hours), 
by hand control of the Variac, to room te~~erature. The 
exp~riruental tube was then baked and the ~etal parts were 
eddy-current heated. ~n attempt was made to measure the 
conductivity of the coating while the tube was ~ill on the 
vacuum system, but the resistance was too high for a 
measurable current to be obtained even with the electrometer 
operating ~n the most sensitive ronge. ~t this stage, one 
of the two bariUhl getters, Dounted within the experimental 
tube, was fired and the tube was then sealed off and the 
second g&tter fired. The experimental tube was then conneoted 
up within the screened box and, after the temperature of' tha 
cathode had been raised to 680~. a measureoent of the 
conductivity was nade using the electroDeter as the current 
measuring instrUDent. This probe characteristic has already 
~eGn given in fig. 6.2.1. and the rectification effects 
obtained have been discussed in seotion 6.2. An dr:J.ission 
characteristic ~as then detarmined at 620~ using the 
electro~tcr. £n attampt was then made to determine amission 
and conductivity cheract~ristios at higher temperatures, but 
dur1ng the seoond of these D6asureuants the oathode heater 
failed and experiuents had to be a1soontinued. The tube thus 
!ll" ov1ded only 0 fow experLlental results but the exporienoe 
obtained was very valuable. 
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It had already been decided that measurements of the 
conduotivity of the oxide cathode should be atter.:pted by a 
number of different meth~ds, to see whether or not the results 
obtained were com~arable and to decide upon the best type of 
experimental tube. With this aim in view, the next experimental 
tube LlC.::'!.e W6S of the ret.:...rding potential type. 
5. Tube Rl. 
The photogruph of this tube, shown in fig. 6.6.1, 
illustr~tes the oathode design quite well, but the design of 
the enode and collector cannot be readily seen and therofore 
the tube d~sign has been illustr~ted diagremDticelly in 
f 19. 6.2.3. 
The techniques involved in the construction of this type 
of tube have already been dascribed in section 5.6., while the 
method used for th~ ~et~rminotion of the conduotivi ty has 
been outlined in section 6.2. The tube was fitted with two 
getters end the br6ckdown procedure wos identiool to that used 
for Pl, with the exception that the brGckdown was accomplished 
over twelve hours instoad of ~Nenty four hours. 
P2rtlal Qctivetion UGS aChieved by dr~wlng emission with 
c ccthodo temporoture of l,llO~. The colleotor elGctrode 
was connec ted to the anode dur ing this process wi th Q "QYlode 
potential of 12 volts. During the first hour of the 
aotivation procoss, the anode current inoreosed from Q very 
small vel ue 1P 0.5 WL. _~ctivc.tion for a further 48 hours, 
et the srme ccthode temp€.rature and anode voltage, oaused the 
anode current to increase to 1.58 mA. The oathode was then 
oooled to roam tu~p~rGture over Q period ot threu hours. 
).~ r--l --------, 
I 
I 
IO~---
s~--
(00 ..2.00 
v,. (yGlt.) 
Fle.c..5.1. 
300 
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When cool, the cathode ~as found to be e gr~enish blue oolour. 
The vel ve Wt:S then baked overn1gh t after which the metal parts 
were hQated ~ith eddy currents. One getter was then fired, the 
tuba wns soc led off [. :._.~. t~10 second getter fired. 
L det0rminetion of the anode and coll0ctor chnraoteristios 
was then attempted et e known cathode temperature. The form 
or the enodo end collector characteristios were not os expeoted 
from the thoory. For example, an experiment with the oollector 
connected to the o.nodo shou~d a marked decrease in anode current 
when th0 anode vol tcge 'f/C.S increcsed beyond a bout 180 V (fig. 
The beh~viour at shlcller values of ~node voltage 
was as prodictec by the theory. The observed 'slumping'of the 
anode currant could be attributed to the removal of an 
electroneg~tive substance from the anode and collector by 
bamb~dment with eloctrons having energies of approximately 
180 eVe If some of this sUbstanoe vias recdsorbed on the 
c;~lthode en increase in the work function would. be produoed. 
v/hioh in turn \. ould reduc 0 the emission ourrent. 
A series of collector characteristios ~ere next determined 
et a number of oonstant temperr.tur0s, for c number of 
different anode voltages betueen 100 and 400 volts. The 
coIl eo tor vol tag::: VDS increased from 0 to 50vol ts, when curved 
ch8rBO teristics wor0 obteinad. ~ typioal curve is given tn 
fig. 5.5.2. bt first this behaviour was puzzling, but it 
was realized that it could b~ ettr1buted to the dynatron 
effeot. This effect oen clso be observed with the simple 
triode valve v/hen the griG. is more positive than the anode •. 
10~------~r-------~r--------.r--------'r--------------------' 
Cou.ECTOA CIMCTOIIIST!C5 
TU_. ~1. 
5~---------r---------
10'~ 
(~~~~ __ -L ____ ~ ______ ~ ____ -L ____ ~~ __ ~--, 
Vc 20 10 40 
I 
5r---------t---------~------~r_------_1--------_1----------~ 
FIG.~.&.1. 
IOL-________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~~ __________ ~ 
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Thus, initially, the collector current increases at the 
expense of the anode current, but as the proportion of 
secondary electrons, lib&rated from the collector by electron 
bombc..rdm8nt inCr0tlSeS, the resul tant current to the tJollector 
deCr0aSGS, while that to the anode increases. Uncer such 
conii tl::ms, tho {..x·"erlmental tube acts as (1 source of Dower 
because the d1ffvrential resistsnce of the tube is negative. 
The lcri3c number of secondary elactrons .:?roC:ucod Lade 
measur~mGnt of th0 con~uctivity of the cathode quite lllpossible 
<.lndo it W2S r0cl1z>3d that the clesign of the collector electr~e 
would hnvc, to be improveCl. if conductivity fOC,osurements 'W0re to 
be obti:line:d. For this rlJcson, no more conductivity 
measurQmGnts were attempted with this tube, but detorminations 
of the e~lss1on chercctorlstlos Wer~ continued, in en attempt 
to lnv,,-,stigL te thG chcnges of the. Richordson w.~k funotion and 
the int~rcept of the Richardson plot. Tho affdcts of 
secondc.ry emlssiorl ;'iJro r,;-;duced by connecting the colleotor 
electrode to the anode. T~tO v~riation of the anode current 
with voltage wcs then invGstlg:tGd Et 0 series of different 
tempere tur0s for ':.ifferent states of activation. 
The 0misslon currents at zero field Here obtained by 
making Schottky plots, en example of which is given in fig. 
5.5.3. ":1ctivction bet'\.8t;;m dGterminotions was accomplished 
by drc::wing em1ss ion. No further slumping of' tho anode current 
was obtclned et high anoC~ voltages. 
R1chcrdson plots ii(;r(; dr~wn for each state of aotivation, 
when the vr:luos of the \7ork function and intercept were:-
11,------------r-----------,r------------r----------~ 
8~--------~----------~--------
4~--------~----------~--
Or-----------~------
i.~---------
i 
1·0 1'0 
r,,_r-e.apt. io'1 
SI ..... • '.5 
FIC4 '.5:4.. 
qr-----+ 
TO 1-------+---
Kll'..hl)..n(go... p,o~ 
RI 
r.~----~--------
a~------~------~--
ij~------~------~-----
I~~------~------~----
0" "0 "1 I~ I· If.. 
T 
FIG ('.5.~. 
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Activation stnte 
I II 
~(eV) 1.57 1.29 
LOg1aA· 1".27 "3.37 
.,A.i'tcr the second deterr:Lil1ation the cathode teuperature was 
r8.pidly ch::mged cmd thi s caused the top layer of' the cathode 
eoc.ting to becor:le deto.ched. A marked increase in work function 
r esul tee'.., but this y!:::~s reduced as emission was dra\VI1 end the 
remaining film of' bo.riuTl1 oxide became activated (Ill, IV and 
v)· Activation State 
III IV V 
~(eV) 3.25 1.77 1.66 
Log1cf 9.02 0.33 1 .12 
'1'1118 last vo.lue 1"ICl.S the result of many hours activation so that 
no further deternino. tions of work i'unction were attempted. 
A plot of' lOg1 et- clt-";c.inst ~ ViaS made and. a strai g'ht line 
relationship ViT~lS observed (fig. 6.5.4). Theory given in Section 
1 indicates thnt all five Richardson plots should intersect 4. • 
103 at a conmon point. The numeric~l value of ~ calculated from 
tbe log1 oA/~ plot 'll,"",<S 1.2 2nd eXE"'.E1ination of the Richardson 
pJ.ots (fig. 6.5.5.) shOY/S th£'t the lines cross at values of' 
3 Io ~ ot: this order of fJ1a8ni tude. Similarly the value of' 10g10T'2' 
given by the intercept ef the 10g1aA1~ plot has a value of' 
the scune order of' mc.gni tude as that given by the Richardson 
pJ.ots. No f'm."">the:;.--' determine. tions were made with this 
experimental tube, but another similar retarding potential 
tube was constructed with an improved collector design. 
I 
GRAPH OF CO~DUCTIVI TY TUaE IR a I INDICATING 
THE UNSATISFACTORY NATURE OF THIS METHOD 
FI!;i 161 
.......... 
~ 
I-I I-a I· , 1-4 
COLLECTOII CHARACTER 1ST ICS FOR R2 
'i 1----
,~------4-------~-------t-------i-------1 
L----------l----------~1.7;---------~1-=.--------~1-;'--------~2.0 1·5 1-6 
Vc 
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6. Tube R2. 
The structure of the anode and cathode of this tube were 
very sinilar to those of Rl, but the collector was carefully 
designed so as to reduce secondary emission. Beoause of the 
similarity, no photograph or diagram of R2 will be given. 
The collector consisted of a nickel cylinder closed at one end 
with a collinator 3t the end neare~ to the cathode. Thus 
most of the secondary electrons were reflected internally and 
were not able to proceed to the anode. 
The finished tube was processed in exactly the same way 
eo.4c.~ .. .r 
as tube Rl, after which the anode and oetkeae charaoteristios 
were c1etarmined. for sever.::l states of activation. i:.ctivation 
weS accomplished by drawing emission between the deter.minot1ons. 
When the logarithms of the conductivities, ~eosured at 
ecoh tenp6rcture for a particular activation state, were 
plotted f'.goinst 103 the pOints appeared to be scattered about 
T 
a straight line and were generally very unsat1uructory. The 
curve with most soatter is given in fig. 6.6.1. 
Three such oonductivity plots were obtained for three 
different activation st8tuS. Exaoples of the collector 
o!i....'.r:·:cteristics ure shown in fig. 6.6.2. The dynatron effect 
wes not obtained TIith the new design of collector electrode. 
The valu03 of the activation energios from the slopes of 
the conductivity curV0S for the first three activation states 
were:- Activation State 
I 11 III 
Activation energy (eV) 2.1 
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These values cannot be olassed as being reliable, but it may 
be noted that the values of the activation energies are of 
the ord8r of 2 eV, and can therefore be cOhlpared with the 
valUeS of the Richardson work functions obtained for the same 
three activ~ tion states (seo below). This is to be expected 
as the cOnduotivity plots ~ere obtained in the temperature 
range 8000 to l,OOO~ where, according to the Loosjes-Vink 
hypothesis, pore conductivity by emission should predominate. 
It ~as apparent that only order of magnitude values of the 
conductivities 2nd the activation energies could be obtained 
uith this particular type ofaxperilnental tube. In addit1on, 
the determine. tions nade .... iere necesscrily in the high 
temperature region, because the currents \-:ere not measureable 
~lth the 8lGctr~~et8r at lower temperatures. 
The lon temperature region of the conductivity plots are 
of much greeter value than those of the high temperature 
region beccuse valu~s of AE , and hence X , can be obtained 
'2 
from the slope. For those reasons, no further conductivity 
measur~uents YJere LJ.ede with this type of experimental tube, 
because the dosign of R2 was such that no groat ~provQOent 
in results ~ould have been possible. 
Emission ~easurements from this tube appeared to be 
quite reliable, so furthor determ1nat1ons ot the anode 
oharcc toris tics '.ierc a ttempted for different stctes ot 
ec ti VD t ion. ~s ~1th tube Rl, the geometry of R2 was suoh 
that thE; Schottky L:.othod flas the best for determining the 
SQturation curr0nt 6t zero field. The examples at these 
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plots given for Rl(fig. 6.5.3) are exaotly similar to those 
obtained from R2. The values of Richardson work function 
and the corresponding values of interoept are as follows:-
Aotivation State 
I 11 
~(eV) 
0.11 
III 
1 .. 17 
5.96 
lV 
The first three deoreasing values of work funot1on were 
obtained when the aotivation of the oathode was inoreased by 
drawing 6Oission, The fourth value wos obta1ned ofter eddy 
ourrent hecting the niokel anode to approximately 1,200~ 
It is likely that suoh heot troatment c:used the removal ot 
an electroneg~tive Qds~bed layer on the anode, part of 
whioh was Qds~rbod on tho OGthodo to give on inoreesed work 
funotion. In ell probabil1ty the e1Gotronogat1ve substanoe 
is oxygen • 
The Rich"rdson plots obtc.ined are g1ven in f1gs. 6.6.3, 
6.6.4. It uill be noted that these interseot ot 103 ~ 
I~a.. " 
1.15 and loglO 2 ~nr. A~loglOA/~ relat10nship was 
T2 
obtained (fig. 6.6.5) with intercept m and slope 
From the value of the slope the value ot 103 for the inter-
-r 
seotion of the plots was caloulated as boing 1.06. Henoe, 
," 
these rosults also confor.m with the theory of th~loglok/_ 
relationship proposed in Chapter 4. 
7. Tube P2. 
This probcl tube TIns built to the same spec1f1oation 88 
tubO Pl. The seme pro- breukdown trua tment was given and 
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the oathode was broken down over e period of 24 hours. The 
tube ~as then baked and the metal parts were out-gassed by 
eci.dy current heating. Activation was then oamnenoed with an 
anode voltage of 12 volts and a oathode temperature of 1,040~. 
The anode ourrent increased from a very small value to 50 mA 
over a period of one hour. The rate of aotivation then slowed 
oonsiderably with a further increase in anode current of only 
17 microamps in two hours. The slow inorease was thought 
to be due to poisoning effects and it was wondered whether 
the eleotrons strik1ng the anode possessed ener~ies high 
enough to oause removal of edsorbed oxygen. The anode voltage 
was therefore reduoed to 4 volts when the anode current 
increased to 0.71 mA in 17 hours. 
In an attempt to test the hypothesis that poisoning was 
being produoed by the higher values of anode voltage. the 
anode voltage was agcin inoreased to 12 volts and readings 
of the anode ourrent wer0 taken at regular intervr-ls:-
Cur ren t in mA 
Time ofter applioation 
of 12 volts to anode. 
z.o 
Omins. 
. ts 
0,42 
2mins. 
0 .. 29 
4mins. 
0.27 
6mins. 
kfter the lost r0ading, the anode voltage was altered baok to 
4 volts, when the. ,~node current slowly inor~ased over a period 
of 2 hours to 0.76~. It can be seen that the initial 
inore8se in anode ourrent produoed by the increase in anode 
voltage is offset by pOisoning ot the emission. It ia 
epparent that for some value of anode voltage in exoess at 
, volts, poisoning ot the emission oommenoes. 
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The experimental tube was next cooled to room t~perature 
after which one gett~r was fired. The tube was then secled 
from the vacuum system ond the second getter fired. The 
experimental tube W2S than conneoted up inside the screened 
box. ~n attempt wes then made to measure the conductivity 
at room tempcr2turc, ~hen it wes found that the chorecteristic 
pessod through the current and voltage zero~ thus indicating, 
as expcctyd, zero Soobeck e.m.f. ~ slight curvature of the 
probe char-::cteristic wes observed in the scm(;l sense as the 
ourve obtain&d for tube Pl. The conductivity was found to 
-8 have a vnlu~ of 1.62 x 10 mho. The temperature of the 
cathode ~~s then increased cnd conductivity and amission 
~e8sure~ents TIore carried out using the eleotrometer. This 
proc e..dure \,2.8 c8rri0d out for other v~lues of oathode 
temperature. DGtorminations were also oarried out for other 
aotiVE: ti::m stcteS. In all cases the cathode wos aotivated 
by drawing emission. 
Three conductivity ourves W6re obtained for different 
states of activation, but further measurewents were prevented 
when the probe \V ire cnd mu tal base oame into oontaa t, thus 
producing a short Circuit. The variation of oonduotivity with 
reoiprocal tGhlp~rcture is given in fig. 6.7.1. for the three 
aotivation stetss. One exe.mplo of the Richardson plots 
obtuln~d· is given in fig. 6.7.2, fuost of the Rioherdson 
plots indioated that the omission ourrent wes being l~ited 
in some way at high temgeratures, fig. 6.7.3. This effeot 
is easily noticcblc if the Gnode charaoteristios obtained 
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,:t high tu:.::pcrL~tul·oS :.re excmined(fig. 6.7.4.) Examples 
of the anode characteristics a» lower temperatures are given 
in fig. 6.7.5. 
Values of the surface work function were determined 
methods outlined in Chapter 2. Examples of X by the two 
two graphs 
f~,,, 3 
of 10 against 12-, ~ which the 
6T' T 
values of 
were determined are given in fig. 6.7.6. 
The values of AE, 
2 
~~t1~~t~o~ ~tat.es were!-
and ~ obtained from the three 
AE (eV) 
2 
~ (eV) 
~:t ¥ (eV) 
~ (eV) 
Activation state 
I 
0.58 
2.0 
2.58 
2.56 
both ~ and 4E 
-2 
11 III 
0.53 0.44 
1.44 .1.26 
1.g7 1.70 
1.8 1.63 
decreased during It can be seen that 
activation while the sum of these two quantities agrees 
reasonably well with the value of the Richardson work 
function. 
Emission measurements were oontinued after the probe 
had short circuited. The values ot Rlohardson work tunot1on 
6nd the intercept values are given below for s1x states ot 
act1vatl::m: -
State of Activation 
I 11 III IV v VI 
2.56 1.8 1.33 1.45 
- -1.81 0.72 2.85. . 2.94 
p. 2. OETN . .i. 
'·0 r-----------!--
VARIATION IN 1I.c,p,p. 
08 r---r--....:'~I~'=.='=l.&=,.. ___ --~ 
A..C.P. O. <. 
o 6 r-+--------JL 
0·6 rr---t---+--+-_L 
900 
'000 
-t--~ ---"7 .. '" 
0::> S 1----- --.-... -----~ ... -----
':0.0 . .., 
~~ .. -111-
A good"lO&,~/'/J relationship was not observed, but there appears 
... lKk. -of h ... ~~~ 
to be a trend towards a straight line, fig. 6.7.7. This was ~~b ~ 
to be expeoted 8S the~lines did notinterseot at a oommon pOint. 
The aotivDtion energies from the high temperature region 
of the oonduotivity plots ~y be oompar&d with the first three 
values of Richerdson work function-:-
'/J aV 
E(aot)eV 
Aotivation State 
I 11 III 
1.8 
1.23 
It will be noted thct the values' of the aotivet1on energies are 
c onsidera bly SIl oller then the oorrespond1ng vel ues of the 
R1chardson work funotion. 
If the conduotivity lines interseot in a oommon po1nt, 
a l1near relationship should exist botween the aotivation 
energy of the conductivity plot and the interoept on the log 
As only three sets of results were obtained tram this 
tube and these did not interseot in a oommon point, this type 
ot rvletionship was not observed. 
Vclues of th~ oppar&nt oontaot potential differenoe have 
been obtr.ined from the anode oharc.;cteristios. A greph ot 
tbe results obtained fram the third aotivation state is given 
as being typical of these results, fig. 6.7.8. In all the 
dster.minations, c riso in the apparent oontaot potential 
41ftvronce was observ0d up to t~peretures of about 900~. 
J'or higher tam~rc. tures a deorease in the apparent oontaot 
. potent1e1 diff\;irenoc Vias observed. The aotual values obtatne4 
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for other activation states were slightly dir.ferent from 
those or determination Ill, and not all o~ these results lay 
on a smooth curve. If' the change in apparent contact 
potential dirference is taken as beinG entirely due to a 
change in the cathode work ~unction, it is possible to 
calculate the tewperature coefficient of the cathode work 
fUnction. Below 900oK, this was found to be approximately 
-3 x 10-3 eV/degree, while above 900 0 K it was approximately 
6 x 10-3 eV/degree. These results, calculated on the basis 
of the assumption made above, are comparable with those 
obtained by Gysae{~ ~,t S"l) .. 
It will be remembered that in section 6.3 the effect or 
the voltage drop across the cathode material and the current 
measuring instrument was considered. The first of these is 
inherent in the contact potential differences as calculated 
£rom the anode characteristics. It may well be that the 
reversal of slope of the apparent contact potential difference 
curve at 900 0 K is determined by the reduction in cathode 
resistance due to the increasing preponderance of the pore 
conduction process at temperatures in excess of about 900 oK. 
In an attempt to learn something further about the 
~ode poisoning effect, the highest anode voltage applied 
for cathode states I, 11 and III was 4 volts, while the 
~8ximum anode voltage applied during determination IV was 
8 '\1'01 ts. It YiaS hoped that the 4 volts anode voltage would 
o9Use no poisoning of emiSSion, while the application of 
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e vol ts would ce.use cathode poisoning due to the removal.,.the 
electronegetiV0 substance which was thought to be present on 
the anode. N~ activetion by drawing emission was carried out 
between deter.uinctions III cnd IV. When the 8 volts anode 
v~ltage was applied, en iumediate change in the anode ourrent 
wes obst;rved. Th(J ini tiel inc reuse, due to the increase in the 
applied voltaga.. ceased almost iLllilediotely cnd was followed 
by 6 deore<..se whioh VJOB attributed to the pOisoning effect. 
The Riohardson work function wes found to increase from 1.63eV 
to 1.7geV. ~.:ecsureI:lents of the apparent oontaot potential 
difference indiccted thGt the apparent anode work function 
hnd decreosed from epproximately 2.5 eV to 1.9 eV, consistent 
with the renov2l ~f ::..n oleotr~negative substanoe from the 
enode. It -aill be not ed the t the anode work func tion, as 
derived from the cpporent contact potentiel difference and the 
Riohordson \l~rk func tion ~f the 00 thode, lr.s en indicF: ted value 
, thnn the ecoopted vOlue for pure nickel ot 4.96 eVe 
The vclues of anode work function given by this method were 
generrlly concistently lower than the eccepted vr.lue, whioh 
indiont~s thct tho surfcoe is probably modified by barium and 
bnriUIl oxide ovr.por:'. tod from the ca thoe. e. while en' 
electronegrtivo subst.::ncb (probably oxygen) is ::dsol"bed onto 
the resultant surfnoe, and can be removed by electrons having 
energios greater then about 4 aV. 
The poisoning ~ffGct wes further investigr.ted at a 
c~atnnt cc thx.a te4alp(jreture of 9l20x by applioation ot . 
variouS VGlU0S of cnode voltcgc. The results obtained Qre 
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given in fig. 6.7.~. Two interesting facts emerge from these 
results. Firstly, ~or all the values of anode voltage applied 
there is a very rapid initial decrease in anode current. 
secondly, :for applied anod.e voltages in excess of 6 volts there 
is a long term decroase in anode current, the rate of decrease 
being hi~er fOI' t11c hisher values of V A. 
The short teri!1 decrease in anode current could possibly 
"be attributed to pl1Ysical changes occuring within the cathode 
(possibly clonor depIction), but it is lil~e ly that the long term 
effect is due to an incI'ease in cathode work function, caused 
by the removal, and redeposition on the cathode, of an 
electronega ti ve substance adsor-bed on t he anode. An attempt 
was made to determine the anode work function by use of the 
values of emission current in the retarding potential region, 
but marked scatter of the points prevented any accurate value 
o£ ~ A from ".Jeing ol)tc.i~ed. The method 1+sed will be described 
for the next tube, for which a satisfactory atraight line was 
obtained for one state of activation. 
8. Tube PJ. 
This pI'obe tuoe Has built to the same specification as 
the previous tubes and the method of processing was similar 
to that used for P2 except that an anode voltage of 4 volts 
was used durin= activation, which was carried out at a 
temperature of 1134°K. This low value of anode voltage was 
used in order that poisoning effects could be kept at a 
min1nmn. 
After sealing off, the ~,sion and conductivity 
characteristics were obtained for three activation states, 
(3 
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but the probe wite failed after the third activation state 
and no more conductivity measurements were possible. Both 
the Richardson plots and the graphs of the logarithm of the 
? 
conductivity against lO~ e~libited marked curvature at high 
T 
temperatures, similar in for.m to those found for P2. The 
probe characteristics i'lere fairly linear, thus indioating that 
rectification effects v/ere very small. 
Fig. 6.8.1., shows the Richardson plot and oonductivity 
plot obtained during the first activation state. Fig. 6.8.2 
sho'l;1S the very narked curvature o0served in t he Richardson 
plot for the third state of aotivation,while examination of 
the conductivity plot Tor the third activation state shOVnl in 
fig. 6.8.3, also indicates a scatter of points at lligh 
temperatures. This behaviour at high temperatures indicates 
that the conductivity and emission from the oxide cathode 
at high temper2tures are probably governed by the same 
mechanism as suggested by the Loosjes-Vink hypothesis. In 
all probability, thi~ effect can be attributed to a space 
cbarge effect in the pores of the cathode, which becomes 
quite marked when the current density reaches a critical 
~alue. This critical value of current density will depend 
on the mean pore size. If the Richardson plots are examined, 
it will be noted that this effect becomes noticeable at 
log I r IQ and 103 n, 1.0. This was also observed for the 10 0 - --~ T 
T 
B!chardson plot for the second state of activation. 
The snturation of ~'mission would therefore indicate 
tbst the emission does not come from the outer surface of the 
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cathode, but must originate at the surfaces of the crystals 
within the pore structure of the cathode. Saturation of 
emission could also be attributed to a change.in the cathode 
work function as the temperature is increased. Such effects 
are the case for caesium on tungsten cathodes when the 
adsorbed layer of caesium is being rapidly removed at high 
temperatures. A similar explanation might be invoked if the 
work function of the oxide cathode was strongly dependent 
upon an adsorbed layer of barium on the surfaces. The 
temperature at which a marked change in surface conditions 
became responsible for a reduction of slope would depend on 
the heat of adsorption of barium on barium oxide. This heat 
of adsorption is not given in the literature and henoe the 
temperature range in which such a change in slope would 
become noticeable cannot be calculated. 
The three Richardson plots gave the following values 
of Richardson w~rk function and interceptt-
Activation state 
I 11 III 
)1( eV) 2.35 2.1 1.88 
log1oA 1.43 0.37 0.53 
No log1oA1~ relationship was observed, but this is to 
expected as only the three experimental results were 
available. 
be 
The results obtained from the emission measurements 
are summarised belowl-
Activation state 
I II III 
~ eV 0.95 0.79 
2 
- -Log intercept (low temp.) 1.09 3.81 
E (act.) cV 2.52 2.02 2.2 
Log intercept (high temp.) 8.32 4.84 4.38 
The conductivity given by the first activation state did 
exhibi t a break at 10\"1 tomperatul'es, which indicated that the 
pore conduction mechanism predominated over the tamperaDure 
range invcstitr-"ltod. This indicated thut the activation energy 
of the bulk conductivity process was large and probably of 
the same order as the value indicated by the slope of the 
conductivity plot. The valuos of the surface work runction 
were obtained for the :;J)cond and third activation states by 
plotting logl0 I/ 6T :J.g~inst 103 Ir. Thc experim~ntal lines 
obtained :J.re shOi'ffi in :.:"'ig. 6.8.4. The values of 7( were also 
calculated fr01l1 thc corresponding values of A E and~. 
'-2 
AE cV 
2 
")( cV 
)(+ AE 
2 
;I oV 
Activation state 
I 
-
eV 
II 
0.95 
III 
0.79 
1.11 1.13 
2.06 1.92 
1.88 
The values of 1t are seen to be comparable (experimental error 
~ 15~) and indicate that the aotivation whioh caused a 
ohange in Richardson ~ork function from 2.1 to 1.88 was due 
to the production of impurity levele near the conduction 
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band and not to a modification of the surface work funotion. 
Values of the apparent contact potential difference, 
as given L1Y the break of tho anode characteristics, showed 
little variation with changin~ temp~rature. The average 
value for the third state of activation was 1.3 eV, from 
which the apparent anode work funotion can be calculated ns 
having a value of approximately 3.2 eV. The anode work 
function Vias also determined from the values of the (Jll ission 
current in the retarding potential region. 
If the voltage drop across the cathode mater:tal. 1s 
ignored, the omission current in the retarding potential 
region 1s ghr:rl by ectuation 6.3.2. Thus, if the values of 
LoglO 10/T
2 
are plotted against llI' for a constant value of 
V , smaller than the value of the ap'parent contaot 'potential 
A 
difi'erencc, the slope er the rosulting line should have a 
Hence, ~A can be calculated from the 
sl-ope of the cxperimon tal line. This method was used for 
tube P2, but a nmrked scatter of the experimental points was 
obtaino,-l .• A similar scatter of points was obtained for all 
but one of the three determinat10na on P3. The stra1ght 
line obtained for P3 III 1s given in (ig. 6.8.5. Tho anode 
work function,ao calr.ulated from the slope of this line,was 
2.97 eV. This may be compared with the value obtained tron 
the apparent contact potentinl differonce which was 3.2 eV. 
Throa values of anode work function, as calculated from the 
ap:P-U' ant contact poton·~ial dif'fcronce, were:-
Tu.be. HNWI. 
FIl\. '.Q .1. 
-1~9-
Activntian state 
I II III 
Anode v/ork function (cV) 3.75 3.5 3.18 
If' tile effect of t:1C rcoist~ncc of' the cathodo matoria~ is 
considered, tho Qucroc..se in conducti vi ty ~.!i th increa.sing 
activettio!l will CQuse et decrease in the 'lost vo~ts' developed 
across the coating lilUS, V A should approximate more closely 
to :bhe vn~ue of' V* as the cathodo activutos. Hence,tho 
value of' the anode worl\: function will be relatively constant, 
regard~esc of tho Qctivation state. This could possibly 
be attributod to the low value of' the anode voltage used in 
theso clotorIllinations, which was loW' enough to prevent removal 
of' the ol'jctron("}[,'ativo layer present as an adsorbed layer on 
the anode. 
In vier! of the interesting effects produced by the 
change in anoo.e work function, it was decided that a number 
of' experimental tubes ~uld be built in order that the anode 
werk function, nnd the effects of adsor.bed layers, could bo 
examined morc easily. The first of those tubes is described 
below. 
9. Tuba HNWl. 
A photograph of this tube is shown in f'ig. 6.9.1. The 
cathode uas of the same type as used in the retarding 
potential tubes. Two anodes were built into the tube. The 
~irst anode consisted o~ a ~lall nickel disc which could be 
interposed between the cathode and the second anode. A 
magnetic slug v:ns attached to the mounting of' the first 
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anode so that it could be pivoted away vhen the second 
anode was used. Tho nickel anode was kept in position so 
as to screen the S6COnd anode while the valve was Irocossed. 
In this way, barimn and barium oxide( evapora.ted from the 
cathode)tfaroprcvented f'rom contaminating the second anode. 
The 86cond unode was a £~o.t spiral of tungsten wire which 
could be heated to high temperatures b:" moans of an 
auxiliar,y hoater supply. The cathode was shiolded during 
this heat treatment by means of the nickol anode disc. It 
was hoped that when the second anode was heated the adsorbed 
layers would be removed, so that the work fUnction at the anode 
would be t~t of pure tungston (4.52eV). Values of the 
contact potential differences obtained b~ use of both the 
tungsten and nickel anodes during omission measurements would 
then give a value of the arithmetic mean work function of 
both the nickel anode und the cathode. A series of dotermdn-
ations of the anode characteristics were made and examples 
are given in figs. 6.9.2. and 6.9.3. These are typical 
of the rC8Ul~ts obtained. The valuos of apparent contact 
• 
potential difference, obtained by use of the tungston 
anode, wore of the or~er ot 5eV greater than those obtained 
by use of' tllO nickel anodo. These values indicated that the 
work function of the nicl~el anode w-S greatly reduced by 
an QC" aporated :r~lm Qf barium or bariwn oxide and that the 
work function of the tungston anode was greatly increased 
by the presence of' Qn adsorbed lnyerof strongly 
electronegative substance (probably oxygen). 
-121-
The nickel anode could not be heated so that a study 
of desorption, produced by an increase in temperature, could 
not be made. The values of apparent contact potential 
difference existing between the cathode and nickel anode for a 
particulo.l'l activation state were found to be relatively 
constant at a fixed cathode temperature. A decrease from 
1. 8eV to 1.2eV was observed as the cathode was activated by 
drawing emission current. The effects observed when the 
tungsten anode was f'lashed were very pronounced. It was 
£ound that the apparent contact potential differences existing 
between the tungsten anode and the cathode were strongly 
dependent upon the heat treatment of the anode and the delay 
involved before emission measurements were made. A series of 
values vv'hich were determined in rapid succession are given 
below:-
5. 2eV , 4.6eV, 6.2eV, 8.3eV, 6.7eV, 4.8eV. 
~huS the rate of adsorption of contaminants onto the tungsten 
anode was very rapid even though the pressure in the 
eXperimental tube must have been less than 10-7 mm.Hg. This 
illustrates the strong dependence of the work functions of the 
suri'aces wi thin the expel'limen tal tube on the presence of very 
small quantities of contaminants. Only two successive 
determinations of apparent contact potential dir.ference gave 
8 constant value "(3.4e~. A cathode work function of 1.2eV 
~{as calculated from this value, while the work function of 
-tlle nickel anode was found to be 2. 3eV. The Richardson 
~ork function of the cathode, as obtained from emission 
~easurements to each of the two anodes in turn, gave constant 
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results. Saturation or emission was obs8rved at hig~ tcmper-
atures, o~ the t~~c already described. 
The value olJt8.incd during the last set of doterminat:tons 
was 1. 6eV, 8.nd the corrosponding value oi' the intercept 
'\"lClS 0.01. 
Attempts '({ere 1;1O.de to obtain values o~ the apparent 
contact potential di~erence with the tungsten anode heated 
to a tcr,I.J!er8.ture of' aoout 1200 0K and a cathode tomperaturo 
ot: 719Dx. Under those conditions it was hoped that the 
e:ffoct of the adsorbcd layers oft the tungston aur:face would 
be reduced. The v8.1uo8 of contnct potential di:f:rerence 
were :found to "be IJetween 6.7eV and !.r-. 2eV, with an average 
value o:f 5.8eV. The varintion in the values indicated that 
the orfocts of an adsorbed layer on the tungsten surf'aco were 
very mnrkeu, even at thiscomparutive~ high temperature. 
TIle tungsten anodo Vias also heated to nruch higher temperatures 
(about 2500~) but the electron emission :from the tungsten 
prevented satisfactory measurements of' the contact potontial 
dl:r:ference. The space charge e:r:rect wns very pronouncod 
when the tUl\.:~3tun anode was employed and this can bo 
attributed to the bad geometry o~ this type of experimental 
arrangement. 
The results ootainod f'rom this experimental tube 
indicated t:lO.t o.dsorbed layers have a considerable o:ffcct on 
the werle :function of' tIle surf'accs wi tl:1n the oxporlmontnl 
tube. 'i'ilC offucts ,fOre very marlr'Jd in the ctlse of the 
tUngsten o.nodc, 1)",,~t it 1s likely that adsorbed layors 
Tube. p •. 
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present on the surf'nces of the crystals which consti tute 
the oxide cn thode, vlill produce et sign11'icant change in work 
f'unction. It ',las plain that this method of obtaining 
information as to the apparent contact potential dif'f'erence 
existing bct'ilCen c.node and cathode, and of the work function 
of the cathode, was of little value. 
more tubes of this type were built. 
10. Tub-c P4. 
For this reason no 
The fourth probe tube built was constructed to the 
same specificf'.tion l':S tho previous throe probe tubes. The 
c~thodo was processed in exactly the same manner as tube P3. 
The emission current was measured for various. values of 
applied anode volt~gc, at a number of different temperatures. 
The Richaroson work f'unctlon had a vbJ..,ue of 1.2eV, While the 
intercept had a v2.1l:~~ of 5.36. Marked saturation of emission 
was noted at high tomperatures. Tho valuo of the anode 
work function, determinod for valuos of the ocission current 
under rotnrdinz field conditions, was l.90V. A graph of 
the apparent aontact potential differonces obtained are shown 
in fig. 6.10.1. F.~lluro of the tube prohibited further 
measurements. 
IJ.. Tube Hi::li l • 
This tu'Je was built so thnt more informt1on aa 'to the 
anode work function could ba obtained. The cathode was 
identical to those used in the retarding potential tubes, 
whilo the anode was idontical to the cathode except that 
no sprcyou co~tin6 of barium was appliod. A photograph 
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of the tube is given in fig. 6.11.1. Processing and 
breakdovvn were accomplished by using the same method as for 
tube P3. Activation Vias achieved by drawing emission with 
an applied anode voltaGe of 4 volts wld activation was 
discontinued when the anode cu~rent had attained a value 
of' o.46mA at 1150oK. Emission measurements were then 
carried out, firstly using the oxide coated electrode, and 
secondly the nickel electrode, as the source of electrons. 
, Typical emission char2cteristics are sho'lv'n in fig. 6.11.2. 
The curvature of the emission characteristics, due to space 
charge effect, was stj~htry more marked when the emission 
Was dra"vvl1 from the oxide. This effect could possibly be 
~ttributed to a space charge existing in the pores of the 
oxide. Fig. 6.11.2. indicates that the characteristic of 
tll e nickel electrode at 1045.)K e:'Khibi ts curvature over a 
e~aller voltage range than that of th~ oxide coated electrode 
a:t a tempcpature of 960 oK. This riOuld not be expected if the 
apace charge only existed between the electrode surfaces. 
The first value of the Richardson work function obtained 
~or the oxide was 2.0eV, Ylhile the in-co:;:'cept had a value of 
:'1- 86 (fig. 6.11.3.). The values o:f' the apparent contact 
, 
'potential differences did not vary markedly with temperature 
~d had an average value of O.2eV. The corresponding value 
o£ the Richardson nork function for the nickel electrode was 
4,oeV with an intercept value of 8.98. The apparent contact 
. 1:iential difference was relatively constant with temperature 
;pO 
iL d had a value of 1. 2eV. Thus, the values of apparent contact 
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potential difi'e:rcnce v/ere not consi stent with the values of 
Richardson \vork function. This could be partially explained 
if it Has considel'ed that heating the nickel electrode caused 
the film of barium, or barium oxide, which is pr0bably 
evaporated onto it 6uring processing,to be evaporated of'f' 
the surface. The effect of the voltage drop across the 
coatin;' ctncl the discrepancy to be expected between the contact 
potential difference and the Richardson '{fork functions must 
also be considered. 
A further determination of the work function of the 
oxide by the Richardson method, af~er activation by drawing 
emission; indicated that both the electrodes had a work 
function of 3eVe In this case, the apparent contact potential 
difference during both determinations was approximately zero 
and practically independent of temperature. The values of 
the intercepts of the Richardson plots were 0.8 in the case 
of the oxide and 1.55 for the nickel. 
The third detel"L:ination of the Richardson work f'unction 
is shovm ill fig. 6.11.4. The value 1'01" the oxide was 2.02eV 
with an intercept value of' 1.6. The nickel had a work 
f'unction of 3.02eV and intercept value of 5.1. The mp.an 
values of the apparent contact potential dif'ferences were 
-0.2eV for the nickel and 0.5eV f'or the oxide. 
Further determinations were attempted with the 
automatic equipment described in Chapter 5, but the results, 
[ 
-. 
rl 
~ 
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which could only bo obtained ?or Q limitod tompernturo 
range,~re of little vc-lue nnd v/ill not be quoted hero. 
Further ':lork on thi s experimental tube \13.S discontinued and 
anothcr sp0cinl type of tube was built. 
12. Tubo FAuNAl 
This tubc consisted of Q button cathode with ~ 
embedded probe 2nd two ~nodes. The first of the two a~doB 
was nic!wl o.nd -~llc Recond YfQS n glass electrode onto which 
a film of gold ~as to be deposited, by the evaporation of a 
gold bead fused onto Cl. tungsten heater wire. Both the 
cnodes could be rotated into the correct positionsfor 
measurements by means of u iron slug sealed in glass. An 
Alpert go-ugc was attached to the envelope oi' the oxperimento.l 
tube by menns oi' a side artl. The arrangement of the 
electrodes is shovm in the diagram (fig. 6.12.1). It was 
hoped thnt the vibro.ting gold elccnrode would provide 
measurements of the contact potential difference by the 
Kelvin method (soo ref 101>. But flaking of the cathode 
and a fracture of the gold evaporator filament prevented 
any intercstin~ results f'rOQ being obtained. 
~~ .. dt.r 
~e~l~e of conductivitYA at a temperature of 
an apparent conductivity of 4.5 x lO-8mhos. 
Preliminary 
890 ~ illdica. ted 
Pressuro 
measurement a, by the use of the attached Alpert gaugo, 
indicated that the pressure attained by the vnOUUil system 
-6 
was of the order of 1.0 x 10 mm.Hg., which was in 
o.gramcnt \7i th the pI'essl'l.~(: indicatod b:r the Penning gougo. 
It wlls clea1' thn t the Alpcrt gauge was a fat' more sonsi ti ve 
I 
t=ICc. ". l3·1 . 
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pressure gauge than the Penning gauge and so this type of 
gauge was built into all subsequent e::...rperimental tubes. It 
was decided that a great deal of develop~ment work was 
necessary ~efore satisfactory tubes of this type could be 
used succesGfull~r a~1d hence, further work with this type of 
tubE; was suspended and more conventio:~i·.l tubes were built 
during the closing stages of the resec.rcll progranrne. The 
main reLlson for attempting to use a gold anode was th.lt this 
r:letal is very inllctive and therefore provides a surf'ace which, 
unless contamino.ted by the deposition of evaporated i'ilms, 
can be asslli:led to have 0. constant work f'unction. Two 
~ ""'~Q.. 
further attempts ';1&i S made to use n gold anode "and these are 
described in the ne~ sections. 
13. Tube DAuNAl 
A photograph o~ this tube is given in fig. 6.13.1. 
The catho(le concisted of' tvro box electrodes, both of which 
Vlere fitted yli th t~G:"'1!1ocouples. The carbonate suspension 
wus applied by spraying)so that a layer of the carbonate was 
present bet';lcen ty;O facGs of the box electrodes to form a 
, . 
sandwich. A further layer of the carbonate was sprayed on 
the top surfaces of the t'.""lO electrodes so that emission 
measurer,1cnts could be made. Two anodes were incorporated. 
The first anode '::::1;; of nickel and could k introduced between 
the cathode and the second a.node. The second anode was 
0'£ gold wire coiled in the form of 11 flat spiral. It was 
hoped that cri1ission meL~surements to the gold spiral would 
emable the \7ork i'unctionJ of the nickel anode and the cathode 
~ 
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to "'oe determined by the contact potential difference method. 
The c.J.thode W3.S .oroken down over a period of seven hours by 
means of the motor c1rivEJn Variac. The usual baking and eddy 
current heatinG treatments 1-:'01'e calried out and the Alpert 
gauge w~s Ti~orously out-gassed. The pressure in the 
experinental tube, before it we.s sealed off, was measured 
by the Alpert gauge and was found to be of the order of 
OnEJ getter was fired before the tube was 
sealed off .:'.~'lc:. t:1e soco:1d YvilS fired after the tuoe VIas 
sealed from the vacuum system. The pressure in the experi-
mental tube af'tor 800..1ing off was measured by the Alpert 
. -5 -gautrc as belng 2. 7 x 10 ITli:1.Hg. 
After activation by drawing emiSSion, measurements of 
the conductivity of the cathode were attempted. The heater 
currents th:eough bot:l box electrodes were adjusted so that 
The two box electrodes 
were cormected togetl1cr externally when emission measurements 
were made. 
Typical anocie characteristics nrc shown in fig. 6.13.2. 
A raarked space ch3.rgo effect YfO,S noted, particulanly in the 
case of the ~old spiral anode. This can be attributed to 
the large spacing of the electrodes and the fact that the 
gold anode WQS in. thE:; form of n spiral of wire. Conduct! vi ty 
measurements, also at G. temperature of 9590K, showed marked 
curvature (fig. 6.13.3), and the mean value of conductance, 
as calculated from the slope of the characteristics, was 
-10 1.5 x 10 mhos. Further dcterminations of the emission 
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current were carried outl but the results obtained also 
showed very marked space charge affects. For this reason .. 
the resul to -;:01"0 of" littlo- value and will not be quoted here. 
The detel'1:1inations of' the cathode conductivity necessitated 
the application of quit~ lergo potentials between the two 
box electrodes, while in addition, the cathode material 
between the electrodes Ylas not the so~e of the emission 
current. Hence, it is unlikely that the conductivity results 
arc representative of' n normal oxide cathode. It was 
decided that conductivity measurements obtained by means 
of a probe ombedded i:1 a cylindrical cathode. provided the 
most reliable resu.lts and the lnst of the two experimental 
tube s built during tlle present investigation were built to 
the srume specifications as the earlier probe tubes. The 
only conclusion, of any value, which could be drawn from 
this experimental tUOG wns that the work fUnction of' the 
nickel anode WQS louer thnt the accepted value of 4.96d(the 
average for the first set of dete~inations was 4.64eV). 
This, as suggested previou.ly, was thought to be partially 
due to a film of barium and oarium oxide evaporated from the 
cathode. 
14. Tube PAl 
The tube consisted of a normal probe tube attached 
to an Alpert Gauge by means of' a side-arm. A photograph 
of this type of system will be givon in section 15. The 
tube and Alpcrt g::mee vlere not sealed directly onto the 
vacuum system, but a mnnif'old of the type illustrated in 
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~ig. 5.4.1., was used. A gold spiral anode was also 
built into the tube, but was not used because it beCQme 
contaminated. No side ar.n, containing barium getters, was 
used in the case of this tube. Breakdown and processing 
were carried out in the usual manner, the glass rJas baked 
by doans of the oven and the metal parts were heated by eddy 
currents. The metal parts of the Alpert gauge ~ere out-
gassed by flashing, electron bombardment, and eddy current 
heating. The pressure \7aS then ~ound to be 2.5 x lO-5mm• Hg• 
Measurement s o~ the Ol~li ssion current 'were carried out on the 
syster,l after tho brea:cdoYIn process was complete. The 
pressure indicated ay the Alpert gauge was 2.7 x lO-3mm• Hg• 
The high pressure ';ms attributed to the presence o~ carbon 
dioxide in the system. No activation o~ the cathode was 
attempted at this stngc because the thermal activation 
which occured during the breakdovm process enabled 
measurements of the emi.ssion to be made. Several emission 
characteristics were i:Jade at constant temperature, with the 
Alpert gauge svli tchcd on and acting as a pump. A marked 
increase in the emission current was noted, which could be 
explained in two ways. Firstly, it could have been due to 
activation caused by the passage o~ emission current. and 
secondly, the pumping a~tion of the Alpert gauge, which 
reduced the pressure in the experimental tube, could have 
partially removed the adsorbed layers of an electronegative 
su.ttance on the cathode to give an increase in work function. 
The cathode tcm~crature was then reduced by means of a 
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motor-driven Variac. The li~uid nitrogen trap was then 
out-gasiied and further emission measuroments were taken, 
when a W01~1;: function of' 3.36 eV was obtained together with 
an intercept value of 3.92. The prossure during these 
-5 deteI'minations was 6.4 x 10 rmn.Hg. The experimental tube 
was then isolated from the vacuwn system by sealing a 
constriction vIi th a hand torch. Emission and conductivity 
measurements 1Nei'0 then attempted, after activation by 
drawing enission, when a work f'unction ot: 2.lleV was obtained, 
together vl1th an intercept value ot: 2.67. The logarithm 
of' the conducti vi ty plotted against 103 IT ShOVIOU. El Il1urlced 
scatter of the yoints nnd a satisfactory straight line could 
not be drawn. The a~parent contact potential dif'ference 
decreased vii th i~1~roasing temperature from a value of 3.67 eV 
at 860~, to 2.83 cV at 1034°K. A measurement of the 
pressure in the experh.lOntal tube indicated a marked increase 
in pressure to 6.6 x lO-3m-jl.Hg, though the pressure was 
relatively constant during the detcrminntions descI'ioed 
a'1:>ove. The hiG:'" value of' the appa.rent contact potential 
difference is indicative of an adsorbed layer of an electro-
negative &~~stancQ on the anode, which is to be expected 
:Crom the high pressure present in the experimental tube. 
This high pressure vIas attributed to the porosi ty of a 
tungsten seal p~csent in the experimental tube. The 
-2 pressure gradually incr~usod to 1.2 x 10 mm.Hg., but the 
emdssion current from the cathode was still ~ite large 
(1.3 x 10-4amps at 920~ and an applied anode voltage of 
7.3 volts). Further measurements of the conductivity of 
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the cathode gave a ~aluG almost independent of temperature 
and it was assumed that the probe wire was Il1.D.k:ing contact 
with the base metal. The value or the Richardson work 
function, under those conQitions, ~as 2.1 cV, while the 
intercept value was 2.33. Values of the apparent .contact 
pot3ntial dirforonce wore approximatoly constant and had 
a mean value of 2.64 cV, which again indicated that an 
adsorbed layer of an electronegative substance was present 
on the anode. A further determination of the anode 
characteristic was attelllpted arter operating the Alpert pump 
for about 10 days, The pressure in the experimental tube 
was reduced to 7 x lO-3~un.Hg, out exposure of the cathode 
to the high press'-lro of tl13 :;as in the experimental tube 
seemed to have pl"'oanccd d.eactivation of the cathode, for the 
Richardson worl~ fUYlCtion c:fter this treatment was round to 
have a vnlue or 2.6 eV and the intercept value was 3.22. 
Value s or the a::-.p[;.rent cOD tact potential difference were 
still high and had an average value of 2.8 eVe One rurther 
determination of' the emission characteristics was carried 
-3 out after activation at a pressure of 4.2 x 10 mm.Hg. 
The Richnrdson ~ork function had a value of 2.3eV, whilo 
the value of the intercc;pt was 0.82. 
The valuos of' the 1(ichardson riOrk runction and the 
intercept value s are t::~Jul3.ted below:-
Activution state 
11 III IV v 
2.11 2.1 
2.67 3.22 
Tu.k PAl 
1='4' ft,.I'S./. 
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I~~~a(" 
NO"loglOA/,0 relationship was observed. 
It would cppcar that large values o~ the intercept 
were produced by the :tJI'ossurc of gas in the experimental 
tube. In addition, activation of the tube under these 
tf 
condi tions fo.iled to produce a worlc functiol1, • ...less than 
2.leV. It \"lClS decidod that ~motho 1"' probe tube o~ similar 
design should bo built so that the effects o~ gas present 
in the experimental tube could "0e studied further. 
15. TU0e PA2. 
Tb.is p:;:'OJC diode v:o.s ;:'uil t to the same specJ.fication 
as the :,revious tube PAl, but no gold spiral anode .... ms 
provided. :.rhe tU0e, to[;e:bher with an Alpert g'cluge attached 
by a side arm, Yr~ built into the manifold illustrated 
dia:;ramo..ticClll~T in fig. 6.15.1. The -ur8alcdoiID and proce seing 
were carrieC:. oat in the cm.le manner as for tube PAl. A:f'ter 
baking and edd:~ curren·~ heating )the tube and Alpert gauge 
~~.\l.,... 
were tsola tcc-;' from the VCtCUUlnA. by sealing a constriction. 
Three getters in t he side tube were then fired and the tube 
cooled with liquid nitrogen. Onc hour after sealine-of'fl 
the pressure, ~s indicC'.tocl by the Alpert guuge, ViaS 4 x lO-5mm• 
Hg. The expcrir:lental tube was then shielded and mea.surements 
o:f pro11e curre:1t :.nd c~,lission curr8nt \vere attempted. These 
CU1~ren·~3 were gni te Cl)~rcciQ.ble a.nd indicated that thermal 
activation hud occurred, The c:nission current at this stage 
was O. 65mA ~~o:;." an :J..;:):;,licd anode vol tago of' 6 volts. The 
pressure in t:1C e::)erir,lCntal tube was 3.5 x lO-5rnm• Hg• The 
liquid ni trogoJ.l vias t~:0n r'cmoved from the gctt(;r side arm, 
in order to sec w:-:at t~lC ;rcssuro increase would be, when 
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-4 the pressll.pe in the s~rstem rose to 3.96 x 10 Inr:1.Hg. 
Emission and conductivity measurements were then made 
without cool:i.ng tl1e side arr,l with liguid nitrogen. The 
anode charact;;l'istics nppe::trud to ex11ibi t a marked space 
charge cff'cct, but it was later rco..lized that the ra3.rked 
cur~Tature at the 'knee' of' the characteristic was probably 
due to 3. change in cathode work ~~nction and appa.rent contact 
notential cliff'crencc as uI:12.ssion current was drawn. This 
was attriJuted to an anode poisoning effect, An example 
of this t;}'J)e of' anode c~:.aractcri stic_) obt~incd_ wi t~l this 
cd f4,Q. j$ ~I.«" ... f·,· ... I~.~. 
tube during"earlier dctorminations)""'EH e aIr e~ elIis b,~e. 
Two Rici.1c.rdso:!.: plots wepe drc.wn f'or the two values of I 
, 0 
obtained f'ron tr.e cllai's.cteri stics and these are sh_own in 
fig. G.15.3. It would aj:;pear that the emission curre~lt 
removed an electror:'oC.J.ti vc subotance adsorbed on the anode. 
At hiG!1 temperatures, adsOl'ption of this substance onto the 
cathode gave an incro;:;.se i:'l work function, but it appears 
that the en thOJ.0 y/orl;: function is reduced at low temperatures. 
The corresponding conductivity curve is given in fig. 6.15,5. 
Conducti vi ty ~noasurC;dcnts Y:ere obtainable at lower temper-
atures than omission li1c;Q.surcments and it v/111 be noted thut 
two regions YJerc obtn.ined, the first giving a mIue of 
activntion energy- (AE/2) ot: O.42eV and. the second, an 
acti vation ener;:r,~r of O. 2geV. This second slope corresponds 
to conducti vi ty results obtained without emission being 
taken froT} the c[>. t::ode. It would soem from these two 
~ues that t~e act of drauing emission modified the 
position of the energy levels. Tho results could also bo 
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explained in terms of a dirrorent mechanism of conductivity 
at the lovlOr temperatures. The activation of the higher 
temporaturu slope should correspond to the Richardson plot 
fiurked 'high', bec~use the emission had time to reeover 
from short term poisoning effocts before the conductivity 
mea3ureI!lcnt S Vlore mnde. Thus the surface work function 
~ this activation state had a value of 1.23eV. The 
average values of tll0 alJparent anode work function were 
therefore 4.0eV with the adsorbed layer and 2.25eV with 
the adsorbed layer partly removed. 
When tangents \101"0 draVffi to the smooth curves dravffi 
\\'-Qf" 
through the points on the Richardson plot, a"loglOA/pf 
relationship rlC.S obtained, fig. 6.15.6. It will be noted 
that this conforms with tllOb.ipothesis outlined in Chapter 4 
bccause all these tangents can be regarded, to a first 
approximation, as passing through a conunon point. The slope 
,,~ 
of the loglOA/~ plot indicates that the~valuo of l03/T for 
the intersection of the tangents is approximately 1.4, while 
the value of lOglOIc/T2 is approximately 12.2. 
A second c'_otcl"inination (II) was made after four getters 
were fircQ in tb; side arm in an attempt to reduco the pressure 
in the oxperimcntnl tube. It was f'ound that, instec,d of' a 
decrease in prcs8uI'e, the pressure increased from 6.6 x 10-4 
mm.Hg., to 2.4 x lo-3mm•Hg and it was assumed thatthis 
increase in pre ssure was produced by t he getters out-
gc-ssing. A Dewar of liquid nitrogen was applied to the 
getter arm a.nd the nvcrage pressure during the dotermino.tion 
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-3 was 3.1 x 10 mm. Hg. The f'orm of' the emission chara.cter-
istic was as before. Two Richardson plots were obtained 
(fig. 6.15. 7.) Curv2tul~e of the 'high' plot was obtt1inoo _ 
r.nd the avcr~ge valuo of the Y!OI'k function was recorded 
as being 2.2eV. 
in :'ig. 6.15.8. 
The conducti vi ty plot obtained is shovm 
I~ this case the uncorrected activation 
energy fI'om the high tei,~craturo slope was 1.08eV. Two 
low tempurature slopes were again noted, a reduction in value 
was observed when emission measurements were tel"f'GiY.\a.ted, 'in 
exactly the same ma:mer as f'or PA2. 
The value or the Eurface work runction was calculated 
as beinc 1.45oV. The values of' the Seebeck e.m.fs. as 
given by the conductivity determinations are shown in rie. 
6.15.9. It yfill ~e noted that a change in sign occurs 
at low tem:JcraturcG, 'Iiihich would indicate an n tcfo transition 
a.s the ter.l~erature was reduced. This effect was also 
observed for other dcterninations made with this tube. A 
mtJ,r!ced cl':a.nge in the slo1'e af this curve was noted in the 
high tempcrc.ture range. 
Af'tor a pm. ... iod of a few days, the pressure in the 
experimental tube "ms reduced by cooling the getters with 
11~1"'~cC:' n1 trogen a.nd running the Alpert ga.uge. A pressure 
of' 4 x lO-5Li[,1.Hg was indicated by the Alpert gauge. The 
, 
two values of the Richardson work function were determined 
as 'before. The 'high' value of the Richardson work 
fUnction wa.s 2.8eV with un intercept of 6.4, while the 
'loW' value of :2ic::ardson v/orl;: function WIlS also 2.8eV, 
but the intercept h::td a value ot 5.9. The internal work 
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f'unction, L1 E/2, wc-s f'ound to have the rather high vlllue of 
1.5eV (f'ig. 6.15.10), from Which the surface work function 
'\7as calculated ~:s being 1.30V. It wus likely that exposure 
of' the cnt~lOde to the gases at the higher pressures ( ~lO-3 
mm. r~.) lm.d causod an increase in t he internal work function 
without n mnrkcd change in the surface vrork function. It 
is to be expected that any chnngc in the surfnce work 
f'unction would occur rapidly. The vulues of apparent 
contact potential difference ',yere fairly independent of 
temperature 8..lld indicated li ttle c~:.ange in the appnr'ent 
anode work :function from the last determination. Vulues 
of conductivity were not determined at temperatures lowor 
than those at which enussion measurements were made because 
the hi.::;h valuo of' 11 E/2 made the determination of the 
conductivity difricult. 
The next determinntion was made wit~out liquid nitrogen 
aj?plied to the getter tube, when the Alport ga.uge indica.ted 
a pressure of 3.5 x lO-4mmeHg• The f'orIil of the anode 
chnracteristics ~ as bef'ore. The 'high' va.lue of the 
Richardson work function was 3.6eV with an intercept value 
of 9.11, while the 'low' values were 3.2eV and 5.3 respect-
ively. The value of A E/2 VIas 1. 7eV, which gave the 
value of ~ ns 1.8 eVe The values of the apparent contact 
potential dirference ucre of the S&OO order as those of the 
previous determination. 
It was decided that the tube should be reattached to 
the vncutL:l systGli1 and consequently a pigst~il was broken 
<J" " 
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'by mea.ns of a l.lO.gnct, with both pumps v7orldng. The 
heater of the diffusion pump burnt out over night so that 
the pressure in the exp0l"'imentc.l tube was found to hnvo 
the high vnlue of 4.8 x lO-3~_,un.Hg. On cooling, the . 
~ ,t,~ f"""i wN 14f~d I fu-
cathode was found to have u green colourntion. A the cathode 
ter.li ero. tu;cc ..-iG.S "Men increcsod and cmi s .ion and conduct:i. vi ty 
i.loasurements were cOIamenced. Curvature of the anode 
ch<'..racteristics at the '}.:noe' was very muC11 less noticeable 
th:m that observed fo r the previous dcterndn.c. tions and it 
was thougn that the po~co~ng effects, thought· to be 
responsible for the curvature, hud Joen greatly reduced 
by continuously pumping the experimental tube. Only one 
Richardson plot could bo dra\vn for this dete~lination. The 
value of the Richnrdson work fUnction was 3.3eV and the 
intercept had 0. value of 4.0. The omission mea.surements 
were carried out at high tempcr2tures, but the current 
density was so small that the slope of the conductivity 
plot corresponded to the low temperature conductivity 
mechanism (2.0eV). T:le ~verage of the values of the 
appnrent oontnct potential difference was 1.2eV. 
The 2v0r~ce prossure during the next deternunntion 
In this case nlso, the 
curvature of the :.node ch2..ractcristics was much reduced, 
indico..ting the ~~".Joence of poisoning e1~fects. The 
RiC:larclson work function hc.d the high value of 4.0eV und 
tho intercept value w~s 9.73. The low temperature slope 
of t:le conductivity plot ga.ve a. value for E/2 of 1.5 cv. 
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A cho.nge in the sign or the Seobeck c.Ll.f. was also 
observed, indicating un n to p transition. The a~Jparent 
contact potenti~l d1rference Uc.s relatively independen~ of 
tempernturc cmd had nn nvorage value of 2.08eV. 
TJ.'10 penultll,mtc set of results obtained with this 
tube also did not e~'1ibit mo.rked curvnture of the anode 
chnrnctcristics. The average pressure was 
Both the Ric~:'Cl.rdson plot (fig. 6.15.11) nnd the conducti vi t;r 
plot showed ;ilurked curvature. The best strQight line 
gnve a Richardson work function or 4.4eV. TIle slope llnd 
correspond:.ng interce~)t vc.1ues of tangents drarffi to this 
\~ca..-
curve 0nve a~LoglOAl~ relationship, (fig. 6.15.12) in 
conformity with the exp1:mntion given in Chapter 4. The 
nvernge v['~l\lc of A E/2, though not V61"y reIl .ble, was 
cpproximato1y 2.0eV. 
T21e fin~l vc.lue s octc.ined frOYll the tube, 0. t o.n nvero.ge 
pro saure of 2 x 10 -Srrm. Hg flore:-
~eV Cl 4.4; A E/2 Cl 2.0oV; 
x = 2.4eV; Average contnct potential difference = 
1. 2geV. These high vru. ues of cathode V{orlc function con 
be :J.ttri'Jtuted to the removal of donor levels 8.S the 8'::'S in 
the exporimcntal tube dif'fused into the body of the cathode. 
Tl1.e vc-lues of the surface work function were also fairly 
-.",., 
high und can be attributed to~o.dsorbed layer. of an 
e1ectroncgc,tivc su,*to.:::.c-: on the cathode surface. The 
getters usod in this experimental tube appeared to provide 
little reduction in the pressure within the experimental 
-Jli.0-
~ 
tube Qnd instoQd out-gassing produced~mnrked increase in 
pressure. 
The results obtnincd from the experimental tube ~re 
ffill!nnrised ns fo1lous:-
Activntion State 
I II III IV 
'High t 'Hio'h' 0 'High' 'High' 
~ cV. 1.GS 2.2 2.8 3.6 
logl0 A 1.1 - 6.4 9.11 
A E eV 0.J.t.2 0.57 1.5 1.7 
2 
:t eVe 1.23 1.45 1.3 1.8 
P mm. Hg. 6 -4 ].9 xlO 3.lxl0-3 4.oxlO-S 3.SxlO-3 
V VI VII VIII 
)J eVe 3.3 4.0 4.4 4.4 
10g10 A 4.0 9.73 - 8.9 
~ E eV 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 
~ 
. ')( eV. 1.3 2.5 2.4 2.4 
P mm. Hg. 2xlO-5 2xlO-5 2xlO-5 2xlO-5 
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CHAPTER 7 
Discussion o~ the Experimental Results and Suggestions for 
Further Work. 
T:t1e Gx)crimento.l re suIt s obtained from each of' tho 
vo..ri QUS tyP"~S of' Qxporimenta.l tube have been described and 
discussed in the pr0vious chapter. Hence, only the general 
conclusions "V/hich can De dra.vm from those results will be 
~iven in this chapter. 
1. The work Function Determinations. 
Richardson plot s h::lVe beon obtained for both comparatively 
high nnd IOVf gas and vapour pr(;ssuros. The vnlues of the 
slopes of the plots obtainod under low pros8uroconditiens: 
were, in 8'c~'1ol'n.l, smaller than those obtained at higher 
lJrossuI'cs. TIle c.ctuCl.I vnIues were, of course, dependent 
on the state of' nct~vation Qnd nlso appea.red to be strongly 
dependent on the previous history of the cathode (especia.lly 
the pressure of the ~as in the experimental tube). This 
effect was p<J.rticUlctrly pronounced in the cnse of tube PA2 
when, althou~1 the pressure wns reduced, the large valuos 
o~ the apparent Richardson work fUnctions and the largo 
values of the interno.l work function obtained a~p:peared to 
be the reffiU"t of the previous exposure of the cathode to 
gases at high pressures. 
NegQtive vctluos o~ tllO intercept were norrlUllly found 
to "be o.ssociatcd \'"/i th the lov{Qr va.lues of tho Richardson 
vlOrk i'uncti all and vicn VGrsa. An explanation of' thi s f'a.ot, 
in terms of' Qll a.dsorbcd layer of' an electroneGative substance, 
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has been given for n simple model in Chapter 4. It is 
not suggested that this simple model provides a completo 
explo.na tion of the behaviour of the oxide cathode. The 
tre~tment outlined in Chapter 4 was given to indica.te that 
the slope of the Richardson plot was not representative 
sol'''ly of the energy required to romove an electron from the 
cathode at absolute zero. The trQatment does, however, 
give some indication of the other factors involvod. 
Values of the surface work function, calculated from 
the emission and conductivity results obtained from the 
experimontal tubes P2, P3 and PA2, sho\"/ that surface YfOrk 
function cannot be re~Qrded ns constant and independent of 
the stnte of nctivation of the cathode. 
It 2Jpenrs that the value of the surface work function 
is very dependent on the pressure in the experimental tube 
and that the surface work function changes more rapidly 
with pressure thnn the internal work function. 
The importance of the presence of the gases and the 
effects of the fornntion of adsorbed layers was demons1Jated 
in a particularly marked i'larmer by the changes in the al)parent 
contact potentinl difference, as mecsured with the tungsten 
anade in tu-..")e IL.WIl. Values of al)pnrent contnct potentinl 
dif'f'el'ence obtnincd by a r:1ethod involving current flow hnve 
been ~hovm to include the voltage drop acrOBS tho cathode 
material and the current measuring instrument, so the 
anode work function cannot be obtained directly. However, 
the values of apparent contact potential difference did 
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indicate that the work function of the nickel anodes was 
normnlly 10'.ver than that of the :pure metal, and this wus 
confirmed by the emission meo.s=r.rcr.lCnw.mude on the o.noo.e of 
tube HNNl. It o.p:peured. thut the anode work function wus 
modified in tr{Q. ·ways. Firstly the decrease in ~ork 
fun..:;tion was attributed to 0.. film of barium or ba.rium oxide 
evapornted from the cathode und deposited on the anode. 
Secondly, the anode: surfuce uppeured to be further modified 
by anaisorbod layer of un e1ectronega.tive substunce. 
""'8 
Experiments, in which the 8.node,.. bombarded '.d th clectronEl of 
\~arious enerGies, indic:..ted thut this electronegative udsorbed 
18.~rel'" could be remove:d by electrons of: f:nirly low energy 
( "'" 4 eV). Those exporiments ulso indicuted thut 'poisoning' 
of emission ',vus caused by two mechanisms. At 10'.'1" va.luos of 
bnode voltuce the emission current, ut consta.nt tem:perature, 
decreused rapidly to. Give Co value independent of time, but 
the higher valuos of anode voltage also produced Q long term 
decay of emission, attributed to a.n anode poisoning effect 
"1hich probably resulJ~s in u change in the surfuce w'ork 
function of the cathode. The short term decay can be 
a.ttributed to changes occurine in the body of the cuthode 
as emission WclS drmm (possibly donor depletion). 
The effects obtc.ined when the anode wus ho.:~tcd were 
also interesting (Tube HNNl). When the anode wns heated, 
un a.node work function wus observed which could be 
attributed to the removul of un udsorbod layer of an electro-
negutive su~stc.nce. Prolonged heating appeared to give 
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an increuse in the work function which YinS thought to be 
caused by the removal of the layer of barium or barium 
oxide previously evaporated from the cathode. The decrease 
in the anocle ','lork function on hoating was reflected in an 
increa:-:.e in the cc..thode work function and vica versa. In 
the first cc..so, it woulcl o..ppear tha.t the clectonego.tive 
substance removed from the anode gives rise to an increase 
in the E:urfa.ce ',-jork function of the cathode, \vhilc in the 
C:J.so of prolonged heating, tho nctivo layers present on the 
o.nOOo uere deposited on the cathode, which was therby 
o.ctivo.ted, probably "uy the reduction of the surface rfOrk 
fu.."YlC ti on. 
It '.-ms uni'ortunate that the experimenta.l tube containing 
tho vibrating gold electrode did not fUnction satisfactorily. 
It would bo interostinG to compare vo.lues of' the o.ppo.ront 
contact potenti:o.llii'i'cronce obtained from emission 
moasurement s c.nd those obtained by the 1\.el vin method. 
It is likely thnt the yo.lues obto.ined "by the two methods 
would not bo in agreement. Any difference in the values 
obta.ined could, in p:J.rt, be a.ttributed to the volta.ge drop 
occurring [,cross th() cathode :1.ncl the current mea.suring 
instrument, but tho possibility of poisoning effects must 
also be considercG.. If the pOisoning effects were limited, 
these n'XJo.surcments mi 3ht well provide a sQtisfactory method 
for the detormino.tion of the cathode conductivity. It 
would also be interestin.:; to compare values of the cathodo 
work function, obto.ined by means of the Kelvin method, 
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with the values of' the ",-rork :function calculated f'rom the 
Richardson plots. 
justif'i cd. 
Further ~ork on these linos seems 
2. The Pressure of the Gas Present in the Experimental Tube. 
A numoer of' the experimental tubes were attache~ by 
a side-arm, to an Alpert gauge. The pressures, as in4icated 
by the Alpert gc.uge, Ylere in [Seneral quite high. These high 
prossures "./ore originnlly att1."1buted to the porosity of the 
tungsten sec.ls, used in the construction of' the oxperimental 
tub~~,bcenuse the methods of leak detection, outlined in 
Chapter 5, f'niled to indicnte the presence of 'pin-holes' 
in the Clas1 envelopes. A lc.rge quantity of gas was found 
to be evolved Yl~1en tllC gett Cl'S (though previously out-ga.ssE\t 
at the highest possible temperatures) ~ere fired. In fact 
the quanti ty of g~~s liberated when the getters of tube P,A.2 
'.70re fired was considerable and this was not removed by 
the gettering c.ction of the barium film. The getter film 
was not noticeably discoloured and this might sugGest that 
the gettcring action of tlJ.e barium getter is not a satisfact-
ory as might be hoped. 
Thero is n distinct possibility that the pressuros 
indicntcd b;,{ the Al:pert gnuge do not accurately represent 
the pressure in the exporLilental tube. At low pressures 
the pumpinG action of the gauge is quite marked and thus 
the pressure prcsc..,t in tl1e exporimental tube might be 
somewhat hiGher th::m. thnt indica.ted by the gaugo. At 
the hiGher pressures ooscrved during this investigation 
out-gassinG of the r,auge during operation could result in 
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an increase of pressure in the experimental tube. Mlen 
investigations were com:-;,cnced with oxperimentnl tubes 
incorporating the Alpert pump, it was hoped thnt determinntiona 
could bE; c!1rried out at 10"-1 pressures, but this was not 
possible in the time available. 
3. The Signi1'icance of the Values of the Richurdson Work 
Function. 
FrOI7l the experimentnl results obtained, it appears 
t:1at the ::,:':',~sencc of' even srna.ll quc.ntities of gas nnd vapour 
considcrnbly influence the wClIl"'k functio~ of the experimental 
suI!'.acc s. The values of' work function, ns calculated from 
tIle slope of' the Ricllarclson plot, Cal1Ilot be rCJsarded us 
being ruproscr!ta ti vu of the '.10rlc function of a clean surface. 
The fo.ct thcLt the SPl':JYod coating of the oxide cathode is 
made up of a large number of crystals, probably differing 
in ';lork function (duo, in part, to the dependenco of the 
rate of nctivation on the crystal size and the areas of 
COlltc.ct --/i th other crystals), o.lso indicates thnt the slope 
of the Ricllo.rdson plot cannot represent n simple work 
fUnction. If this is the case, the values of the intercopt 
of the Richc..rdson plot c .nnot be regarded as bein~ 
reprcsento.tive of the temperature coefficient of the work 
function as assumed by somo workers. These factors have 
been discussed in gre,~ter detail in Chnpters 3 and 4. 
No information, cs to the variation of the work 
function over the cnthode surface, has been obtained during 
this investi~tion. For this reason, no further comment 
as to the sirrni~icance of the experimental values obtained 
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cnn be mude. A fUrther investigation of the values of 
the slope of the Richapdson plot, the values of the 
intercept and the nnrmer in which they arc inft uenced by 
varintiono of the rrork function over the emitting surface 
should prove to be vcr;:r raro".a.rding. It is hoped thnt it 
may bo possible to oxtend the work to simpler systems than 
the oxide cathode. An investigation of the electron 
omitting properties of single orysta.ls of matuls und 
semi-conductors, under ultra-high vaouum conditions, 
together with the effeots produced the admission of 
controlled ~uo.ntities of contaminents, would bo of gront 
interest. If possible, un investigation of the properties 
of individual <X"'ystul faces will be nttempted. 
ltl\(llr 
4. The,LaglOA!g relationship. 
I;"Qr 
I has been shom1 (Chapter 4) that the" log10A/; 
reIn. tionship should be observed \"lhon n number of 
Richnrdso~l Dlots iYltersect at particular vo.1ues of 103 and 
- T 
logloI o • This hns been confirmed by the results obtained 
~ 
from 0. number of the experimento.l tubes. It soams 
unlikely that such behaviour Should ba fortuitous. The 
present investigation hQS not suggested a reason for this 
behaviour, but the worl;: done does indicate that the theories 
outlined in ChC1.I-tcr.3 (the interference density theory 
and the theory of G HUfls) cannot individually provide 
a complete explanation of this relationShip. 
It is possible that a further 1nvestigatlon,w1 th 
the simper system suggested in the previous seotion, might 
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provide information which would enable this relationship 
to be explained. 
5. The TemPerature Coefricient of the Work Function and the 
~aturation of Emission and Conductivity at High 
Temperature s. 
It has "Deen ~um~ested that intercept values rrom the 
Richardson plot cannot be taken as representing the 
temperature coefficient as suggested by some workers. 
Another method used for the determination of this tem~per­
ature coefficient involves the measurement of contact 
potential differences. Most o~ the measurements of the 
apparent contact potential difference, obtained from the 
various experimental tubes, indicated that the temperature 
coefficient ha' n negative value at low temperatures. 
Other results from a number of experimentul tubes have 
indicated a positive vnlue in the higher temperature range. 
The values obtained from tube P2, though uncorrected for 
the voltage drop across the cathode ~ current measuring 
instrument, indicated a vclue of approximately -3 x lO-3eV/ 
degree ut temperatures belcw 900~, und approximately 
6 x lO-3ev/degree for higher temperatures. These values 
are cornpD.r~ble with the results obtained by Gysae, who 
used a similar method. 
The decrease in the values or the apparent contact 
potential difference uith increasing temperature 
responsible for the llO·sitive value of the tempera.ture 
coeffic:1e nt at high temperaturQIiJ is found to oocur at 
those temperatures where thep~e-conduction mechanism becomes 
dominant. I~ these valucs are reprosentative of the 
changes in anode nnd cathode Vlork functions, this would 
signify either tll'..t the cathode work function increases at 
higher temperatures, or that the anode work function 
decreascs, or both. This could be interpreted in two ways. 
Fir-atly.the hJgh temperatures might cause the removal of an 
electropositive SU0stancc adsorbed on the cathode, or 
secondly, the high cathode temperature might result in an 
increase of the temperature o~ the anode, which in turn 
might cause clectronc ~;uti ve adsorbed layers to be removod, 
possibly to be deposi tod on the cathode. The exact 
behaviour would depend on the heats of adsorption of the 
substance for the anode nnd cathode mnterials, but it must 
be noted that no "bending" ot: theRichardson plot was 
observed in this temperature range. An alteI'l'llltive 
explanation could involve the voltage dropped across the 
cathode coating. It is possible that) as the pore 
conduction mechanism becomes dominant and the resistance or 
the coating decreases more rapidly with increasing 
temperature, the voltage dropped across the cathode 
nmterial is reduced. Under these circumstances the 
relative decr~~sc of the resistance ot: the cathode matorial 
with increasing temperature would be greater thnn the incre-
ase of anode current with increasing temperature so that 
the product RIA decreases with increasing temporature. 
The t:act that both the omission and tho conductivity 
saturate at high temperatures, provides additional evidence ,. , 
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in ravour of the Loosjes-Vink hypthesls. The sa.turation 
or enusslon and conductivity at high temperatures could be 
attributed to a space-c:illrge ef~ect in the pores or to the 
changes or the £1.dsorbed layers :postulated above. It 
carmot be reudily decided vll1ethor adsorption errects or 
space-charge ef'rects are re:1l1 on si ble ror the s~: t"li12a tlon, 
because the mnrked curvature of the anode characteristics 
in the space-charge limited region at high temperatures 
prevents an accurate value or the apparent contact potential 
difference from being obtained, but a space-charge lirdtation 
in the pores would be consistent with other evidence. 
6. The Form of The Anode Chnructcristics. 
The form of the anode characteristics obtained from 
the earlier mea.surements or tube PA2 are of interest. A 
marked curvature \las oDserved ut small values of applied 
fi~ld. This curvature was attributed to a change in the 
apparent contact potential dif'ferencc and cathode work 
function as electrons, emitted from the cathode, removed 
an electronesative adserbed layer f'rom the anode. This 
belmviour would cause the anode work function to decrea.se. 
It WilS assumed that some of "Gho liberuted substance was 
redeposited on the surface of the cathode. This would 
result in an increase in the cathocle Vlorl~ f'unction, a 
decrease in enussion ~~d a decrease in apparent contact 
potential dif'ference, as observed. 
It is likely that the large space charge effects 
observed for other tubes, und attributed to bad geometry, 
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might, in part, be due to the same type of behaviour. The 
apparent deficiency of low energy electrons, which can be 
inferred from the sr~.pe of some of the anode characteristics 
at srIDll values of applied fi~ld, can probably be attributed, 
in part, to ancther factor. The applied voltngo, as 
plL-tted on the characteristic, is larger than the actual 
potential difference which existn between the anode and 
cJ.thode because of voltage drop across the cathode coating 
and the current l'!leasuring instrument. This was mentioned in 
Section 7.5 and is further explained in Chapter 6. The 
apparent deficiency of low energy electrons observed by 
some worke~s has boen attributed to a 'thin penetrable 
potential burrier', but it is likely that the explanution 
given above is partially responsible for the observed 
behaviour. The voltage drop might ulso be partially 
responsible for the fact that the tamperature calculcted 
from the slope of the retarding potential region of the 
o1:1iss1on chal'acteristics does not a.lways correspond to 
the measured tel':1pcrature. 
7. The Conductivity Measurements. 
ResuJ:tr: o"bta.inod with the three types of experimontal 
tube showed th.J.t the pl"'obe diode provided the most 
satisfactory method f'or the measurement of cathode 
conductivity_ Some of the probe cmracteristics indicated 
0. small rectification effect, which can be associated with 
the base metal oxide interface. The effect was most 
pronounced for tube PI, but was o.lso observed for other 
probe tubes. 
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TI"le grnplls ot: 10glO 6 against 103 , obta.ined by the 
T 
author, were found to be representative ot: t:our mnin types 
ot: behaviour. TIle t:our re t.\.ons of the grnph Y/ere not 
obtained for nll the experimenta.l determinations because 
it WC1.S not nl71'lYs possible to mnke measurements over u 
wiQe range of temperntures. At the highest temperatures 
a sc.tura.tion effect CaLlSC&a 'fla.ttening' of the conductivity 
curve. This behaviour hns all"'on.dy boen discussed above. 
At slightly lOWC1'" -CCml)(;rntures the slopo at: the lines 
(utter corrcctio;'l for the effects of the low tempornture 
mechnnism) vlOre found to be rep:::>csentative ot the pore -
emission conductivit:" process, first sU{lcstcd by Loosjes and 
"'link. The Qctivc.tiol1 energies, calculated froD the 
corrected va.lues of the slope in this region, were genera.lly 
slightly smaller than the corresponding va.luos of the 
Rich.:lrdson iTork function. It is likely thut this effoct 
is due to the absence of anode potDoning orfects, uhich 
occur when tlm nnode is hented or bOmba.rded rdth electrons. 
The activation energies, ca.lcula.ted tram the third 
region of the conductivity curve, wero interpreted as 
being mainly rGprescntntive of the bulk conduction procoss, 
so thnt the cnlculatod activation energy wc..s taken as 
gi ving a value for A E/2. 
Values of the surface work function were obtained from 
the Richardson work fUnction and those conductivity 
measurements representative ot the third region of the 
curve by the two me tllods outlined in Chapter 2. The va.lues 
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were in agreement to within eX,ilorimentnl error ( .,- 15%). 
A fourth region of the conductivity plot was observed 
~or the earlier activ2tion states o~ tube PA2. This 
reduction of the slope o~ the conductivity curve was 
ooserved at 10,.., tempeI'atures where no attempt was made to 
measure the emission current. Because o~ tIus, it was 
trot:.ght that the act of' drawing emission current might be 
reJ'fonsilJle f'or the change o~ slope. This reduction in 
slope could be interpreted in terms o~ a donor depletion 
hypothesiS, but could also be interpreted in terms of' a 
conduction process involving the sur~aces of the crystals. 
The chal"ge carriers involved in a sur~ace conduction 
mechanism could be positive or negative ions, but electrons 
moving ~rom onc sur~ace state to another could also bo 
responsible. I~ the surface conduction hypothesis is 
involted, th.e decrease in the slope after emission measurements 
were finished might be due to a termination of the 
deposition of an adsorbed electronegative BUostance on the 
cathode. This electronegative substance could be 
liberated from the anode b;r bombardment with electrons. 
The effect could also be interpreted in terms of the 
accurl1ulation of o.n electropositive layer on the cathode 'when 
emission is not being drm7n, or at low temperatures. The 
presence of an electronegati vc adsorbed lnycr might provj.de 
an additional potential barrier,so that the activation energy 
of the conductivity process, during emission measurements, 
is increased. A similar ef~ect could be caused by the 
removal of' an electropositive layer as t he cathode 
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temperature increase,! but this is less likely because the 
presence o~ adsorbed electronegative layers have been 
indicated by the experimental work. I~ tho hypothesis. 
involving the adsorbed layers. is accepted, the activation 
energy o~ the third ro,r;ion o~ the conducti vi ty plot would 
pr0bably represent the activution energy o~ the 8Ur~ace 
l T~\C. -to .. ~ tet""" ~~ 0.. .... ~CM of ~;s the .. tt. il<4. c:.Gt-~ of b<~.,.. ""'A!lu.~'. 
conduction mechnnism. A The experimental results o~tainea 
do not indicate whether the bulk mechanism or the surf'ace 
mccilanism is responsible ~or the low temperature conductivity 
process, but evidence as to the for.mation o~ nn electronegative 
ndsorbed luyer or the cathode, during ennssion measurements, 
I1ns been obtained. 
8. Values of the SCGbeck E.M.F. obtained from the 
Conducti vi t:y; Measurements. 
As t he temperature di~ference existing between the 
probe and the base r.1e"G2..l o~ the probe diodc could not be 
determined, the value of the internal work function could 
not be calculated from the observed values of the Seebeck 
The sign of the Seebeck e.m.~. normally indicated 
that the oxide \"lo.s behavinG as an n-typo semiconductor. A 
O~ 
transition from n-typo to p-type conducti~y, as tho 
temperature wus reduced, Was indicated during a nuraber of 
the detormi~~tions on tube PA2. The high gas pressure in 
the experimental tube may well have been reStonsible for 
this effect. Those results arc in agreoment with thoso 
obtained by Ishiknwa, Sato and sasakai6Rnd Wr1ght46• 
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9. The Source of Enrission. ----~---- . 
Thc experiment with tube R1, in which the top' layers 
of the cathode coating ';-rore dotClchud and gave a marked 
incrGJ.se in Richa.rdson Ylork function, indicated that the 
emi t tine; surfQce is tl1u oxiuo rn thor t:Llan a layer of ncti ve 
r:a.terial on the base meted. The experiments in which 
saturation of omission was observed at high tomperatures, 
can be interpreted as indicating thnt the major part of 
the emission comes from surfaces within the pores of the 
cathode. This 'lims also indicated for tube HNNl, by the 
greater space charge effect obsorved when emission was 
dr2wn from the oxiue cathode. 
10. The Cuthode Colourntion. 
A grecn/,ulue colollration was observed for a number 
of experir.1ental tu"'ues vl~10n the cathode was at room 
temperature, Tilis kind of colouration has also been 
101 131' observed by Hop~dns c.nd Mec for calcium oxide 
cathodes, Tho colouration ~as found to disappear when 
the cathode was heated. Hopkins has suggested that the 
colouration may be d~e to the formation of F-centres such 
as those invol{od oy Pohl to explain the colouration of 
alkali halidcs treated vii th un excess of the a11.:o.1i metal. 
. 132 t ~ Hens1ey hus also sugges ed ,-,hat colour centres may 
exist in the alkaline cc..rth oxides and he propo'Sed that 
1 . 2 
they should ae dosisnated oy the tenns ~ -centre nnd F -
centre. The nuraber refers to the number of electrons 
present in -Ghe anion vacancy. Metson133 has suggested 
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that the colouration might be caused by sodium liberated 
from inpurities in tho corami. insulators. No evidence 
ns to the cause of.' this colouration has beon provided by 
this invcstigatiol~ 
11. Sugp,estions f.'or Further Work 
\~~~ 
If.' theAloglOA/~ relationship is to be explained, it 
is clear t:iwt experimental work should be carried out on a 
much si~)ler system than the oxide cathode. It is hoped 
that the work on sinGle crystals, me4.~tioned earlier, will 
provide ;.lOre inf'orn1D. tion ns to the significance of.' this 
relationship. Tcchniquos for the production of.' single 
crystnls of barium oxide have been described, but JGhe 
production of such crystals·is vcr:/ difficult. The 
information which could be obtainod from such crystals 
and single metal cr~Tstals, with, and vd thout adsorbed 
layers would 0e of.' considorable value. 
Further I'lork on the oxide cathode, using a gold 
vibrating electrode, should also provide useful information. 
The value of.' the con'~::tct ?otential difference obtained 
by means of this Kelvin method should be compared with the 
values obta.in.cd from the 'kno.o' of tho emission 
characteristics. Comparison of the value of the cathode 
work fUnction obtained by this method and the valuo 
obtained from the Riclmrdson wo~k fUnction Should give 
some indication of the variation of the ";fork function over 
the cathode surface. This method might also provide values 
of cathode conductivity ns dcscri~ed earlior. Such 
-157-
methods would also provide more information aB to the 
value of the anode v{Or~~ fU11.ct ion nnd the manner in which 
it is modified b~" the evaporo. t10n of ncti vc materials 
from the anode and the formation of adsorbcd layers of 
the gasGs anc:. vapours pro sent in the experimental tube. 
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